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Summary 

The research, described in this thesis, deals in particular with several problems, 
which arise when trying to automate the process of testing low-volume semi
custom ASICs. 

For low-volume ASICs one of the major problems is the reduction of the test 
application costs. To reduce the costs of testing low-volume ASICs, the use of 
a semi-custom test method with associated design-for-testability techniques 
is proposed. This semi-custom test method forms the starting point for the re
search on testable ASIC design in combination with automated test program 
development. 

With the increasing complexity of ASICs, it has become increasingly clear that 
test generation techniques alone cannot provide a high quality test program. 
Therefore ASIC designers have gotten involved in designing their chips for 
testability and the traditional separation of design and test tasks no longer suf
fices. Starting the detection and removal of testability problems after the design 
is completed is troublesome and time-consuming. The testability issue be
comes especially important when complex ASICs are used in safety critical 
systems. Obviously, these components may not contain fabrication flaws, and a 
l 00% fault coverage will therefore be required. 

To be able to start the detection and removal of testability problems during the 
design, a novel hierarchical test program development procedure is presented. 
It is shown how, by differentiating between internal and external tests for each 
module, the test program can be developed hierarchically. Furthermore it is 
shown that the proposed test development approach permits structured testable 
building blocks to be designed by using unstructured (ad-hoc) design-for-test 
techniques. For example, the test development approach enables the use of a 
novel reconfigurable scan path architecture to reduce the ASIC test time. This 
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scan path architecture circumvents the need to introduce explicit test control
lers by simply loading the reconfiguration information through the scan path 
itself. 

Since the hierarchical ASIC test development method as well as the semi-cus
tom test method requires that all test vectors can be applied through a synchro
nous scan path, it is also investigate how asynchronous control circuits can be 
designed in such a way that they are synchronously scan testable. An imple
mentation model is presented, that uses an explicit state register. The state reg
ister is composed of SR flip--flops, which can operate in asynchronous, syn
chronous, and (token) scan mode. It is shown that these controllers are 
synchronously testable and can be derived directly from a state diagram de
scription. 

Finally, the possibility of using a dedicated test generation procedure is illus
trated by showing how the test program for modules composed of a data path 
and a finite state machine controller can be derived by the use of a novel sym
bolic test assembly procedure. 



Samenvatting 

Het in dit proefscbrift bescbreven onderzoek bebandelt enige problemen, 
we Ike ontstaan wanneer men bet testen van applicatie specifieke gelntegreerde 
scbakelingen, met lage produktie volumes, tracbt te automatiseren. 

Bij bet testen van gerntegreerde scbakelingen in beperkte aantallen, vormen al
lereerst vooral de kosten m.b.t. testapplikatie een probleem. Om deze kosten te 
reduceren wordt bet gebruik van een grotendeels gestandariseerde testmetbode 
voorgesteld. Deze testmethode vormt het uitgangspunt voor het onderzoek 
naar het testbaar ontwerpen van gelntegreerde schakelingen in verbinding met 
het automatiscb ontwikkelen van een testprogramma. 

Met de toenemende komplexiteit van gerntegreerde schakelingen is het duide
lijk geworden, dat voor komplexe ge'integreerde scbakelingen de bescbikbare 
testgeneratietecbnieken niet in staat zijn een kwalitatief hoogwaardig testpro
gramma te genereren. De testbaarbeid van een schakeling moet reeds tijdens 
het ontwerp in ogenscbouw genomen worden, zodat ontwerp en test niet Ianger 
los van elkaar kunnen worden gezien. Als het ontwerp reeds is afgesloten, blijkt 
het oplossen van testproblemen complex en tijdrovend te zijn. Het grondig test
en van een schakeling is speciaal van be lang voor scbakelingen die worden toe
gepast voor het waarborgen van de veiligheid van personen. Het niet ontdekken 
van fabrikagefouten kan dan leiden tot fatale gevolgen. Het zal duidelijk zijn, 
dat in zulke applikaties een 100% foutafdekking wordt vereist. 

Om tijdens bet ontwerp beter rekening te kunnen houden met de testbaarheid 
van een scbakeling, wordt in dit proefschrift een nieuwe methode voor het hier
archisch ontwikkelen van een testprogramma geintroduceerd. Daarnaast wordt 
getoond, hoe in de onderbavige testmethode, specifieke technieken voor het 
verbogen van de testbaarbeid kunnen worden toegepast, zonder dat zulks de au
tomatische konstruktie van bet testprogramma uitsluit. De voorgestelde test
ontwikkelingsmethode maakt onder andere het gebruik van een reconfigureer-
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baar schuifregister mogelijk. De architektuur van het schuifregister is zo 
gekozen, dat het introduceren van expliciete testcontrollers niet Ianger noodza
kelijk zijn. De vereiste testmodus kan in de gegeven situatie via bet schuifregis
ter zelf worden ingesteld. , 

Om ook de test van asynchrone schakelingen mogelijk te maken binnen de syn
chrone testapplikatiemetbode, is tevens onderzocht, hoe bet ontwerp van 
asynchrone schakelingen dient te geschieden, opdat deze met behulp van een 
synchroon schuifregister getest kunnen worden. Een implementatie model is 
ontwikkeld, waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van een expliciet toestandsregis
ter. Het toestandsregister kan opereren in asynchrone, synchrone en (token) 
scbuifmodus. Er wordt getoond, dat deze controllers syncbroon testbaar zijn en 
hoe deze kunnen worden ontworpen uitgaande van een toestandsbeschrijving. 

Tenslotte wordt nog bet gebruik van speciale testgeneratieprocedures bespro
ken. Daartoe wordt een testprogramma gegenereerd voor modules, welke zijn 
opgebouwd uit een datapad-eenbeid en een besturingseenheid, door gebruik te 
maken van een nieuwe symbolische testgeneratietecbniek. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In the last decades, the implementation of digital electronic systems in the form 
of integrated circuits has received increasing attention. The advantages of 
constructing digital electronic systems by the use of integrated circuits are 
manifold. In general, an integrated circuit has a better performance, consumes 
less power, is more reliable, has less weight, and a smaller size. Despite its 
many advantages, in the 1960s and '70s only the mass production of an inte
grated circuit could bring the costs down to an economic level. Therefore, the 
design of application specific integrated circuits was mainly of importance for 
high volume products. This situation changed drastically in the 1980s. Semi
custom design in combination with computer-aided design tools proved to be 
economically viable for developing low volume application specific integrated 
circuits (ASICs)[l]. In such a semi-custom approach, the fabrication and de
sign costs are kept low by making use of a pre-fabricated master chip contain
ing transistors on fixed locations. In this case, only the so-called "personaliza
tion masks" have to be designed and produced, defining the required 
connections between the transistors on the master. This reduces both design 
and fabrication costs significantly. The layout efficiency of semi-custom AS
ICs was initially low, as CAD support and the number of metal interconnection 
layers were limited. But with the introduction of a "sea-of-gates" or "channel
less gate arrays" master, multi-layer metal, and advanced computer-aided de
sign tools it is currently possible to realize semi-custom ASICs of high com
plexity and high density. 

With the increasing complexity of semi-custom A SICs and the reduction in de
sign and fabrication costs, test costs become more and more a problem. In the 
case of low-volume ASICs, test costs are found to be as high as 70% of the total 
cost[2][3]. Generating high quality tests, with respect to all kind of require
ments, has become complex and' time-consuming. As a result the time needed 
for test development may be an order of a magnitude more than the time needed 
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for design[ 4]. This is clearly not acceptable. The time required for test develop
ment becomes especially problematic in safety-critical systems. In safety criti
cal systems, according to German regulation, ASICs may only be used when 
they are tested with a 100% single stuck-at fault coverage. However, rather sel
dom a 100% fault coverage is reached when automated test pattern generation 
(ATPG) is started after the design has been completed [5]. Often circuit parts 
contain redundancies or the detection of certain faults by ATPG is too time
consuming. In that case, manual test development or design modifications will 
be required. To complicate the matter even more, in (low-volume) semi-cus
tom ASICs the test application method and the required test equipment also are 
of crucial importance. If test application restrictions are not taken into account, 
their costs may be in the same order as the costs for an ASIC production run[ 6]. 

To prevent long test development times and high test application costs, it has 
become clear that the testability of ASICs can no longer be added as an after
thought once the design is completed. Testability must be considered as an inte
gral part of the design process. The testability of systems has been defined in 
the following way[7]: "An ASIC is testable if a set oftests can be generated, 
evaluated, and applied to satisfy pre-defined levels of performance, defined in 
terms of fault-detection, fault-location, and test application criteria, within 
pre-defmed costs and time scales." ASICs which do not satisfy these criteria 
are said to be "untestable". 

The work in this thesis deals with methods for testable ASIC design and test 
development in a semi-custom ASIC environment. It will present design-for
test techniques for the testable (semi-custom) ASIC design. Furthermore, nov
el hierarchical (symbolic) test development procedures are presented which en
ables the development of a test program during the hierarchical construction 
of the ASIC. 

This chapter introduces semi-custom ASIC development and discusses rele
vant earlier work on automated test program development and design-for-test 
techniques. In Section 1.1 the basic features of the semi-custom design and 
fabrication will be discussed. This will be done by taking the IMS Gate Forest 
approach as an example. Section 1.2 surveys and evaluates existing testing 
techniques, while Section 1.3 gives a brief outline of this thesis. 

1.1 Semi-Custom ASIC Development 

For purpose of fast tum-around prototyping and the economic production of 
ASICs in low volumes many organizations have developed a semi-custom 
ASIC design and fabrication environment. An example of such a typical envi
ronment for semi-custom ASIC design and fabrication is found at the Institute 
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for Microelectronics Stuttgart (IMS). The basic features of semi-custom ASIC 
design and fabrication will be explained by discussing the IMS semi-custom 
approach, called GATE FOREST, in some more detail. 

The IMS Semi-custom ASIC environment consists of[l,8]: 

• A CMOS GATE-FOREST Master Family; 

To implement circuits of different sizes and with different input and output re
quirements efficiently, a number of pre-fabricated masters are developed. Cur
rently the masters have array sizes from 650 to 32,000 available gates, and the 
number of pins ranges from 32 to 220. The gate forest masters belong to the 
3rd generation of semi-custom ASICs[9], the so called sea-of-gates or chan
nelless gate arrays. It consists of a 2--dimensional array of transistors without 
explicit interconnect areas. Arbitrarily shaped modules can be mapped onto a 
matrix of transistors by using internal switch-box routing and abutment (see 
Figure 1.1). 

• GATE FOREST digital libraries; 

To enable the specification of ASICs in terms of building blocks more complex 
than the logic gates, advanced libraries are constructed containing the geomet
rical description of high-level primitives as well. For example, the IMS GATE 
FOREST libraries contain parameterizable logic structures such as RAMs, ad
ders, counters, multipliers, decoders and so on. 
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Figure 1.1: (a) Gate array, 
(b) Sea-of-Gates containing macros. 
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• E-Beam Direct-Write; 

A major bottleneck for the economic production of low volume ASICs is the 
cost associated with the fabrication of the masks. Fortunately the fabrication 
of masks can be circumvented by using the E-Beam direct-write technology. 
E-Beam direct-write is based on the exposure of the wafer to an electron beam 
which writes the pattern directly on the photo-resist. This application of E
Beam direct-write replaces the conventional recticle writing and wafer expo
sure process which for low volume is much more expensive and takes more· 
time. At IMS theE-Beam Direct-Write machine HL 700D is used to write the 
4 personalization layers (contact,via, metall, metal2) directly on the wafer. 
This opens the path to a two week fabrication tum-around time. 

• Computer-aided-design (CAD); 

The introduction of CAD tools greatly reduces the design time and makes the 
realization of highly complex designs possible. A typical CAD system for 
(semi-custom) ASIC design is shown in Figure 1.2. The integrated circuit can 
be specified using structural, geometrical, or behavioral descriptions. By the 
use of a layout editor, the libraries can be extended by entering design specific 
building blocks in terms of mask data. Furthermore, macro compilers are used 
to translate more abstract notations like truth tables and state tables into geo
metrical or structural descriptions. The structural description can also be en
tered directly using schematic capture or a netlist description language (EDIF, 
VHDL, .. ). In this way the circuit is specified in terms of primitives of which 
the mask data will be available when the place and route program is started. By 
doing place and route the netlist description is translated into the geometrical 
description of the masks which have to be written on the wafer by theE-Beam 
direct-write machine. Not shown in this system diagram are the programs for 
design rule check, netlist compare, simulation and so on, which are needed to 
verify or characterize the entered or generated descriptions. Furthermore, test 
generation and fault simulation tools will be present, supporting the develop
ment of a test program. 

The environment described above enables to design and fabricate semi-custom 
ASICs in a short time and is therefore very attractive for fast prototyping and 
low volume ASIC production. 

1.2 ASIC Testing 

As ASICs become more complex and are composed by using complex logic 
structures with dedicated test requirements (like ROMS, RAMs, multipliers .. ), 
the development of a test program becomes a complex and time-consuming 
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task. It will be clear that especially in semi-custom ASIC approaches, long test 
program development is unacceptable due to the low production volume of AS
ICs. To keep the test program development time short, the test program must 
be composed automatically instead of being derived manually. Unfortunately, 
the automated construction of a test program is only possible for today's highly 
complex ASICs by employing design-for-testability techniques (DFf). In 
other words, the test development task must be taken into account during the 
design. The need to take ASIC test into account during the design process is 
often expressed by saying that "integration of design and test" is required. 

One usually distinguishes between ad-hoc and structured DFf tech
niques[ 1 0]. Ad-hoc OFf techniques are proposed to enhance the testability of 
particular types of circuits. They are considered ad-hoc (rather than algorith-
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mic) because they do not deal with an overall design methodology that ensures 
the ease of test generation for general circuits. Structured DFf techniques are 
testability improvement techniques, which are independent of the circuit type 
and can be applied by algorithmic procedures. They describe design and test 
methods that are mainly developed to enable the automated generation of a test 
program. Since such an automated test program development method is needed 
in semi-custom ASIC environments, structured DFf with the associated test 
program development procedures will be reviewed in the following sections. 

1.2.1 Scan Design and Test 

The most popular structured DFf technique is referred to as scan design[ll]. 
Scan design eases the test generation task by creating access to the memory ele
ments in test mode. The difference between non-scan design and scan design 
is illustrated in Figure 1.3. In Figure 1.3(a), the classical Huffman model of a 
sequential circuit is shown; Figure 1.3(b) pictures the scan version ofthe cir
cuit. Access to the memory elements is created in the scan design by replacing 
all register elements by scan register cells. The use of scan registers makes it 
possible to line up all registers during test mode into a shift register. Such a shift 
register through which the test vectors are shifted in and out is called a scan 
path. Since all memory elements can be easily controlled and observed through 
the scan path the inputs and outputs of scan registers can be treated as primary 
inputs and outputs for test generation. There are several forms of scan designs. 
They differ primarily in how the scan register cells are designed. Here we will 
only discuss the generic form of scan design. Details of how the scan register 
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Figure 1.3: (a) Normal sequential circuit, 
(b) scan version of sequential circuit. 
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cells can be designed and connected to form different types of scan designs can 
for example be found in [10][1l][12][13]. 

The scan design method was developed to work around the limitations of uni
versal automated test generation methods. Especially test generation for se
quential circuits is found to be very difficult. The computation time needed to 
generate a test may be in the order of n4, whereby n is the number of logic 
gates[14]. The computation time of gate-level sequential test-generation ap
proaches increases so rapidly, that such approaches are only useful for small 
circuits. Therefore, practical solutions for test generation rely on design for test 
techniques that, in the case of scan design, transform a sequential circuit into 
a combinational one during test. 

For example, by generating a test program for the combinational block CL in 
Figure 1.3(b ), the test program can be applied to the internal lines "Y" by clock
ing the system in test mode (Test= "1 "). In this mode the test data is shifted 
in through the scan shift register input "scan-in." Next, the input data is pro
cessed by the combination logic and the response of the lines "Z" can be loaded 
in the scan register by clocking the system in normal mode (Test= "0"). Finally, 
the test response of internal lines "Z" can be made observable at the output 
"scan-out" by clocking the system in test mode, thereby shifting the test re
sponse out (and loading new test data when needed). 

For combinational circuits, test generation techniques have been developed 
that employ analytic procedures to derive test patterns for the faults of interest. 
It requires a well-defined model of the circuit under consideration and a fault 
model, that describes in a well-defined manner the effect of physical faults, for 
which the test patterns have to be generated. The traditional circuit model is the 
gate-level model. This model describes the circuit as a network of primitive 
(Boolean) logic gates. The most common fault model is the single stuck...:at 
fault model[15], which assumes that at most one line is stuck-at...:O or stuck
at-! at a time. To generate a test pattern, a stuck-at fault is inserted into the 
gate-level description. Next, the test generation algorithm will try to calculate 
an input settings that makes the fault observable at an output. For example Fig
ure 1.4 shows how the stuck-at...:O fault can he detected at the output by setting 
all circuit inputs to "1". 

Much research has been focussed on how test patterns can be obtained for 
single stuck-at faults in an efficient way. The main test-generation algorithm 
for combinational circuits was described by Roth[ 16] and is called the D-algo
rithm. To keep track of fault propagation, the values need to be considered in 
both the fault-free and the faulty circuit, defined by the target fault for which 
the test needs to be generated. To this purpose, a 5-valued calculus is in use by 
the D-algorithm. The values 0, I and x define the situation, where the value 
of a line is not dependent on the presence of the target fault. The value "D" ex-
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Figure 1.4: AND gate with associated pattern to detect stuck-at 
zero fault. 

presses that in the fault-free case the line will be "1" and, if the fault is present, 
"0." Finally, the value "D" expresses that in the fault free case the setting of the 
line will be "0" and, if the fault is present, it will be "1." Therefore, in Figure 
4.2, the lines at which the presence of the fault can be distinguished are given 
the value "D" or "D". 

The D-algorithm performs the following steps to find a test vector: 

• fault insertion: the test generation starts with selecting a target fault out of 
the list of faults, for which a test has not yet been determined. This fault is 
next inserted into the circuit by assigning aD or D value to the "faulty port"; 

• forward propagation or D-drive: sensitize the D value to a primary output. 
When the D value is driven to an element G, G is said to be in the test fron
tier. To drive D through a logic gate, the other inputs of G are set to the 1 or 0 
value, such that the D-value (or D-value) will propagate to the output. In 
other words, the input to output path is sensitized; 

• line justification: this step checks whether there is any contradiction in the 
assignment of values to inputs of gates by the D-drive operation. If a contra
diction exists, the current path cannot be sensitized. Backtracking must take 
place and a new path is selected. 

By the use of these steps, the D-algorithm will find a test for a fault, if such 
a test exists. The efficiency of the algorithm depends heavily on the degree of 
backtracking. Backtracking is needed when the fault cannot be propagated to 
the input and output by the previously assumed setting of the node values. One 
or more current node values have to be removed and an alternative setting has 
to be tried. Many techniques have been presented that try to reduce the amount 
of backtracking. Some of these techniques are: using testability analysis data, 
or mapping objectives directly into primary input assignments (PODEM [17] 
and FAN[ 18]). This can improve the test generation speed significantly for sev
eral classes of circuits, as shown by benchmark circuits[ 19]. Furthermore, fault 
simulation is often done concurrently with the test generation process itself. In 
this way all faults are found detected by the test pattern. It must, however, be 
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noted that the test generation problem is provable NP-complete for combina
tional circuits[20]. Hence, the test generation time may increase very rapidly 
when the size of the combinational circuit increases. 

A typical design and test development process for scan designs is shown in Fig
ure 1.5. The following basic steps are distinguished: 

start 

Structural design 
andDFT 

Geometrical design 

Test program 
development 

end 

Figure 1.5: Design and test stages. 

• structural (semi) design: starting from the specification, a circuit is de
signed, that implements the required functionality, and subsequently all 
register elements are implemented as scan registers. When the netlist de
scription of the system is completed and the functionality of the netlist de
scription has been verified by simulation, the design continues with geo
metrical design; 

• geometrical design: during geometrical design, the netlist developed dur
ing logic design is converted into a layout description of the chip. This can 
be realized automatically by using "place and route" CAD tools and manu
ally by using layout editing tools. After the geometrical description of the 
chip has been verified by back-annotation, the design process is finished 
and the test development starts; 

• test program development: the development of a test program starts by dis
tinguishing the combinational blocks into which the circuit is divided by the 
scan path. Next, the test program generation and fault simulation is done for 
the combinational blocks. Finally the total test program is composed from 
the test programs derived for the combinational blocks. 
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By using the scan design method and test development process as shown in 
Figure 1.5, it is implicitly assumed that: 

• a test program with the required fault coverage can he generated for the com
binational blocks by using algorithms like the D-algorithm or PODEM; 

• the time required to apply the test programs by the external tester is accept-
able. 

These conditions must be met to prevent lengthy manual test development and 
lengthy redesign steps for test afterwards. Programs like PODEM are able to 
generate tests for most faults, even when rather large combinational blocks are 
present, in a reasonable time. Therefore, the generation of a test program for 
combinational blocks, based on single stuck-at faults, has in practice given 
hardly any problems. At least, when the design rules associated with the partic
ular scan design method has been taken into account and less than 100% fault 
coverage was acceptable. Furthermore, the total test time of the system is often 
found to be acceptable or could be made acceptable by simply partitioning the 
scan path. Therefore, the scheme shown in Figure 1.5 has been successfully 
used for scan design and test development for many years. 

Unfortunately, with the continuous growth in complexity of VLSI circuitry 
some problems with the scan design and test method have become apparent. 
Todays ASICs often contain various logic structures such as PLAs, ROMs, 
RAMs, multipliers and so on, which require dedicated fault modelling and test 
generation and application procedures [21][22][23][24][25]. This has led to a 
situation wherein the use of the scan design method is no longer a guarantee 
for a system, which is "testable by construction." In other words, simply in
cluding all memory elements in a scan path may not be sufficient to prevent test 
problems. Therefore, the use of another OFT and test development method 
called "Macro Testing"[21] has been proposed. 

1.2.2 Macro Testing 

One of the reasons, that the scan design method runs into problems is the fact, 
that the circuit for test generation is implicitly defined. The designer will usual
ly not take testability requirements into account when he selects the location 
of the register elements and thereby implicitly selects the access points for test. 
As a result, the combinational blocks in which the system is partitioned by the 
memory elements may, for example, become too large and the required fault 
coverage can no longer be realized in limited time. Furthermore, each combina
tional block may contain different types of logic having different fault model
ling and test generation requirements. In this case, it is no longer possible to 
generate the test program for the combinational blocks by simply using a gener
al test generation algorithm like PODEM. 
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Macro testing addresses the problem that each part of the circuit may have dedi
cated test requirements. This is done by dividing the circuit into s<H:alled mac
ros based on test requirements rather than on the location of the memory ele
ments in the circuit. The partitioning of the circuit into macros is guided in the 
Macro Testing approach by constraints and heuristics[21]. 

Some constraints are: 

• each macro has to be independently testable; 

• each macro is accessible directly from the external pins or through a shift 
register; 

• each macro is of uniform test type (random logic, RAM and so on ... ); 

• each circuit element belongs to one and only one macro; 

• macros contain a number of functional blocks or vice versa. 

Some heuristics are: 

• limitation of the automatic test pattern algorithm: Combinational blocks 
have to be partitioned into several blocks when they can no longer be han
dled by the ATPG. Test program generation will next be done for each block 
separately; 

• fault model suitable for a specific structure: State Machines, PLAs, 
memory structures, multipliers and so on require specific fault models and 
test generation procedures. Therefore such structures will each form a inde
pendently testable macro; 

• hierarchy: The circuit must be partitioned into macros by taking advantage 
of the hierarchy introduced by the designer or the design system. 

After the design is partitioned into macros, macro related test generation algo
rithms and fault modelling techniques can be used to create individual test pro
grams. Furthermore, such a macro may be completely or partially self-testable. 
A commonly used self-test architecture is shown in Figure 1.6(a). In Figure 
1.6(a) the registers are configured into structures called "built-in logic block 
observers" or BILBOs[26]. A BILBO is a register with two extra control inputs 
B 1 and B2, and some extra logic placed between successive flip-flops. The 
BILBO can be configured in any of three modes: (a) parallel-in parallel-out 
register, (b) shift register, (c) feedback shift register. The structure of a BILBO 
register is shown in Figure 1.6(b ). In normal operation the BILBO acts as a par
allel register. In shift mode the BILBO behaves like a scan register. Finally, in 
the feedback shift register mode(s), the BILBO generates pseudo-random pat-
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Circuit 1 

Circuit 2 

(a) (b) 
Figure 1.6: (a) A typical application of BILBO, 

(b) BILBO structure. 

Introduction 

terns or acts as a response compactor. Thus the BILBO register facilitates scan 
testing using an external tester as well as built-in self-test. 

To apply a test program to the macro-under-test by the external tester, it has 
to be ensured that the macro inputs and outputs can be controlled or observed, 
directly or indirectly. A problem now occurs, since the macro inputs and out
puts will not necessarily be connected to scan register cells. Therefore, in the 
macro testing scheme, test structures are added that are called Test Interface 
Elements(TIEs). TIEs are test structures that are by-passed in the normal 
mode, but act as scan registers in test mode. By adding a TIE to each macro 
output not already a primary output, the macro inputs and output are made di
rectly controllable and observable through a scan chain of TIEs. Therefore, the 
application of test to the macros by the external tester can be realized in the 
same way as the tests are applied to the combinational blocks in scan designs. 

In the scan design approach, test generation times are generally bounded by the 
partitioning of the scan path such that they can be loaded in parallel. A disad
vantage of this technique is the increasing number of input and output ports 
needed to enable the parallel load and observation of the scan paths. Macro test
ing tries to prevent long test times, thereby limiting the inputs and outputs 
needed for test, by making the scan chains reconfigurable. During the test of 
a macro, only the TIEs are included into the scan chain which control or observe 
the inputs and outputs of the macro-under-test. Since the macros are tested one 
after another, the total test time is simply the sum of the test times needed to 

I 
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test the individual macros. To reconfigure the scan chain for a particular macro
under-test, control signals (or additional test modes) are needed to steer the 
multiplexers in the scan chain. To circumvent the need for a growing number 
of additional test inputs, when the number of macros increases, an on-chip test 
controller generates the control signal needed to configure the scan path for a 
macro. The use of a test controller is illustrated in Figure 1.7. The circuit shown 
in Figure 1. 7(a) consist of three macros. For each macro, TIEs are added to the 
macro outputs that are not primary outputs. The configuration of the scan path 
during the test of macro 1 is shown in Figure 1.7(b). Now, only the TIEs are 
part of the scan path, which enable the application of the test program to macro 
1. After the test of macro 1 is completed, the test controller changes state and 
the scan chain is configured as shown in Figure 1.7(c). Then the application of 
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Figure 1.7: Macro Testing: (a) macro network, 
(b) test of macro 1, (c) test of macro 2. 
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the test program to the new macro-under-test (i.e. macro 2) can start and so 
on. 

The Macro Testing approach solves several problems of the scan path ap
proach, but also introduces some new ones: 

• area overhead: since most of the test generation algorithms can only deal 
with combinational circuits, it will in general still be required to implement 
all registers, not belonging to dedicated memory structures, as scan regis
ters. In that case, the use of TIEs at the macro outputs to enable the applica
tion of the macro test programs will clearly lead to a higher overhead than 
was found using the scan method. Furthermore the presence of the test con
trollers for the scan chain configuration increases the area overhead even 
more. Therefore macro testing is most suited for ASICs which contain rela
tive large macros like parallel multipliers, high-speed adders, ALUs, regis
ter banks and so on. For ASICs composed out of many small macros 
(watch-dog controllers, neural networks, etc.) the inclusion of TIEs and a 
test controller for each macros is no longer attractive; 

• selecting the test method for each macro: one of the problems of the macro 
testing approach is the selection of the required test method for each macro 
and thereby the test (mode) hardware which has to be added to the macro. By 
selecting the test method for each macro, a careful balance must be reached 
between overhead and the testability of the system. In other words, test gen
eration and test time problems have to be removed by selecting the test 
method for each macro carefully. Otherwise the area and delay penalties 
may become unacceptable. Unfortunately, there is no reliable model to ac
curately predict the test method to be chosen for each macro based on the 
criteria's given above. For example, attempts to locate potential test genera
tion problems by controllability and observability measures[7] have not 
been very useful in guiding the design process so far[27]. Furthermore, the 
accurate prediction of the required test time is rather troublesome. In other 
words, no accurate testability information is available based on which the 
test method for each macro can be selected. 

1.2.3 Boundary Scan 

Another structured-OFT techniques is boundary scan. Boundary scan was de
veloped in answer to board testing problems. Boundary scan eases the board 
test by creating access to the chip input and outputs by adding so-called bound
ary scan registers. These registers, like TIEs, can act as scan registers or mere 
through connections and also have some additional features to ease the board 
and chip testing. The advantage of using this technique is that there is a general-
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ly accepted IEEE standard 1149.1 defining the boundary scan implementa
tion[28]. 

1.3 In This Thesis 

This section will present a brief overview of the remainder of this thesis. The 
work in this thesis is concerned with test program development and with de
sign-for-test techniques for low-volume semi-custom ASICs . 

This chapter introduces semi-custom ASIC design and discusses the growing 
problems in test development. We discussed that the test development prob
lems are growing due to the increasing complexity of the semi-custom ASICs 
and the need to reach 100% fault coverage in safety-critical applications (like 
ABS in cars, fly-by-wire in airplanes, ... ). Furthermore, it reviews the design
for-test techniques and associated automated test development approaches. 

In Chapter 2, test application costs for semi-custom ASIC are considered. A 
test method and OFf techniques will be introduced that enable a low-cost test 
of low-volume ASICs. This semi-custom test method will form the starting 
point for the research on OFf techniques and integrated test development for 
low-volume ASICs. 

Next, in Chapter 3, we focus on integrated design and test development. A nov
el hierarchical test program development procedure is presented whereby the 
test program is developed hierarchically in line with the hierarchical construc
tion of the system netlist. To enable a reduction of the test time without the com
plexity and overhead of introducing test controllers, a reconfigurable scan path 
architecture is introduced. The reconfiguration information for the scan path 
is simply loaded through the scan path itself. Furthermore, it is shown that 
through the introduction of a test specification for each module, the proposed 
hierarchical test development approach is also applicable when circuit parts re
quire dedicated test procedures. 

Next, Chapter 4 presents a OFf technique for the design of scan testable ( a)syn
chronous control circuits. A novel implementation model is presented, that 
uses an explicit state register. The state register is composed of SR flip-flops, 
which can operate in asynchronous, synchronous, and (token) scan mode. It is 
shown that these controllers are synchronously testable and can be derived di
rectly from a state diagram description. 

Chapter 5 discusses OFf and dedicated test (specification) development tech
niques for purely synchronous circuits parts. For the circuits parts in general 
it will be shown how ad-hoc OFf techniques can be introduced such that the 
test development for the circuit parts can be done in a structured way. Further-
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more, the use of hierarchical test assembly is investigated for the development 
of a test specification for our so called "function modules". These function 
modules are generated by a module compiler and are composed from data path 
and an associated controller. 

Finally, Chapter 6 will present a summary of the main ideas of this thesis and 
give a short outlook onto future developments. 

The major part of the work described here has been published in the form of 
papers on the European and International Test Conferences. The test procedure 
for our low-volume ASICs, presented in Chapter 2, was partially described in 
[ 6]. Chapter 3 is an extended version of the work described in [29]. DFT tech
niques for scan testable (a)synchronous controller circuits, presented in Chap
ter 4, can be found in [30, 31]. Finally, the module related test development 
technique discussed in Chapter 5 is presented in [30, 32] and the reconfigurable 
scan path concept in [33]. 
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Chapter2 

Semi-Custom ASIC Test 

As discussed in the previous chapter the basis for semi-custom design at the 

IMS is a sea-of-gate approach in conjunction with Direct Write Electron Beam 
(DWEB) technology. The sea-of-gate master wafers are fabricated with stan

dard mask technology and the DWEB-system is used for personalization of the 
core logic and the pads. No masks have to be fabricated for an individual ASIC 

and therefore even very low quantities (one or two wafers) can be manufac
tured in a cost efficient manner. In this environment, the test of ASICs becomes 
a criticalfactorin the overall costs. For example, the test of fabricating a new 
wafer probe card is in many cases even higher than the costs of the production 

run itself Therefore in first instance the reduction of the test application costs 
is of primary concern. 

In this chapter, a standardized test interface is introduced in combination with 
boundary scan testable pads to lower the costs of testing semi-custom (Gate
Forest) ASICs. Section 2.1 the basic test procedure of semi-custom ASICs is 
outlined. Next, in Section 2.2, the costs associated with ASIC testing are dis
cussed. Next Section 2.3, will present the DFT rules, which have to be obeyed to 
enable a low-cost test of our Gate Forest AS/Cs. When we investigate DFT and 

test development techniques for ASICs in the other chapters, the use of this 
semi-custom test application method with associated DFT rules will be as

sumed. 

2.1 Testing Low-Volume ASICs 

The process of testing low-volume ASICs differs considerably from the fully 
automated high-volume ASIC test, where high-speed testers and probe sta-· 
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tions are used to maximize throughput. Therefore the techniques, which are 
needed to test low-volume ASICs in a cost economic manner will differ. We 
will first review briefly the process of testing semi-custom ASICs, starting 
with the test program as constructed by the ASIC designer. Then it is described 
how we try to keep the test application costs limited. 

2.1.1 Test Data 

There are several methods in use specifying how an ASIC has to be tested in 
terms of stimuli and responses. If the timing of stimuli and responses of the sys
tem is very complex many specialized features of the automatic test equipment 
(ATE) have to be used. Therefore the test program needs to be given by using 
a specialized test programming language. Fortunately for most digital applica
tions the test is not so complex and the test program can be given in the form 
of a trace file. In Figure 2.1 an example of how the test program for the" device
under-test" (DUT) is given in the form of a trace file. The input and output val
ues in the trace file thereby specify the stimuli and responses, which have to 
be applied and observed by the tester. Such a trace file is usually the result of 
a simulation. In the rest of this thesis, only ASICs will be of concern of which 
the test can be given by a trace file. 

When the test program in the form of a trace file has be executed it first has to 
be converted into a description, which is requested by the target tester. The con
version of the trace file thereby generally results in a test program consisting 
of the following parts: 

• Assignment of the ATE test channels to the pad or pin inputs and outputs of 
the chip; Here the correspondence between signal names and tester probes is 
given. Furthermore it is specified whether a signal name is of the type "in
put", "output" or "bi-directional". In the case of a bi-directional channel 
also a signal name is given, which controls the input and output selection of 
the hi-direction port; 
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• Test patterns; These correspond to the lines given in the trace file; 

• Specification of test control parameters; This part of the test program speci
fies the frequency at which the test has to be executed, the voltage of logic 
levels, timing information and so on. 

In the IMS environment the trace file is constructed by the ASIC designer and 
the conversion of the trace file into an executable test program is done by the 
test engineer who operates the target tester. 

2.1.2 Test Procedure 

2.1.2.1 Tests during Fabrication 

An important part of the complete testing process is already done during the 
fabrication of the wafers. To detect fabrication faults as soon as possible each 
wafer incorporates test structures for measuring processing and electrical pa
rameters. In this way it can be predicted to some extend if a low yield is the 
cause of fabrication problems or design errors. Furthermore it allows to opti
mize the fabrication process. The tests c.arried out during this stage are relative
ly simple and are for all wafers and chips the same. After the fabrication is com
pleted, only the wafers with valid parameters will be tested by doing the steps 
described in the following section. 

2.1.2.2 Wafer Test 

To prevent the packaging of faulty chips the functionality of chips will already 
be tested on the wafer. This is done by connecting the tester to a wafer prober, 
which automatically can move a "needle probe card" from one chip position 
on the wafer to another. So after a wafer has been inserted into the wafer prober 
and the starting position has been adjusted, all equivalent chips on the wafer 
are tested one after another without manual assistance. 

The total wafer test procedure consists of the following steps: 

1. Preparing the test fixture; Before a test can start first the correct needle card 
has to be installed into the wafer prober. Furthermore the needles supplying the 
power to the chip will be connected directly to the power supply. 

2. Test Set-Up; After the test fixture has been prepared next the stimuli and re
sponses are loaded into the memory of the tester. This· loading of the test pro
gram into the tester memory is needed to enable the application of the test vec
tors at a high speed (> 100 MHz is possible for current test equipment). 
Furthermore, the wafer prober will be adjusted such that all needles are "con
tacting" the pads of the chip. 
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3. Test Application; Now the tester is ready to test the first chip, the actual test 
procedure starts whereby for each chip the following sub-tests are carried out: 
- Contact Test; It is checked if all needles make contact with the chip pads. If 
a needle makes a good contact with a pad or not is detected by the current flow 
through the ESD protection diodes of the pad. 
- Functional test; Now the stimuli and responses loaded into the memory are 
applied and the stimuli derived from the chip are compared with the stimuli 
loaded into the tester memory. Differences will be reported as errors and the 
chip is defined to be faulty. Furthermore the power consumption of the chip is 
measured by the current flow, to detect the presence of a short-circuits. If all 
chips are tested on the wafer the wafer test is completed and the chips, which 
have passed the wafer test can be packaged. 

2.1.2.3 Packaged Chip Test 

After the correct chips have been bonded and packaged they will be tested 
again. After inserting a chip into the board, which connects the I/0 pins of the 
chip with the tester channels the contact test and functional test are started to 
find out if the chip still functions correctly. 

After a packaged chip has passed the test it depends on the particular applica
tion if a further testing is requested. For example, a so called "Bum-In" may 
be required. Furthermore in the case of prototypes the circuit often has to be 
characterized more specific to see if the ASIC also functions in worst case 
conditions. The work in this thesis will however only concentrate on the test 
of wafers and packaged chips by the procedure given above. 

2.1.3 Test Equipment 

For ASIC testing a large number of different testers has been developed. There
by parameters like: maximum test speed, number of test channels, throughput, 
accuracy, and so on determine the performance and costs of the tester. In high
volume ASIC production environments mostly high performance testers (costs 
> 1.000.000 DM) are used, which combine an accurate test with a high
throughput rate. 

For testing ASICs in low volumes the handling of wafers and packaged chips 
at a high speed is not needed. For such test environments so called "Low-Cost
Testers" have been developed. These testers are more flexible and easier to pro
gram. However the handling of the wafers and packaged chips requires manual 
assistance. The prices of "Low-Cost-Testers" currently starts at 100.000 DM. 
An example of such a tester is the LTlOOO, which is in use within IMS. 

In recent years a number of Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) IEEE 1149.1 
boundary scan[2] based low-cost test equipment has become available. Such 
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testers are developed in first instance to test the connection of boards on which 
boundary scan testable chips are mounted. Testers of these kinds are already 
available from several companies (AT&T, Texas Instruments, Alphine Image 
Systems, Carl Zeiss Oberkochen). These testers are available for only a few 
thousand DM, due to the small number of test channels, which have to be sup
ported. Furthermore logic analyzers are available (Philips/Fluke), which can 
exploit the boundary scan logic for in-system diagnosis. 

2.2 Reducing the Low-Volume ASIC Test Application Costs 

Test Costs can be divided into recurring and non-recurring costs. The recur
ring costs are those associated with each test (of a chip, wafer, module), while 
the non-recurring costs are required for test setup (wafer probe card and load 
board fabrication, test program development). In high volume production, the 
recurring costs outweighed the non-recurring costs by far. Therefore, the em
phasis is placed on reducing the recurring costs by using high speed testers and 
probe stations and maximizing throughput. For low-volume ASICs testing, 
the non-recurring costs aspects are far more crucial. Throughput is of less sig
nificance, as longer test and handling times can be tolerated if the test equip
ment is less expensive. 

Based on the given steps for testing semi-custom ASICs the non-recurring 
costs can be divided into: 

• Test fixtures (wafer needle probe cards, load boards) costs; Especially the 
costs of the needle probe card increases rapidly when the number of re
quested needles grows. This even can lead to a situation wherein the costs of 
a wafer probe card is higher than the costs of the low-volume ASIC produc
tion run itself; 

• Test fixture preparation costs; These costs are caused by the need to install a 
test fixture and to change the power wiring of the fixture and are therefore 
related to manpower; 

• Test set-up; The test set-up costs are mostly influenced by the time, which 
is needed to adjust the wafer prober. In the case of a needle card with many 
needles this may take a considerable amount of time; 

• Automated Test Equipment (ATE) costs; The major items are the ATE costs 
itself, but also the software required to support the construction, compila
tion and debugging of the test program may not be forgotten. 

A way to reduce the non-recurring costs is standardization. For example by fix
ing the location of power pads the same probe card or load board can be used 
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to test ASICs realized on a particular master type. In this way it is circumvented 
that the test fixture has to be unmounted, mounted and adjusted again simply 
for reason of changing the power wiring of the wafer prober or load card. By 
fixing the locations of the power pads, the non-recurring costs for ASIC testing 
are reduced, but for ASICs with many pads the costs of the ATE and the needle 
probe card is still substantial. Furthermore the probing of several hundred of 
pads poses many electrical and mechanical problems (e.g. ensuring good elec
trical contact, high chuck load) leading to high test set-up costs. So a further 
reduction of the non-recurring costs only can be achieved if the number of con
tacts (and test channels) required for a test is reduced. In other words, to reduce 
the wafer test costs the introduction of a test interface like boundary scan is re
quested. In that case the chip functionality can be tested without contacting all 
chip inputs and outputs. 

Figure 2.2 shows a block diagram of an Gate Forest ASIC, which supports the 
IEEE 1149.1 boundary scan standard. The application logic represents the nor-
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mal chip design prior to the inclusion of the boundary scan logic. This applica
tion logic may contain DFf hardware, for example, in the form of a scan path. 
The inputs and outputs, which need to be controlled or observed through the 
test interface directly (for example, the scan input and output in Figure 2.2) are 
connected to the "test access port macro". In Figure 2.2 the size of the "test ac
cess port macro" looks rather large. However, actually it contains a circuit with 
a size equivalent to 120 (2-input NAND) gates. In general, the application log
ic is much larger. For example the Gate Forest Masters GFC-4, GFC-2 and 
GFC-1 can contain resp. 5900, 13500 and 31700 (2-input NAND) gates. 

The test access port macro controls the boundary scan test interface called test 
access port (TAP). The test access port consists of four lines namely a test clock 
(TCK), a test mode signal (TMS), a test data input (TDI) and a test data output 
(TDO). All other inputs and outputs of the application logic are connected 
through boundary scan cells to the chips 110 pad drivers. All boundary scan 
cells will form a single scan path (see Figure 2.2). The operation of the bound
ary scan interface is determined by the boundary scan test access port macro. 
The boundary scan test access port macro consists of (see Figure 2.2): an 
instruction register, a 1-bit bypass register, a test access port (TAP) controller 
and multiplexers. 

The instruction register has the ability to shift in a new instruction while hold
ing the current instruction fixed at its outputs. The instruction register is used 
to select the operation of the boundary scan test interface. The instruction will, 
for example, steer the control inputs two multiplexers (MUX) shown in Figure 
2.2, thereby selecting the (boundary) scan path between TDI and TDO. The fol
lowing instructions are required according to the IEEE 1149.1 boundary scan 
standard: 

• BYPASS Instruction; In this mode only a single scan register lies between 
the TDI and the TDO. So the test data on the TDI input appears at the TDO 
with one clock cycle delay. This instruction is of interest for testing individ
ual chips mounted on a board through the boundary scan interface; 

• SAMPLE instruction; In this mode the input and output data associated with 
a chip can be sampled by the boundary scan cells during the normal system 
operation; 

• EXTEST Instruction; The EXTEST instruction enables the test of the cir
cuitry external to the boundary scan cells. It enables to set the value on the 
input of the output pad drivers through the boundary scan cells. Furthermore 
the boundary scan cells, which are between the input pads and the core logic, 
will load the response under control of the TAP controller; 

scaniv
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To enable the test of the application logic through the test access port the fol
·lowing instruction is also present in the case of our boundary scan Gate Forest 
ASICs: 

• INTEST Instruction,· The INTEST instruction is used to load test data for the 
application logic into the boundary scan cells and the scan path of the ap
plication logic. In other words, in this execution mode the boundary scan 
path and the scan path of the application logic form a single chain. The test 
ofthe of the application logic can now be carried out in the same manner as 
the ASIC would have been tested through the scan path when no boundary 
scan path interface was present. The only difference is that in this operation 
mode the normal inputs and outputs of the application logic are controlled 
or observed by the boundary scan cells. Furthermore the control and clock 
signals are steered by the TAP macro directly. 

The generation of the control and clock signals on the outputs of the TAP macro 
is primarily carried out by the TAP controller, which responds to the state tran
sitions on the TMS line. The TAP controller is a synchronous finite-state ma
chine whose state diagram is shown in Figure 2.3. 

The state diagram shows that there are two parallel almost identical subdia
grams. One corresponding to controlling the operations of the instruction regis
ter. The other for controlling all other registers (called data registers), which can 
be accessed and connected between TDI and TDO (i.e. boundary scan cells, by
pass register and the scan registers inside the application logic). The controller 
can change state only when a clock pulse on TCK input of the test access port 
occurs and the next state is determined by the status of the TMS input. The 
function of some of the control states is described below. A detailed description 
of all states can be found in [2]. ' 

Test-logic-reset: In this state the boundary scan test interface is disabled so that 
the application logic can operate in its normal mode. 

· Capture-DR: In this state data can be loaded in parallel into the test data regis
ters selected by the current instruction in the instruction register. 

Update-DR: Boundary scan cells have a latched parallel output so that the out
put does not change during the serial load of the test data into the boundary scan 
cells. In this control state the output boundary scan latches can load the value 
from their associated shift register cell. 

Shift-DR: In this state the test data can be loaded serial into the data registers, 
which are selected between the TDI and TDO line by the data in the instruction 
register. Each pulse on the TCK input will cause a shift of one position in the 
data register. Thereby the TDI forms the scan input of the data shift register and 
the TDO is the scan output. 

scaniv
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Figure 2.3: State diagram of TAP controller. 
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U pdate-IR: The instruction register has latched parallel outputs so that the out
put value does not change during the serial load of the instruction data. In this 
control state the instruction register output latches load the value from their 
associated shift register cell. 

With the above briefly described boundary scan components the testing of a 
chip through the IEEE 1149.1 boundary scan test interface will operate as fol
lows: 

• An instruction is sent serially over the TDI line into the instruction register, 
while the TAP controller is in the "Shift-IR" state; 

scaniv
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o By loading the instruction data into the instruction register (TAP controller 
state: "Update-IR") the test circuitry is configured to respond to the instruc
tion; 

o After the selection of the operation mode by the previous steps, next the test 
data for the (boundary) scan registers can shifted in through the TOI input, 
while the TAP controller is in the "Shift-OR" state. By letting the TAP con
troller change state to "Update-OR" the test data will be applied and when 
next the TAP controller state "Capture-OR" becomes active the test result 
will be stored into the scan registers and the boundary scan cells. Next the 
TAP controller state "Shift-OR" will be entered again and new data is 
shifted into the data registers using the TOI input, while test results are 
shifted out over the the TDO line. 

From the description given above it will be clear that if a chip includes a bound
ary scan interface the logic realized on the master core can be tested functional
ly by connecting only the power pads and test access port. The boundary scan 
logic then provides the controllability to all inputs of the core and observability 
to all core outputs. However, since the boundary scan cells are located between 
the pads and the core logic (see Figure 2.2), pad connections and pad logic (e.g. 
output buffers and input level shifters) cannot be tested without additional 
hardware or external connections. 

Zasio[l] suggested to add a scan chain to the pads so that the pad inputs can 
be controlled and the pad outputs can be observed by scan latches. Note that 
the location and function of such scan latches differs from those of the bound
ary scan cells, which are located between the pad and the core, and no advan
tage of the boundary scan logic already available can be taken. Significant hard
ware overhead is required to make pads testable with this method. 

If a boundary scan[2][3] is already present a much more attractive method is 
to implement the pads in such a way that they are testable with help of the 
boundary scan chain. These provide the controllability to an input pad a pull
up and pull-down transistor is added (see Figure 2.4(a)). Furthermore observ
ability to output pads is created by adding a multiplexer to the boundary scan 
cell, which control the output buffer of the pad (see Figure 2.4(b )). Through this 
multiplexer the pad value can be fed to the input of the boundary scan cell. To 
control the global signals "Pull-up", "Pull-down" and "Read-Pad" three addi
tional bits are utilized in the instruction register. To test the pad logic only the 
boundary scan cells have to be present between the TOI and TDO, so during 
the pad test the other instruction register will contain the data for the EXTEST 
operation mode. The details of the pad test procedure as well as the imple
mentation of the pad test structures in the GATE FOREST environment can be 
found in [4]. 
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By using the approach described above in combination with a standardized 
location of the test port and power pads the non-recurring costs for wafer-test 
can be kept very low. The reason for this is that a very few needle contacts are 
required, which (1) reduces the costs of the probe card, (2) alleviates the high 
pin count probing problem and (3) allows for the use of an inexpensive JTAG 
test system. 

For packaged chips the test procedure outlined above can be performed without 
modification to test the proper operation of the core logic and the pad drivers. 
However, when chips are packaged additional sources of failure must be con
sidered. These are failures of the "bond wire" connections between pin and pad; 
shorts and opens are common faults and must be detected. To test these failures, 
controllability or observability must be provided at each chip pin. This can be 
accomplished by the JTAG based test fixture shown in Figure 2.5. The test port 
of the ASIC is connected to a JTAG test system, and all I/0 pins are wired to 
a "tester chip". The tester chip basically contains a boundary scan register cell 
for each channel, which will be used to latch or supply the test data. The direc
tion of I/0 tester chip channels can be set for each channel individually. 

The tester chip has been designed at IMS. It contains 32 I/0 cells and a com
plete boundary scan logic including TAP controller, instruction register and by
pass register. For testing chips with more than 32 signal pins, two or more tester 
chips can be connected serially through TDI and TDO. 

To test the connections between pads and pins, the standard boundary scan con
nectivity test method will be employed[5][6]. After shifting in the test channel 
configuration information, next the test data for the channels driving the "de
vice-under-test" (DUT) inputs can be shifted in. After a test has been loaded 
into the tester chip and applied to the DUT next the response of the DUT is 
loaded into the boundary scan register of the tester chip and the response is 
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Figure 2.5: Fixture for test of packaged chip with custom 
tester chip. 

shifted out while loading the new data. More details about the tester chip imple
mentation and the test procedure can be found in [4]. 

Finally we make some remarks about the recurring costs of testing low-volume 
ASIC. By using inexpensive testers for wafer test as well as testing packages 
chips, the recurring costs are mainly related to manpower. However, the time 
required to test a wafer or a number of packaged chips is only partially deter
mined by the test time of the chips itself. For example, a considerable amount 
of time is needed to manually change the wafers or packaged chips. Automat
ing the handling of wafers or packaged chip will not increase the throughput 
very much due to the variety of chips, which have to be tested in low-volumes. 

As a consequence, the test time for a wafer, will in our case not differ as long 
as the test time is below 1 second, assuming that all tests fit into the memory 
of the JTAG test system. If the test program no longer fits into the tester 
memory the test program has to be applied as separate parts, which increase the 
total test time drastically. The maximum number of scan tests, which fit into 
the memory of the current ATE differs largely. Some ATE provide special sup
port for scan testing. In that case the required clock and scan control signals 
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steering to (un)load the scan path is added by the tester itself[?]. So only the 
(boundary) scan path register test data needs to be stored into the direct memory 
of the tester. Other testers do not have this feature and the steering of all (bound· 
ary} scan path control events has to be given by individual test vectors. 

2.3 DFT rules for Gate Forest Test Application 

Previously it has been discussed how the ASIC test application costs can be 
reduced in IMS environment. Next we present the set ofDFf rules, which have 
to be obeyed to create testable Gate Forest ASICs from the point of view of test 
application. The DFf rules are: 

1. Power pads and test port pads have to be located on standardized positions; 
For each Gate Forest Master a description is available defining the positions. 

2. Each chip includes a IEEE 1149.1 Boundary scan interface{2][3];This re· 
suits in the general architecture of a Gate Forest ASIC shown in Figure 2.2. 

3. All functional I/O pads will include test structures such that the pad logic 
can be tested through the boundary scan test access port; This enables us to 
test the input and output pad logic already during wafer test. 

4. The application logic realized on the Gate Forest core contains a single stan
dardized scan test port (or none); The signals, which are associated with the 
scan path of the application logic will be controlled directly by the test access 
port macro during test of the application logic. To let the test access port macro 
be the same for each application the scan port of the application logic will be 
standardized. In our Gate Forest architecture the scan path has the following 
signals: 

• scan-in: Scan input of the application logic; 

• scan-out: Scan output of the application logic; 

• elk: Clock input of the application logic; 

• smc: Scan mode control input. The value on this line determines if the ap
plication logic operates in scan mode or in normal mode; 

• test-mode: This signal is "1" when the INTEST operation is selected by the 
instruction register and "0" otherwise. The "testmode" line will be used to 
let the test interface elements (TIEs) operate as a scan register in test mode 
and as a mere through connection in normal mode; 

• config: The purpose of this line will become clear when we introduce our 
reconfigurable scan path architecture in the following chapter. 
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How the signals are connected to the individual components of the test access 
port macro is shown in Figure 2.6. The "test-mode" signal is generated by the 
decoder on the outputs of the instruction register. Furthermore the "config", 
"elk" and "smc" signals are generated by the TAP controller block. The scan 
input is connected to the output of the boundary scan path and the scan output 
to a multiplexer, which can connect it to the TOO 

5. The "INTEST" instruction of the boundary scan interface will be used to test 
the application logic realized on the GATE FOREST core. In other words the 
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Figure 2.6: Structure of the Test Access Port macro. 
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scan port will be connected to the boundary scan interface in such a way that 
the boundary scan path and application logic form a single scan chain when the 
"INTEST" instruction is loaded into the boundary scan instruction register. 
This scan chain will be loaded, while in the control state "shift-DR" ofthe TAP 
controller and the test result will be captured when the state "Capture-OR" of 
the TAP controller is active. During this mode the TAP controller will generate 
the "elk", "smc" and "config" signals steering the scan path of the application 
logic. This scan path may be reconfigurable as will be discussed in detail in the 
next chapter. 

6. The total number of pattern must be <255k; This is the current capacity of 
the tester, which can be handled without reloading the memory. 

By explicitly defining how the application logic will be tested, the boundary 
scan interface logic can be the same for each ASIC. In other words the boundary 
scan interface logic is simply a macro in the Gate Forest library. By using this 
macro the designer can add boundary scan to his ASIC design without having 
detailed knowledge of the boundary scan interface. In the rest of this thesis we 
will concentrate on DFT techniques and test development for ASICs, which are 
designed conform the rules given above and tested according to the method 
presented in this chapter. 
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Chapter3 

Hierarchical Design and Test 

ln this chapter, a novel hierarchical test development approach is presented. 
This new methodology attempts to ease the test program development task for 
complex ASTCs by constructing the test program in a hierarchical and incre

mental manner during the design. Furthermore, for the reduction of the re
quired test time application time a novel reconfigurable scan path architecture 
is presented. It is shown how the reconfigurable scan path is synthesized based 

on generated test vector set. 

First, in Section 3.1 the basic terms are introduced. Following in Section 3.2, 
the use and introduction of hierarchy during design and test is discussed. Then, 
Section 3.3 presents our hierarchical integrated design and test development 
approach. Next, in Section 3.4 it is discussed how the test time of ASTCs is re

duced by introducing a reconfigurable scan path. ln section 3.5, the composi
tion of a module test specification is described. Thereafter in Section 3.6, the 
DFT rules for designing testable leaf modules and composite modules are giv
en. Section 3. 7, discusses how the test specification of a module is derived from 

the test specifications of its submodules. Furthermore, it is discussed how the 

reconfigurable scan path can be synthesized. Then, Section 3.8, the role of test 
assembly is discussed. Finally in Section 3.9 the implementation of a prototype 
and experimental results are presented and in Section 3.10 the conclusions are 

drawn. 

35 
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3.1 Levels of Hierarchy 

Hierarchy has been used in the design process of digital functions for many 
years. However, each designer has a distinct vocabulary in this area. The prima
ry purpose of this section is to define the terms, which will be used in this chap
ter to describe the hierarchical test development approach. 

The terms to be used for the levels of hierarchy in the semi-custom ASIC de
sign process are outlined in their hierarchical order in Figure 3.1. 

Level 0 

Levell 

Level n 

J.-.: 
....., I') -= 
~ - li 

"proven" circuits 

root module 
(or chip) 

composite 
modules 

leaf modules 
(or macros) 

Figure 3.1: Levels of hierarchy in ASIC netlist specification. 

The parts wherein the circuit is hierarchically partitioned are called modules. 
The use of a module at a given level of hierarchy is called an instance. The mod
ules, which are represented by instances will be called the submodules of the 
given module. A module that does not contain any instance of other modules 
is at the bottom of the hierarchy and is called leaf module or macro. The one 
module that is not contained as an instance in any other module at the top of 
the hierarchy and is called the root module or chip. All others are called com
posite modules, because they compose the body of the hierarchy. The number 
of levels of hierarchy defined with the help of composite modules is arbitrary. 
A circuit with no hierarchy has a depth of one. A circuit that has all its module 
instances replaced with their contents is thus reduced to a hierarchical depth of 
one and is said to be flattened. 

The common design path for the construction of the hierarchical netlist for an 
ASIC (see Figure 3.1) is currently top-down specification followed by the bot
tom-up construction of the circuit netlist[ 1]. Thereby, so called macro compil-
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e rs will assist the designer by the construction of the netlist (or geometrical de
scription) for complex leaf modules. Examples of modules, which can be 
generated by a macro compiler in the IMS Gate Forest approach are RAMs, 
ROMs, finite state machines and combinational logic blocks. Such circuits 
form "proven" circuit parts and therefore can be handled in a similar way as the 
macros stored in the Gate Forest libraries. In other words, they can be used 
without previous verification for the construction of larger modules by, for ex
ample, schematic entry. 

3.2 Hierarchy in Traditional Design and Test 

Design tasks such as specification, physical layout, design rule check, netlist 
compare are effectively done by using hierarchical methods. The use of hierar
chy introduces the possibility to construct and verify the design in an incremen
tal manner. Take for example the construction of the hierarchical netlist by 
schematic capture in semi-custom ASIC design (see Figure 3.2). First, small 

Entered 
module netlist: 

!
~omposite 

root 

simulate 

modify 

Figure 3.2: ASIC design. 

Verified 
module netlist: 

!
~omposite 

root 

composite modules are specified by the use of the leaf modules. Next, such a ' 
description is verified by simulation and modified till the module specs are at
tained. Then, higher-level composite modules are constructed from estab
lished lower-level modules. Ensuing, the iterative process of simulation and 
modification starts again, till the newly designed composite module is de
scribed correctly. This iterative process continues until the root module netlist 
is found, representing the complete chip. By starting simulation before design 
continues on the next hierarchical level, errors are detected as soon as they are 
introduced and therefore often can be removed by making local changes. 

While design verification and simulation is carried out in-line with the hierar
chical bottom-up assembly of the system, this is not true for test program de
velopment. As is illustrated in Figure 3.3 in current practice the test program 
is developed after the completion of the design and the test program is not de
veloped and stored in a hierarchical manner. 
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Figure 3.3: Test program development. 
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In the past such a separation of design and test was introduced, since ASIC de
sign and test were seen as separate tasks and were done by different disciplines. 
In other words first design engineers designed the IC and when the design was 
finished the netlist was handed to a test engineer who constructed the ASIC test 
program. However, with the increasing complexity of ASIC testing, the test of 
the ASIC has become more and more a concern of the designer. Furthermore 
with the availability of automated test generation tools, often the ASIC design
er has to develop the test program. In that case the task of test engineers is re
stricted to actual test application. 

So far, the shift of the test program development towards the designer has not 
changed the test program development method very much. Currently the test 
program is still developed in a non-hierarchical manner, after hierarchical de
sign is completed. 

However, for complex ASICs doing test development as a separate stage after 
logic design has several drawbacks: 

• The testability of the system is only accurately known afterwards; No accu
rate methods are known that can predict the testability of todays macro 
based complex ASICs. Therefore, the testability of the system only be
comes known by developing the test program for it. For example, attempts 
to predict the test generation costs for a design by controllability and observ
ability measures have not been very useful in guiding the design process so 
far[2]. Furthermore the required test time for a system is hard to predict from 
the tests required by the leaf modules. For example, the position of the 
memory elements in the scan path may have a large influence on the re-
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quired test time[3]. Therefore, violations in testability parameters such as 
test application time, test generation costs and fault coverage are mainly de
tected during the test development stage. This has lead to a situation that it 
cannot be excluded that the circuit has to be modified based on the outcome 
of the test development procedure; 

• Modifying the design afterwards implies that many design tasks may have to 
be redone as well as the generation of the complete test program; When 
changing a part of the "completed" design this will impact other parts also. 
In other words a new simulation of all modules affected by the change will 
be required. Furthermore since the test program is not developed hierarchi
cally it is not known, which part of the test program has become invalid after 
changing a module. As a result, the redesign of even a single module implies 
that the complete existing test program becomes invalid and therefore has to 
be regenerated. Therefore, each modification may cause that a lot of rework 
has to be done leading to lengthy iterations between design and test; 

• Evaluating the testability of the "completed" design based on the test devel
opment results is troublesome; In the design stage, the location of design 
errors is eased by verifying each module separately before such a module is 
used to construct larger parts. In this way, the characteristics of each module 
become known and design et:rors are found as soon as they are introduced. 
Therefore, tasks such as simulation, design rule check are started as soon as 
the description based on which they can be carried out become available. 
When test development is started after the design only the testability of the 
complete chip is measured. Therefore, it is often not clear, which circuit 
parts are actually causing the test problems. For example, it is often found 
during the test development stage that not all stuck-at faults can be detected. 
Thereby the location of the undetected faults indicates a testability problem 
for a specific module. However the reason that the fault was not detected 
may actually be caused by the network configuration of other modules. In 
other words, it is often hard to find out the cause of the test problem and 
therefore the design modifications, which are needed to remove the testabil
ity problems in a effective and efficient manner. 

Hence, a better way to construct the test program seems to be to use an incre
mental hierarchical approach wherein design and test are developed simulta
neously (see Figure 3.4). Using such an approach, the test generation fora mod
ule is started, as soon as the netlist of the module bas been verified by 
simulation. So, before a module is used as an instance first the testability of the 
module is verified by generating a test program for it. Then the fault coverage, 
test time, test generation time are analyzed. Next the module is modified, if 
needed, before a module is cleared to be used as an instance. When using such 
a method for test development a local and short feedback between design and 
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Figure 3.4: Integrated hierarchical design and test program 
development. 

test is provided. Therefore, it eliminates the previously mentioned global and 
long recursion required to feed test information back to the design in the con
ventional approach. Having introduced the concept, the basic problem be
comes how in such an approach we can construct the test program incremental
ly, thereby exploiting the hierarchy introduced during design. 

To investigate, if and how the test program can be developed and stored in a 
hierarchical incremental manner in-line with the hierarchical construction of 
the system netlist, we will take the scan design method as a starting point. 
Thereafter the handling of modules with dedicated test requirements will be 
discussed as well as how the tests of individual modules are translated into an 
overall test program. 

3.3 An Incremental Design and Test Development Approach 

At the moment the use of a scan path is the most popular method of choice for 
implementing DFf features in complex integrated circuits. Many of the ASICs 
developed today incorporate (partial) scan technology. Therefore, in this sec
tion we will investigate if the test program can be constructed incrementally 
for ASICs incorporating a scan path. 

Incremental design is realized by using lower level modules as abstract entities 
(instances) to construct new modules. For example in Figure 3.5 the circuit of 
module C is constructed with help of the instances A and B. In this way the 
construction of the circuit for module C is eased. Where the use of established 
lower level modules eases the design of an ASIC a similar hierarchical incre
mental approach may be attractive for test development. 

To realize an incremental test development approach it must be possible to 
construct the test program for a module be making use of the test program found 
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Figure 3.5: Hierarchical design versus test program development. 

for the submodules. In other words, we have to investigate how the module test 
program can be found when the test program for the instances is known. Take 
for example the construction of the test program for module C in Figure 3.5. 
Module C contains the modules A and Bas instances. So we can try to construct 
of the test program for module C with help of the test programs given for the 
modules A and B. Unfortunately the test program found for the modules A and 
B are not directly usable for the construction of the test program for module C. 
For module C, the test program associated with the modules A and B will speci
fy the test in terms of settings of the instance inputs and outputs. However the 
inputs and outputs of instances are not necessarily directly connected to the 
module inputs and outputs. Furthermore, the network configuration will deter
mine the logic function between module inputs (resp. outputs) and instance in
puts (resp. outputs). This logic function may prevent that the instance test vec
tor can be applied through the module inputs and outputs. In other words, such 
a test program construction method is incomplete, since there is no guarantee 
that the tests for the module instances can be translated into tests for the mod
ule. The incompleteness problem can be circumvented by generating all tests 
for each fault. However, such an approach is not practical from a point of test 
generation time. Therefore, it is found that it is not attractive to generate the 
ASIC test program by translating the instance tests into module tests for each 
hierarchical level. 
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However, the use of hierarchy has been proposed to speed-up the test genera
tion process. Such hierarchical test generation approaches accelerate test gen
eration by exploiting the higher-level (behavioral) descriptions (likeD-cubes 
and truth tables[4, 5, 6], Binary Decision Diagrams[?], multi-bit symbolic test 
data transfer paths[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]), which have to be associated with the 
modules. In such a test generation approach a low level description is used for 
the leaf-module wherein the fault has to be inserted. For all other modules the 
propagation ofthe fault effect will be calculated by using the higher-level (be
havioral) description. Unfortunately, the use of such test generation techniques 
does not imply, that the generated test program is developed and stored hierar
chically. Only for symbolic hierarchical test generation approaches[10, 11, 12, 
13] the attractiveness has been shown to compute the symbolic test program 
for a module by exploiting the test program found for the lower level modules. 
Such approaches are, however, only suited for data path like circuits, since for 
other types of circuits often no multi-bit data propagating paths exist. 

Fortunately, the fact that a test program cannot be developed incrementally and 
stored in a hierarchical manner changes when a module contains a scan path. 
When a module incorporates a scan path the tester has access to the scan regis
ters. This implies that the tests detecting faults by the use of the scan path only, 
do not depend on the circuit configuration wherein the module is used. So, the 
internal tests associated with the instance can be directly used to compose the 
module test program. In other words, for scan designs the test program can be 
constructed incrementally by making a difference between so called internal 
tests, which specify scan path settings only, and external tests, which require 
settings of the module inputs or outputs to detect a fault. 

The advantage of making a difference between internal and external tests be
comes immediately clear when we take the development of a test program for 
a systolic array as an example. A systolic array module is constructed as an in
terconnection network of instances, which all refer to the same processor mod
ule. Fortunately, the internal tests found for the processor module will be valid 
for all instances. In other words, these tests do not have to be generated for each 
instance newly based on the processor module circuit specification. So the test 
program for the systolic array can be composed by instantiating the internal 
tests for each instance. Therefore test generation only remains to be done for 
the faults, which are for example modelled in the network connecting the pro
cessor instances. 

The difference between testing logic by the use of the scan path only (internal 
tests) and the external tests is illustrated in Figure 3.6. To test the combinational 
block "CL1" the module inputs I have to be set to the values requested by the 
test vector. Furthermore to test the combinational block "CL3" the values, 
which show the presence of a fault on the module outputs 0 have to be ob-
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served. In contrast the test vectors for "CL2" can be applied by serially loading 
the scan registers through the scan input and while observing the scan output. 
So the network configuration wherein the module is used is for the test of CL2 
of no importance. 

That there is no guarantee that the external tests of the instances can be trans
lated into tests for the module network (due to incompleteness problem, as dis
cussed above) is illustrated in Figure 3.7. In Figure 3.7, instance "u2" repre
sents the module of Figure 3.6. To compose the module test program the 
external tests of "u2" have to be translated into tests for the module. However, 
the logic function of "u 1" may prevent that the for "u2" specified input settings 
can be realized through the primary inputs of the module. Furthermore, recon
vergent fanout paths within "u3" may prevent the propagation of the D and D 
values on the outputs of instance "u2" to the primary module outputs. Hence, 
it may not be possible to translate the external tests of instance "u2" into tests 
for the module. In other words, we are not able to generate the external tests 
required to test "u2" before the network configuration and the functionality of 
the instances "u 1" and "u3" is known. Therefore, the hierarchical test genera
tion approaches do not start the test generation for a circuit part (represented 
by an instance) before the functionality of all other instances of the ASIC are 
known. 

Note that in Figure 3.7 the inputs and outputs of combinational block "CL2" 
inside instance "u2" are still accessible through the scan path. Therefore the in
ternal tests of the submodules can be directly used to compose the test program 
for the module. Thus, the tests for the combinational block "CL2" do not have 
to be generated again. Furthermore the use of the internal tests of a submodule 
can be abstracted by introducing test program instances. Such a test program 
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Figure 3.7: Module containing the module of Figure 3.6 

as an instance. 

instance represents by a single symbol (or call statement) the use of the internal 
tests of a submodule. In this way the complete test program for the chip can be 
specified hierarchically by using a method, which largely resembles the hierar
chical circuit specification of the chip. 

The problem that the external tests of an instance cannot be used to compose 
the module test program can be overcome by including scan registers at the out
puts of each instance, like in the Macro Testing approach. However as dis
cussed earlier such an addition of more hardware is often not acceptable from 
a point of hardware overhead and delay penalties. 

Now it has been shown how based on the chip netlist hierarchy the chip test 
program can be developed hierarchically, next our incremental test develop
ment procedure will be outlined. Figure 3.8 shows how the test specification 
for each composite module and the root module will be constructed. By starting 
the procedure of Figure 3.8 directly after the module has been verified (see Fig
ure 3.4), design and test development are performed concurrently in a hierar
chical and incremental manner. 

The procedure shown in Figure 3.8 develops the test specification for a module 
based on: the netlist description of the module and the submodule test specifi
cations. The submodules are those modules, which are represented by 
instances in the netlist specification of a module. The test specifications of each 
module will specify the information concerning: (1) (internal) tests, (2) faults 
to be detected, (3) scan path and (4) the circuit parts, which are controlled by 
module inputs and the circuit parts, which drive the module outputs. 

The development of a module test specification will start by instantiating the 
instances with help of the submodule test specifications. During this step the 
submodule circuit parts are included into the netlist description, which are con
trolled by the inputs and outputs of the instances. The resulting flattened netlist 
description will be used for ATPG. Furthermore the fault list for a module will 
be composed by including the faults, which have to be detected for each 
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instance. After the flattened module netlist and the fault list have been com
posed so called internal test generation will be started. Thereby it is tried to 
detect the faults by generating internal tests. When not all faults have been de
tected and the testability of the module has to be known accurately next the ex
ternal test generation will be started to detect the remaining faults. Finally the 
test information of a module is stored in the form of a test specification, which 
has the same structure as the test specification of the submodules. So all other 
module test specifications can be found in the same manner. This process starts 
from the test specification ofthe leaf-modules. The leaf-module test specifica
tions are stored as part of the library or generated by the macro compiler, which 
generates the netlist (or layout) description for the leaf-module. 

One of the disadvantages of testing an ASIC through a scan path is the required 
test time. Therefore, in the following sections, test time reduction techniques 
will be discussed and we introduce the novel reconfigurable scan path architec
ture, which we use to reduce the test time for our Gate Forest ASICs. Thereafter 
we will explain in more detail our incremental scan based design and test devel
opment approach. Our incremental approach will be illustrated for the case 
whereby ATPG is done based on a gate level description. Furthermore the fault 
list will contain stuck-at faults. The procedure is however not restricted to the 
use of the single stuck-at fault model in combination with gate level test gen
eration. For example, by replacing the gate level description by a transistor lev-
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el description and by using transistor level test generation the same procedure 
is applicable. 

Furthermore we will assume that the system is developed by the design method 
indicated in section 3 .1. In other words, using top-down specification followed 
by the bottom-up construction of the circuit netlist. It will however be clear that· 
the here described incremental design and test method is also applicable for an 
approach whereby the ASIC is designed in a bottom-up manner only or where 
the netlist is constructed in a top-down manner followed by bottom-up simula
tion and verification of the module parts. 

3.4 Reconfigurable Scan Design Concept 

3.4.1 Test Time Considerations 

As discussed above the basic DFT technique we will use to construct a testable 
ASIC from testable leaf-modules is the use of a scan path. One of the major 
problem of traditional scan design is the grow in test program length and test 
time due to the serial load of the test patterns. A straightforward way to reduce 
the test time is by the division of the scan path into independent parts. These 
scan path can next be loaded in parallel by the external tester. However, since 
we like to test our ASICs through a single boundary scan test port the use of 
independent loadable scan paths is not possible. Therefore other techniques, 
which can minimize the test time in scan designs are of great importance. These 
techniques will be discussed in the following subsections. 

3.4.1.1 Method of Scan Test Vector Conversion 

The number of cycles needed to execute the test program will in the first place 
depend on the technique, which is used to translate the generated test program 
into stimuli for the scan input. This will be made clear with the help of Figure 
3.9. 

The structure of the test program, which is found by generating the test vectors 
for the combinational circuit CLl in Figure 3.9(a) is shown Figure 3.9(b ). The 
test of CL 1 is defined in terms of stimuli and responses loaded into the scan 
registers. The stimuli part of each test vector will be serially shifted into the 
scan registers before the test is applied. The response part of each test vector 
specifies by the D and D values the scan registers, which contain the result after 
the test has been applied. Such a vector, which defines a stimulus and response 
for the scan path (given by a row in the table of Figure 3.9(b )) will be called 
a scan test vector. The scan test vectors can not be processed by the external 
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Figure 3.9: (a) Scan circuit and (b) associated test program. 

tester directly. The external tester will only have access to the scan input and 
output. So the given scan registers values have to be converted into scan input 
and scan output settings before the scan test vector can be processed by an ex
ternal tester. 

The easiest way to convert the scan test vectors is to translate each bit of the 
stimulus part of a scan test vector into a setting of the scan input. In that case 
the information given by the response part is not exploited, since the contents 
of all scan registers is shifted-out after the test has been applied. 

Let us consider the set of scan test vectors T= { t1. ... , tn} and a scan path is 
formed by the set of registers R = { r1, ... , rp } . The number of clock cycles need
ed to apply the test program T through the scan path will be equal to: p * (n+ 1) 
+ n. Thereby pis the number of scan registers in the scan path and n is the num
ber of scan test vectors ofT. The term p * (n + 1) gives the number of clock 
cycles required to shift the stimuli in and simultaneously the responses out of 
the scan path. So this term gives the costs associated with applying the tests 
through the scan path. Note that the "+ 1" is required to shift the result of the 
last test out of the scan path. The test time can however be reduced by using 
a more advanced method for converting the scan tests[3]. 

A more advanced method for the conversion of the scan tests is by calculating 
the number of shifts required based on the actual test data. In such an approach 
the number of cycles is given by the maximum number found for: 

• the number of shifts required to load the stimulus of scan test vector t; into 
the scan path; 

• the number of shifts required to unload the response of the previous scan test 
vector l;- I· 

The number of shifts, which is needed to load the new test data into the scan 
path is determined by the last scan register in the chain which has to be loaded 
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with a "0" or "1". Furthermore, the number of shifts required to unload the re
sponse of a scan test vector is determined by the first register in the scan chain 
for which a "D" or "D" is specified. Thereby it is assumed that all D and D val
ues have to shifted out. This is required when the test vector set has been com
pacted (see section 3.7 .4). To illustrate this conversion approach lets take the 
circuit and associated test program given in Figure 3.9 as an example. The last 
register in the scan chain, which has to be loaded for test vector 1 with a "0" 
or "1" is "r2". No response has to be shifted out and therefore the shift-in of 
scan test ve.ctor 1 requires two cycles. After the test has been applied register 
"r2" will be the first register in the chain with aD or D value. To make the con
tents of register "r2" observable at the scan output requires 1 shift. However, 
concurrently with unloading the response of scan test 1 also the stimulus of 
scan test 2 will be loaded. For scan test 2 the last register in the scan path, which 
has to be set to a 0 or 1 value is again register "r2". Therefore, two cycles will 
be used to shift the stimuli of scan test 2 into the scan path while the result of 
scan test 1 is concurrently shifted out. 

3.4.1.2 Scan Path Register Order 

When using the more advanced method for converting the scan test vectors dis
cussed above, the required number of clock cycles will largely depend on the 
order in which the registers are configured into the scan path[3]. To find a scan 
path configuration, which reduces the test time, we can calculate for each scan 
register the following characteristics: 

• Ill =Number of times register I) is used as pseudo input only. Thereby a reg
ister ri is used as pseudo input only when for a scan test vector~, the stimuli 
value for at least one scan register element of r; is "0" or" 1" and the response 
value for all register elements of ri is not equal to D or D; 

• Or; = Number of times the register is used as pseudo output only. Thereby a 
register rt is used as pseudo output only when for a scan test ~, the stimuli 
value for all register elements of ri is not equal to "0" or "1" and the response 
value for at least one scan register element of rt is D or D; 

• IOrt =Number of times the register is used as pseudo input and output con
currently; Thereby a register rt is used as pseudo input and output concur
rently when for a scan test~. the stimuli value for at least one scan register 
element of ri is equal to "0" or "1" and the response value for at least one scan 
register element of rt is D or D. 

Note that the parameters given above can be calculated for a group of scan ele
ments as well as for single-bit scan registers. 

In the test program shown in Figure 3.9(b) register "rl" is used three times as 
a pseudo input and never used as a pseudo output. Therefore the values Irt = 
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3, Oq = 0 and IOq = 0 will be found for register r1 when calculating the values 
for the shown tests. 

It will be clear that for registers, which are mainly used as pseudo input, the test 
time is reduced when they are located near the scan input. Furthermore regis
ters, which are mainly used as pseudo output, have to be located near the output 
of the scan path. Therefore, to obtain a good organization of the scan path with 
respect to test time reduction, the registers have to be connected in order of de
creasing(Iri -Ori)· So the register with the maximum value (Iri- Ori) is directly 
connected to the scan input and the register with the minimum value for (Iri -
Ori) steers the scan output. 

The advantage of connecting the scan in a particular order is illustrated by the 
example given in Figure 3.10. In the circuit given in Figure 3.10(a) the patterns 

Scan-in 

(Ir1 - Or1) = 100 

R1 (8 bits) 

(Irz- Orz) = -100 

(a) 

(Ir1 - Or1) = 100 

R1 (8 bits) 

(Irz- Orz) = -100 

(b) 

Figure 3.10: Scan path configurations and test time. 

for combinational block CLl can be applied without updating the complete 
scan path. After eight shifts the inputs of the combinational logic have been set 
to the requested value and in the mean time also the response of the previous 
test is shifted out. So in this case the total required test time is equal to 8 times 
the number of patterns plus one (to shift out the last response). In the circuit 
of Figure 3.1 O(b) 16 shifts are required before the inputs of CL are set to the 
appropriate value and the test time is doubled. 

Unfortunately when the ordering of the registers in the scan path is selected 
many other aspects will be more important than test time alone. Except test 
time, parameters such as routing distance, timing, preservation of hierarchy, 
application of two-pattern tests by transition shifting, use of the scan registers 
in a dedicated (self-)test scheme, area overhead versus test time reduction and 
so on play an important role. Therefore to achieve a near optimal scan path con
figuration with respect to all constraints is extremely difficult[l6]. The tools, 
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which have been reported for automated scan path insertion, fail to meet all 
above issues. For example, most scan path insertion tools (Synopsys, LSI Log
ic, AT&T) try to reduce the wiring length between the scan path registers. 
Thereby the scan path is inserted according to the hierarchy and test time is not 
taken into account. Furthermore it must be noted that the timing of the scan path 
may play an important role. In many semi-custom approaches a single clock 
timing discipline is in use together with edge triggered flip-flops. Thereby the 
same clock is used for the normal and the scan path operation. When using such 
a clock scheme the clock skew between connected registers is critical. There
fore to prevent timing problems the scan path is often introduced according to 
the hierarchy. 

3.4.1.3 Scan Path Reconfiguration 

The reconfiguration of the scan path by the use of multiplexers is another way 
to reduce the test time. This technique is, for example, used in Macro Test
ing[14] and Boundary Scan[15] to reduce the scan path length for testing a par
ticular part of the design. 

An example of a circuit whereby the test time can be reduced by making the 
scan path reconfigurable is given Figure 3.11. In this circuit registers Rl and 
R3 are involved in 100 tests. Furthermore register R2 is used during 300 tests . 
By the presence of the multiplexers different scan path configurations can be 
selected. The test time can now be reduced by applying the test vectors in the 
following manner. First the "full scan path configuration" is selected formed 

Scan 

Ir,=IOO 
Or,=O 
IOr,=O 

Figure 3.11: Reconfigurable scan path configuration. 
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by the registers R 1, R2 and R3. Next the 100 scan test vectors will be executed, 
which specify the test in terms 0, 1, D and D settings for Rl, R2 and R3. The 
remaining 200 scan test vectors can next be executed without register Rl and 
R3 being part of the scan path. Therefore the control lines of the multiplexers 
will be set in such a way that only register R2 is part of the scan chain between 
scan input and scan output. When applying the remaining scan test vectors by 
the use of this scan path configuration no shifts are required to pass the test data 
for R2 through RL Furthermore no shifts are. required to pass the test result, 
stored in R2, through R3. Therefore such a recorifiguration of the scan path may 
reduce the test time significantly. 

We can calculate the usage of a scan register to measure how often a scan regis~ 
ter has to be part of the scan path to execute the test program. The usage of a 
(single or multi-bit) scan register ri will be defined as: 

U, 
_ lr; is in usel 

sage of r; - 1 . . 1 + 1 . hi r; lS m use r; lS pass troug 

Thereby "lri is in usel" is the number of scan test vectors for which the register 
ri is in use and "lr; is pass through!" is the number of scan test vectors for which 
the scan register ri is a pass through". 

A register ri is in use for a scan test vector ~ when: 

• the stimuli part of the scan test vector ~ specifies that at least one register 
element has to be loaded with a 0 or 1 value; or 

• the response part of the scan test vectot3-1 specifies that at least one register 
element has been loaded with a D or D value after the test was applied; 

Furthermore a register is a pass through for a scan test vector tt when: 

• the register is D.Q.t in use as given by the rules given above; and 

• their contents is loaded through the scan input or made unloaded through the 
scan output for the scan test vector~. In other words, when k cycles are used 
to load test~ then only the first k scan registers and the last k+ 1 registers in 
the scan path can be defined as pass through. 

For example, when no multiplexers would be present in the scan path of Figure 
3.11, the data simply had to be passed through R 1 and R3 for 200 scan test vec
tors. Therefore, an usage would be found of 100 I (100 + 200) = 0.33. When 
the scan path is reconfigured after the execution of the first 100 tests, the regis
ters R 1 and R3 do no longer serve as pass through and therefore a usage of 1.0 
will be found for all registers for such a scheme. So the usage of a register gives 
a good indication, which registers have to be passed by multiplexers to reduce 
the test time. 
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In chapter 2 it was proposed to test our ASICs through a single scan port. There
fore the reduction of the test time by making the scan path reconfigurable is of 
main importance for the IMS Gate Forest ASICs. In our Gate Forest ASICs the 
scan path is commonly introduced according to the hierarchy. To realize such 
a reconfigurable scan path in a structured and area efficient manner, a novel 
scan path architecture has been developed for our Gate Forest ASICs. This scan 
path architecture will be presented in the following section. 

3.4.2 A Novel Reconfigurable Scan Path Architecture 

The scan path architecture will define the basic structure of the reconfigurable 
scan path. The following aspects play an important role for the selection of a 
reconfigurable scan path architecture: 

1. Test time reduction technique; As discussed in the previous section, there are 
many different techniques for reducing the test time. For the Gate Forest ap
proach we will reduce the test time by adding multiplexers and associated test 
control logic. 

2. Need for test controller finite state machine ( FSM) design; The state of the 
multiplexers in the scan path are commonly controlled by one or more FSMs, 
called test controllers [17]. Test controllers are added to reduce the number of 
input pins for test. For example, the configuration of an IEEE 1149.1 boundary 
scan path can be selected through a single input ''TMS" by the presence of a 
TAP controller. The functionality of the test controllers is often standardized. 
In this way, the need explicit test controller design is circumvented. Further
more the conversion of the scan test vectors is eased as will be discussed next. 

3. Complexity of scan test vector conversion; The possible scan path configura
tions must be known to the scan test vector conversion procedure, as well as 
how they are selected by applying stimuli to the test controller input( s). If the 
functionality of the test controllers is not standardized, the automated conver
sion of the scan test vectors may become rather complex and the designer com
monly has to specify how the test vectors have to be converted[19]. Such a 
specification is not needed in approaches were the test controllers functionality 
is standardized, since the conversion procedure can be target to the forgiven 
functionality of the test controllers[18]. 

4. Area overhead; A reconfigurable scan path will reduce the test time of the 
ASIC but at the costs of a larger area. For schemes like Macro Testing it was 
found that distributed test controllers introduce a significant area overhead. 
Therefore it has been proposed to merge the individual test controllers[12, 18, 
20]. This reduces the required area for the controller itself, but the wiring con
necting the central test controller outputs with the multiplexer control inputs 
may become extensive. 
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5. Reconfigurable scan path synthesis; To prevent time consuming reconfigur
able scan path design, it is preferred that the reconfigurable scan path can be 
constructed by CAD tools. Current CAD tools construct the reconfigurable 
scan path according to some standard scheme, like Macro Testing and Bound
ary Scan. These tools do not select the scan path configurations based on the 
test vectors, which have to be executed. Hence, the scan path configurations 
needed to reduce the test time effectively are not necessarily implemented. 
Therefore, such CAD tools are of limited use when the test time has to be re
duced by making the scan path reconfigurable. 

Since test controller FSMs pose several problems, a novel reconfigurab1e scan 
path architecture has been developed, which circumvents the need for test con
trollers FSMs. Furthermore a procedure has been developed, which introduces 
the multiplexers based on the generated test vector set. 

Our reconfigurable scan path architecture is defined by the following rules: 

1. The multiplexers have to be introduced such that the full scan path is selected 
when all multiplexer control inputs are set to "0"; Before the first multiplexer 
is introduced, the scan path is a single chain including all scan registers. This 
configuration will be defined as the full scan path mode. This mode is selected 
when all multiplexer control inputs are set to "0". The need for the existence 
of a "full scan path" mode will become clear when we discuss how our scan 
path will be configured. 

2. The data inputs of the multiplexers may not be connected to the output of a 
register, which follows the multiplexer in the scan chain; This rule prevents the 
introduction of feedback loops in the scan path. The introduction of loops 
makes no sense, since the registers, which are part are of the loop are not acces
sible through the scan input. 

3. The configuration of the scan path is controlled by the data stored into so 
called ''scan control latches" (SC-latches); The technique we use to generate 
the control signals for the multiplexers is illustrated in Figure 3 .12( a). The state 
of each multiplexer, and thereby the configuration of the scan path, is con
trolled by the data stored in a special type of latch, called Scan Control latch 
(SC-latch); The data input of each SC-latch is connected to the output of a scan 
register or the scan path input. In this way, it is enabled that the scan path con
figuration data (i.e. the data to be loaded into the SC-latches), can be supplied 
through the scan path. Hence, the generation of the configuration data by the 
use of test controllers is circumvented in our scheme. 

For the reconfigurable scan path a scan path control signal is introduced, called 
"config". The other scan path control signal called "smc" was already present 
and is used to switch between scan operation mode and normal operation mode. 
The "config" and "smc" lines control the operation of the scan path and the SC-
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latches as is shown in Figure 3.12(b). How the functionality of the SC-latch, 
enables the execution of a test program is discussed next. 

The following procedure will be used to apply a test program with the help of 
a reconfigurable scan path: 

1. Configure the scan path by loading new data into the SC-latches; 

2. Apply the test vectors for the selected scan path configuration; 

3. As long as not all test vectors have been applied, go to 1. 

The configuration of the scan path (step 1)will be done as follows. First, the 
"smc" and "config" control line are set to "1". This causes the reset of the con
tents of the SC-latches. All multiplexers are set to the "0" state and the "full 
scan path mode" is selected. Next the" config" line is set to "0" and the configu
ration pattern will be shifted into the scan registers through the scan input. 
Thereby the SC-latches hold their "0" value. To store the scan register data into 
the SC-latches, first the "smc" line is set to "0". Thereafter the "config" line 
is set to "1 ", which causes the propagation of the SC-latch input data to their 
output. As a result, the multiplexer control inputs are set to the value, which 
has been defmed through the configuration pattern. The SC-latch must hold 

config 
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Figure 3.12: (a) SC-latch control, (b) operation modes. 
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its data during the execution of the test vectors, so next the "config"line is set 
back to "0" (SC-latch in hold mode, see Figure 3.12(b)). 

Thereafter, the test vectors can be applied (step 2) for the selected scan path con
figuration as if it was a non-reconfigurable scan path. After all test vectors for 
a particular scan path configuration have been applied the selection of a new 
scan path configuration starts by resetting the SC-latches. Next, the configura
tion data is shifted into the scan registers and so on. 

An example of a reconfigurable scan path is shown in Figure 3.13. It consists 
of 21 registers called r 1 .. 21· According to the reconfigurable scan path rules, all 
registers (i.e. r1..21) are part of the scan path, when the control inputs of the mul
tiplexers are set to "0". The two SC-latches, which control the multiplexers are 
connected to the output of register "rs" and "r21 ". So, the data stored into these 
register will be loaded into the SC-latches after the configuration pattern has 
been shifted into the scan path. For example, a scan path formed by the registers 
r6 .. 14 can be selected as follows. The registers "rs" and "r21" are set to "1" by 
shifting in a pattern through the scan input. This configuration data is next 
loaded into the SC-latches, which causes the multiplexers to be set to the "1" 
state. Hence now the register chains rt..s and r15 .. 21 are bypassed and the scan 
path is formed by r6 .. 14· So this scan path configuration can be used for the ap
plication of test vectors that only use the registers r6 . .l4 for the application of 
the test. 

con fig 

Figure 3.13: Reconfigurable scan path. 

For the construction of a reconfigurable scan path a difference has to be made 
between leaf-modules and composite modules. 

For leaf modules the geometrical description is stored in the Gate Forest Li
brary or generated by a macro compiler. In a geometrical description, the inter
nal nodes are not specified as connection points for the router. So, for leaf mod
ules, the scan path given is rather fixed. Therefore, when a reconfigurable scan 
path is introduced for a composite module, the multiplexers and SC-latches 
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may not be connected to the internal nodes of leaf modules. Furthermore, due 
to this restriction, it makes no sense to calculate the "usage" (see previous Sec
tion) for individual leaf module scan register elements on the composite mod
ule level. In other words, the register elements, which are connected inside a 
leaf-module, will be handled as a group and the "usage" will be calculated for 
the register group instead of for the individual register elements. 

For composite modules the geometrical description is constructed when the de
sign is completed. So a reconfigurable scan path can be specified by adding 
multiplexers and SC-latches to the module netlist. How we construct the re
configurable scan path for a composite module, based on the test vector set, is 
discussed next. 

The following synthesis procedure has been developed to assist the designer 
by the construction of a reconfigurable scan path for a composite module: 

1. Calculate register "usage"; In the previous Section, it was already dis
cussed how the "usage" for a single-bit or multi-bit register is calculated. Fur
thermore, it was found that the register "usage" gives a good indication, which 
registers need to passed by multiplexers to reduce the test time. So, before scan 
configurations are introduced by adding multiplexers, first the "usage" of the 
registers will be calculated. 

2. Add multiplexers; The addition of multiplexers will be controlled by the de
signer through a parameter called "bypass_usage_limits". The parameter "by
pass_usage_limits" specifies a range of values between 0 and 1. These values 
will define how the scan path has to be partitioned based on the found register 
"usage". Furthermore, the parameter "min_bypass_length" gives the mini
mum number of registers, which will be bridged by each multiplexer. The parti
tioning of the scan path and the insertion of multiplexers will be explained with 
the help of Figure 3.14. Assume that the following values have been assigned: 
"bypass_usage_limits = [0.2, 0.6]". Furthermore, assume that the scan path 
usage characteristics are as indicated in Figure 3 .14( a). Thereby, "usage < 0.2" 
means that for all scan registers in the indicated range an usage of less than 0.2 
has been found. The overall partitioning of the scan path will be determined by 
processing all bypass_usage_limit values. So, for our example, the scan path 
will be partitioned based on "usage< 0.2" and "usage< 0.6", as shown in Fig
ure 3.14(a). How, after the scan path has been partitioned, the multiplexers are 
introduced is shown in Figure 3.14(b). Multiplexers are added based on the 
found partitions such that each scan path partition with a "usage < max(by
pass_usage_limits)" can be separated from the scan path. This is realized by 
inserting a multiplexer at the scan output of a scan path partition, which has to 
be passed by. The "1" input of the multiplexer is simply added to the scan input 
of the scan path partition. Furthermore, a SC-latch is added, which controls the 
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Figure 3.14: (a) Scan path partitions, 

(b) Introduction of multiplexers and SC-latches. 

added multiplexer. Note that no multiplexers are added to partitions of which 
the number of scan registers is less as the "min_bypass_length" value. 

3. Compose the test program for the reconfigurable scan path; After the multi
plexers have been inserted it will be extracted, which scan path configurations 
will used by the test program. So, as a following step, we construct the test pro
gram for the reconfigurable scan path. How a test program for a reconfigurable 
scan path is constructed will be discussed in Section 3.7.4, after we have dis
cussed the hierarchical test program development process in more detail. As 
a result the data, which has to be loaded into the SC-latches becomes known 
and thereby the scan path configurations, which are actually used to execute the 
test program. 

4. Reconfigurable scan path optimization; Based on the configuration patterns 
of the test program the scan path implementation is optimized as follows. First, 
the multiplexers and the associated SC-latches, which are set to "0" by all con
figuration patterns, are deleted. Such multiplexers and SC-latches can be de
leted since they are never set to the "1" state when the test program is executed. 
Thereafter, optionally the number of required SC-latches is minimized. A 
single SC- latch can steer several multiplexers when the configuration data, 
which has to be stored is identical for all configuration patterns. Hence when 
the configuration data for two SC-latches is identical one of the SC-latches is 
removed and the multiplexer control input is connected to the other SC-latch. 
After the number of SC-latches has been minimized the final scan path imple
mentation is found and the SC- latches and multiplexers are added to the mod
ule netlist. Thereby a scan register instance call is simply replaced by an 
instance call to a (hard) macro, which contains the scan register, multiplexer 
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and the SC-latch as a single structure. The area of such a structure is about 30% 
larger as a scan register. 

To evaluate other reconfigurable scan path implementations, new "by
pass_usage_limit" values can be entered (step 2) and so on. 

In Chapter 2 it was discussed that the test application costs can be reduced when 
an ASIC is tested through a boundary scan interface. Therefore the last problem 
we have to address in this section is "how the boundary scan logic drives the 
reconfigurable scan path by the "config" line". The Test Access Port (TAP) 
macro defined in chapter 2, did already contain a pin for this signal. In fact, it 
will be generated directly by the instruction register of the TAP macro. In other 
words, by loading the appropriate bit in the instruction register the "config" line 
will be driven to the requested value. In this way the scan path can be reconfi
gured. The procedure for configuring the scan path is now as follows. First the 
"config" line will be driven high by setting the bit into the instruction register. 
Next the configuration data is shifted in just as the normal data. Since the "con
fig" and scan control line "smc" will both be high the scan path is set to its maxi
mum length and all registers can be loaded. When next the instruction register 
is loaded with new data the scan line is driven low. This has as effect that the 
configuration data is loaded into the latches. Finally, in the "Capture-IR" state 
of the JTAG controller, the instruction register is updated and the "tonfig" line 
is driven low, thereby setting the latches in "hold" mode. Now the test applica
tion with the new scan configuration can start. 

In the rest of this thesis we will assumed that reconfigurable scan paths are 
used, which comply with the in this section introduced scan path architecture. 

3.5 A (Sub )Module Test Specification 

The basis of the hierarchical incremental test development procedure is the so 
called "test specification", which describes the test characteristics of a module. 
Such a test specification can, for example, be entered manually by the use of 
the TESLAN language of which details are given in appendix A. Figure 3.15 
shows an example of how a test specification defines the test characteristics of 
the circuit given in Figure 3.6. 

A module test specification is composed of following parts: a gate level netlist 
description, faults, tests and a scan path netlist description. 

The gate level netlist description will specify the mapping between the func
tional inputs and outputs of the module and the scan register elements. So only 
the scan registers, which are seen through the combinational logic from the 
module inputs and outputs need to be included. The logic and registers, which 
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TESTSPEC name ( il i2 i3 I ol o2) 
{ NETLIST 

{ 

FAULTS 
{ SAO { ul. [ 1] , ... } 

SAl { a . [ 1] , . . . } 

INTERNAL(a b c d e) 
{ 0 0 0 1 0 

cycle 4; 

SCANCHAIN 
{ 

ol 

o2 

Figure 3.15: Example of a module test specification. 
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are completely controlled and observed by (other) scan path registers need not 
to be modelled. The test of this part will be given by internal tests. Therefore, 
the logic block CL2 shown in Figure 3 .6, which is surrounded by the scan chain 
is not described in Figure 3.15. The registers, which need to be included into 
the gate level netlist description will be called primary registers. 

Thereby a register is a primary register for a module if: 

1. the data input is connected to a module input directly or through combina
tional logic; 

2. the data output is connected to a module output directly or through combina
tional logic. 

In the module test specification, the fault list gives the stuck-at faults for which 
the tests have to be generated. Each fault is specified by an instance name fol
lowed by the pin number. So for example "u 1.[1 ]"in the "SAO" list specifies 
that a stuck-at-{) fault has to be detected on pin 1 of the AND gate instance 
"u 1 ". 

Thereafter the already generated internal tests for the module are given. These 
test stimuli are given by the use of the the value set { 0, 1, x}. For the response 
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specification the value set { 0, 1, x, D, D} are used. Thereby the "D" and "D" 
specify at which output(s) the result of the test can be observed. 

By the "cycle" statement it is possible to describe, that several cycles have to 
be executed, before the scan path is updated by the external tester. For example 
with the help of the cycle statement the following self-test procedure can be 
described. An internal test will specify the initialization value for the pattern 
generator and response compactor. Next the cycle statement gives the number 
of clock cycles, which have to be executed before the response is read out 
through the scan path. 

As a last part of the test specification a scan path netlist is given specifying how 
the scan path is constructed out of a connection of registers, multiplexers and 
SC-latches. 

3.6 DFT Rules for Testable ASIC Design 

For the development of a test program for an ASIC a distinction can be made 
between the leaf modules and composite modules. The test specification for the 
leaf modules is part of the library or will be composed by the macro compiler 
when the leaf module is composed by the use of such a tool. The tt¥~t specifica
tion for the composite modules will be derived from the test specification of 
the submodules by using an incremental test development procedure. Further
more the test specification for a composite module may be entered manually 
by the use ofTESLAN. Such a TESLAN description will overrule the test spec
ifications, which is associated with the submodules of the module, thereby 
making the composite module a leaf module with respect to the incremental test 
development procedure. 

For the design of testable leaf modules and composite modules different DFf 
rules will apply as will be discussed in the following sections. Thereby the DFT 
rules will be given, which are in use for the IMS Gate-Forest. · 

3.6.1 DFT Rules for the Leaf Modules 

For a leaf module to be testable the following criteria are imposed by the CAD 
tools supporting the incremental test development procedure: 

• Test vectors can be generated for the modelled faults by processing a com
binational circuit; 

• The tests can be applied through a standardized (boundary) scan path; 

• The test characteristics of the module can be described in the form of a test 
specification by the constructs offered by TESLAN. 
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Based on this criteria the DFf rules for designing testable leaf modules will 
now be introduced. Thereby we will make use of the term "primary registers", 
which has been introduced in section 3.5. 

To assure test generation based on a combinational circuit the following rules 
apply: 

1. All primary registers of a module have to be implemented as scan register; 
Basically this rule defines that only the combinational logic and associated reg
ister elements, which are seen through the data inputs and outputs of a module 
are of importance in the case of leaf modules. The test of the logic completely 
controllable and observable through scan register elements is not of interest, 
since the test if this logic can be given by the internal tests. 

2. All register given in the netlist parts of the test specification are scan regis~ 
ters. Furthermore, the scan chain part of the test specification includes the 
scan path configuration information for all registers; In other words, it is per
mitted that except the primary registers of the module, also other registers are 
scannable by being part of the full scan path mode, under the condition that they 
have been included into the test specification. 

3. The gate level description part of the test specification contains no closed 
loops not broken by scan registers. Closed loops may lead to asynchronous be
havior, which cannot be handled by our PODEM based test generator and is 
therefore not allowed. 

4. The standard test control signals "smc", "elk", "reset", "config", "test" 
are not used in the gate level description of the test specification. This rule is 
introduced since the steering of the standard test control signals are forgiven 
by the boundary scan test application procedure. Therefore, the test characteris~ 
tics of the module may not depend on the settings of such signals. 

The scan path implemented by the registers in the test specification has to be 
designed in such a way that: 

5. The modelled scan path is conform the architecture discussed in section 
3.4.2; So the scan path will be switched into the full scan path mode when all 
multiplexer control signals are set to zero and the SC-latches and the multi
plexers will model a bypassing of scan registers or model a direct access from 
a scan register input or output to primary scan path input or scan path output. 

6. The scan register data is ( un)loaded through the scan input/output when the 
following input state is applied: smc = 1, config = 0, test = 1, reset = 1 and 
the application logic is clocked through the "elk" input. Thereby the input data 
on the input of a scan register will appear at the output at a 0 to 1 transition 
of the clock. 
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7. The result of the test applied through the (boundary) scan registers is stored 
into the scan path when the following input vector is applied: smc=O, config 
= 0, test = 1, reset = 1 and the "elk" input makes a 0 to 1 transition. 

8. Test Interface Elements (TIEs) will be realized such that during the scan path 
test the throughput functionality is tested. The reason for introducing this rule 
will be explained with the help of Figure 3.16. In Figure 3.16(a) the required 
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Figure 3.16: (a) Illegal TIE structure, (b) bypass part of 
TIE scan register. 

TIE functionality is simply realized by bypassing the scan register "sreg" with 
the help of a multiplexer. This however introduces the problem how the bypass 
operation of the TIE in the normal mode will be tested. Such a problem can be 
circumvented by integrating the bypass functionality as part of the TIE scan 
register as shown in Figure 3.16(b). In this way the TIE bypass functionality 
is tested during the scan path test (in full scan mode configuration). 

9. The test of the module can be described by the use ofTESIAN. This rule is 
rather trivial. 

As can be concluded from the rules above, the real implementation of the scan 
path (except TIEs) is not of interest when designing a leaf module. It only has 
to realize the behavior given by the DFT rules 5-8. Basically the rules given 
here are based on the use of edge-triggered flip-flop preceded by a two way 
multiplexer as scan flip-flop. Such flip-flops serve as registers elements in the 
IMS sea-of-gate approach (and in many other approaches). In this way the 
Gate Forest approach is compatible with the memory elements used in "field 
programmable gate arrays" (FPGAs). This has the advantage that the realizing 
a design as FPGA or GATE FOREST is compatible. Furthermore existing 
FPGA designs can be realized without redesign as a GATE FOREST chip. 

Other types of scan registers can equally well be supported, but the protocol 
of the standardized test signals may have to be modified. Note further that the 
given rules do not prevent that other timing schemes are used inside leaf mod
ules. For example, a two-phase non-overlapping clock will be used in the fol-
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lowing chapter to test the asynchronous macros. In such cases, the applied 
single phase clock will be converted locally into a two phase non-overlapping 
clock. 

No design restrictions apply to the circuit parts, which are surrounded com
pletely by scan registers. The test for such a part can be described as a black 
box by giving through internal tests how it needs to be tested. So such circuit 
parts may contain test controllers, gated clock design, feed back loops and so 
on, as long as it is specified through the internal tests how this part needs to be 
tested. 

3.6.2 DFT Rules for Composite Modules and the Root Module 

Next the DFf rules will be discussed for the composite modules and the root 
module. Such modules are constructed with help of the leaf-modules and other 
composite modules. 

The DFf rules, which apply for the composite modules are: 

1. The "smc", "elk", "reset", "config ", "test" input of modules are not con
nected to the data input( s) of the leaf-modules, either directly or through com
binational logic. So for example no gated clocks, gated reset lines and so on 
may be introduced at the composite level. This rule is introduced since the stan
dard test control signals cannot be set freely during the test of the application 
logic through the boundary scan. So they have a pre-defined setting protocol. 

2. The "smc", "elk", "reset", "config", "test" input of the modules are all 
connected to the same global "smc", "elk", "reset", "config", "test" line, ei
ther directly or through buffers. 

3. No closed loops through combinational logic are introduced, which are not 
broken by scan registers. 

4. The composed scan paths are conform the architecture discussed in Section 
3.4.2. 

The composition of the root module will be standardized in such a way that: 

5. The top level module contains a single module, which contains the applica
tion specific logic. This implies that all other modules will specify the interface 
logic (pads, drivers, .. ) and the boundary scan interface. 

6. The application logic contains a single scan path, which is composed con
form the architecture discussed in section 3.4.2. 

7. The signals associated with the scan path of the application logic are con
nected to the boundary scan interface logic such that they are controlled by the 
boundary scan interface during the test of the application logic. As discussed 
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in the previous chapter, the signals needed for the scan test of the application 
logic will not directly be connected to pads but to the boundary scan macro. 

The rules 5-7 lead to a composition of the top level module as shown in Figure 
3.17. Such a composition is in the first place needed to enable the handling of 
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Figure 3.17: Top level module composition. 

the design by the routing software and secondly it simplifies the verification 
of the interfacing between boundary scan, pads and application logic. 

As can be concluded from the DFT rules given above, it is not permitted to im
plement a self-test scheme on the level of composite modules, without making 
it a leaf-module for test development by entering a test specification manually. 
In low-volume ASICs design such global self-test schemes are not commonly 
used. The design of such self-test schemes is rather complex and time-con
suming due to the lack automated procedures for realizing cost effective self
test schemes. Therefore, in low-volume ASIC design, mainly the development 
of dedicated test schemes for leaf modules like multipliers, RAMs, ALUs, and 
so on are attractive. For such leaf modules the additional design costs can be 
shared over the many designs wherein they are used. The design of self-test
able macros will be discussed in some more detail in chapter 5, when we dis
cuss the techniques for designing dedicated testable leaf modules in more de
tail. 
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3. 7 Incremental Test Development Procedure for a Module 

In our incremental design and test approach, the creation of a test specification 
will be started, after a composite module has been characterized by simulation. 
How the test specification of the module is derived from the test specifications 
of the submodules is discussed below. 

3.7.1 Internal and External Test Generation 

To develop the test program incrementally it was proposed in section 3.2 to dif
ferentiate between internal test and external tests. Thereby, the internal tests re
main valid when the module is used as an instance to construct a larger network. 
In other words, the internal tests are generated only for the type of module cir
cuit, and needs not to be repeated for all its instances! Furthermore, these inter
nal tests need not to be regenerated when other design parts are modified. 
Therefore in the approach taken here, we will try to detect as many faults as 
possible by internal tests. In this way a minimum number of faults remain to 
be handled when the module is used as an instance. 

As a result the use of a 2-stage test generation procedure for a module is pro
posed: 

1. Internal test generation; first test generation is performed for the faults, 
which (possibly) can be detected by internal tests. 

2. External test generation; thereafter test generation is performed for the re
maining undetected faults, for which possibly an external test exists. 

As discussed before, basically it is not necessary to do external test generation 
except for the root module. However, it provides a way to measure the testabil
ity of the designed module with respect to: (1) test generation time, (2) fault 
coverage and (3) test application time. In this way, the designer gets informed 
if it is needed to improve the testability of the module. If needed, the module 
testability can next be improved techniques such as: removing the redundancy, 
making the scan path reconfigurable, changing the order of scan registers in the 
scan path, or by adding a self-test scheme to a module with an associated dedi
cated test specification. 

3.7.2 Preprocessing the Network 

Before the internal test generation can start, a flattened gate level description 
with associated fault list will be composed by replacing the instances. Thereby 
the instances are replaced by the gate level description and fault list, which are 
given for the submodule through its test specification.lt will be clear that it will 
not be acceptable to start internal test generation for all faults when it can be 
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easily detected that no internal test can be found for a class of faults. Therefore 
the composed gate level description with associated fault list will first be pre
processed. To determine the faults, which are detectable by internal tests (if 
they are not redundant), the accessibility of the circuit parts by scan registers 
is of importance. Therefore, the combinational circuit will be partitioned based 
on the scan registers access to the logic gates. 

For each output of a combinational block (connected to a primary output of the 
module or scan element input) so called logic cones can be defined. A logic 
cone is formed by the combinational network tree, which controls the output. 
For example, in Figure 3.18 the logic gates "0", "1" and "4" will control the 
setting of the primary output "0" and therefore form a logic cone (called cone 
0"). 

Based on the access to the logic cones by scan registers, the following cone 
types can now be distinguished: 

• Internally testable cone; A logic cone is called internally testable, when a 
cone can be completely accessed through the scan register. In other words, 
all cone inputs as well as the cone output are connected to scan registers. For 
such a cone, all single stuck -at faults can be detected by internal tests, if the 
logic cone is non-redundant; 

• Externally testable cone; A cone is called externally testable, if the cone out
put is not observable through a scan register or if none of the inputs is con-

Figure 3.18: Logic cone types. 
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trollable through scan registers. For such a logic cone, no faults can be de
tected by internal tests. Note, that if no scan register is connected to the cone 
output, the fault effect cannot be observed through a scan register. There
fore, a fault inserted in such a logic cone cannot be detected by an internal 
test; 

• Other; When the logic cone is observable through a scan register and at least 
one logic cone input (but not all) is connected to a scan register, several 
faults of the logic cone may be detectable by internal tests. This is the case, 
since not all input of a cone need to be set to a "0" or a "1" value to cause aD 
or D output value. This implies that for some faults internal tests may exist. 

The cone type will be assigned by using the following procedure. First all cone 
types are initialized to "externally testable". Next the "internally testable" and 
"other" cones are simply found by starting a backtrace from the each cone out
put steering a scan register. If it is found that the cone inputs are all steered by 
scan registers the cone will be "internally testable". If some scan registers and 
primary module inputs are found on the inputs of the cone, it is of the type" oth
er". Otherwise the cone remains of the type "externally testable". For example, 
by applying this procedure to the circuit given in Figure 3.18 it is found that 
cone 1 is of the type "other", since the output and not all inputs are steered by 
scan registers. Next, when performing internal test generation for cone 1 the 
faults will be detected, which do not require the setting of the non-scan driven 
input "12". 

Each gate of a circuit can belong to several logic cones, even of different types. 
For example, in Figure 3.18logic gate 2 is covered by the "other" cone 1 and 
the "internally testable" cone 2. This implies, that the stuck-at faults of such 
a gate can be made observable at more than one output. Note however that to 
detect the fault it is sufficient to make the fault observable at a single output. 
Hence, test generation for each cone can be performed independent of all other 
parts. So instead of supplying the gate level description as a whole to the test 
generator, the test can be generated by processing the network cones individu
ally[2l]. This helps to reduce the direct memory requirements of the worksta
tion. Furthermore the test generation time generally reduces when smaller cir
cuits have to be handled at a time. More sophisticated method for feeding the 
cones to the test generator are possible. As an alternative several overlapping 
cones can be selected such that the circuit for ATPG just fits into the memory 
of the workstation, like proposed in [22]. In our environment we like to run the 
test generation concurrently with the design tools on the same work station. 
Therefore a solution is preferred whereby the memory requirements are mini
mized. 
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3.7.3 Constructing the Test Specification for a Module 

Figure 3.19 illustrates how the test specification for a module is found by gen
erating tests for the cones one after another. First a flattened gate level descrip
tion and associated fault list is composed for the module. Furthermore the cone 
types are assigned according to the procedure described in the previous section. 
Thereafter, the internal test generation is started. 

The internal test generation starts by feeding the cones of the type "internally 
testable" with an associated "cone fault list" to the test generator. Thereby the 
cones are processed first, for which test generation is expected to be easiest. In 
this way the number of faults are reduced, which have to be handled by the test 
generator when the larger cones are processed. The test generation effort need
ed for a cone is estimated in sequence of the number of inputs and the size of 
the cone. The "cone fault list" is composed by selecting the faults, which can 
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Figure 3.19: Test development for a module. 
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be inserted into the cone fed to the generator. When the test generator finds a 
test for a fault, this fault is removed from the module fault list. 

After generating the test patterns for the "internally testable cones", next the 
generation of internal tests based upon the logic cone networks of the type "oth
er" will start However, where in the case of the "internally testable cones" the 
complete logic cone network is fed to the test generator, this is generally not 
needed for the logic cones of the type" other". Before starting test generation, 
all gates are removed, of which the output value cannot be set to a defined value 
through the scan path. Such gates are found by setting the inputs to "F'' (fixed 
"x") value and the scan register outputs to a "x" value. Thereby the "F'' value 
means that the input is fixed to "x". In other words, it will remain "x" during 
the complete internal test generation process for the cone. When next circuit 
is simulated the "F" value will be assigned to a gate output when all inputs are 
set to "F". Furthermore for an XOR or XNOR gate the gate output is set to "F" 
when at least one input is set to "F". In all other cases the gate output is set to 
"x". After the simulation is completed all gates can be removed of which the 
output is set to "F''. After stripping the cone network, next the unconnected gate 
inputs remain set to the constant value "F''. This indicates that these lines may 
not be changed to a defined value by the test generator. Thereafter, test genera
tion is performed for the faults in the module fault list, which can be inserted 
into the resulting logic cone network. The faults, which are detected will be re
moved from the module fault list and the internal tests are stored as part of the 
module test specification. When all cones are handled the internal test genera
tion is finished. 

After generating all internal tests, the external tests can be generated by feeding 
the "externally testable cones" and the cones of the type "other" to the test gen
erator. The external test generation is basically similar to the internal test gen
eration procedure described above. The only difference is that the network is 
not stripped when the cones of the type "other" are processed. Furthermore, 
when a test is generated for a fault, such a fault will be marked as being detected 
by an external test rather than being removed from the fault list. This is re
quired, since the faults detected by external tests have to be included in the fault 
list again, when the test program will be composed for a module, which con
tains the module as an instance. Note further that, as discussed before, only at 
the chip level the primary inputs and outputs of the module can be accessed and 
therefore the external tests can be applied. Therefore, generating the external 
tests is optional for all modules, except the root module. 

After internal and external test generation, the test vector part of the test specifi
cation of the module will contain the internal tests of the module and optional 
the found external tests. Furthermore, the fault list of the module, is constructed 
by storing the fault list, which remains after internal test generation. So to com-
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pose the complete test specification for a module, only the storage of a gate lev
el description and the scan netlist part remain. 

Fortunately the gate level network of a module is not necessarily the same as 
the flattened netlist based on which the test generation of the module is per
formed. This will be explained with the help of the circuit given in Figure 3.6. 
After performing internal test generation for a circuit, all faults located in com
binational block "CL2" will have been processed. So, if for a fault no test could 
be generated, such a fault will be redundant. Therefore the gates, which belong 
to "internally testable logic cones" only, (i.e. for the example all gates of com
binational block "CL2") do not have to be taken into account when performing 
test generation for a higher level module. Therefore these gates will not be 
stored as part of the gate level description for the module. For the circuit given 
in Figure 3.6, this result in a gate level description as shown in Figure 3.20(a). 

(b) 

Figure 3.20: (a) Gate level description stored for the instance, 

(b) Gate level description composed for module. 

Finally the scan path netlist for the module has to be composed. The scan path 
netlist for a module is simply found by composing a flattened scan path netlist 
with help of the scan netlist given for the submodules by their test specification. 

As a result of doing the steps described above, the test characteristics of a mod
ule are described by: a fault list containing the faults not detected by internal 
tests, a gate level description, internal tests (and optionally external tests) and 
a scan path description. Such a description is similar to the description of the 
submodules from which we started. Therefore the same procedure as described 
above can be carried out to develop the test program for a higher level module 
containing the circuit of Figure 3.6 as an instance. The test program develop
ment for such a module will start again by creating a gate level description, by 
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the use of the gate level description given for the submodules (see Figure 
3.20(b)) and so on. 

During the composition of a test specification for a module the following mod
ule testability aspects become known: 

• DFT rule & electrical rule violations,· During the composition of a test 
specification it is checked if the DFf rules are violated by detecting the oc
currence of closed (algebraic) loops, gated clocks, gated reset lines and so 
on. Furthermore it is reported if a short circuit between outputs exists or if 
inputs of gates are not connected. In this way testability and circuit prob
lems are found as soon as they are introduced; 

• Redundant faults; For such faults the complete search space has been ex
plored but no solution was found; 

• Rejected faults; for such faults the time limit or maximum number of back
tracks was exceeded before a solution was found; 

• Fault Coverage; is the number of detected faults divided by the total num
ber of faults; 

• Number of internal and external tests; Here the number of generated inter
nal and external tests is reported; 

• Scan path information; The number of scan paths found is given as well as 
the number of length of each scan path and the value for the parameters Ir;, 
Ori, lOr; and register usage, which are introduced in section 3.4.1.2 and 
3.4.1.3 are reported. 

In most cases, the information given above together with the internal test in
formation for the submodules will be sufficient to tell if the module will meet 
its testability requirements and therefore has to be modified or not. For exam
ple, based on the number of test vectors, which have been found it is often easy 
to predict if the test time required for a module will play an important role in 
the overall test time of the system. In the last case, a more accurate specification 
of the test time can be obtained by developing the test program for the module. 
These steps will be discussed in the following section and the same steps will 
also be used to construct the test program for the root module. 

3.7.4 Composing the Test Program 

The procedure for constructing the traditional non-hierarchical test program 
from the hierarchical test program given as part of the module test specifica
tions is shown in Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.21: Test program composition steps. 

The none hierarchical test program for a module is composed by the use of the 
following steps: 

I. Compose flat test program; As a first step a non-hierarchical test program 
is composed by instantiating recursively the internal tests of the submodules. 
This flattening process is basically similar to the flattening of the netlist with 
as difference that for the internal tests the scan registers form the inputs and out
puts of the module instead of the primary module inputs and outputs. In this 
way, a non-hierarchical test program T = { t 1, ... tp} is found for the module of 
which each test vector~ defines the test of the module in terms of a (boundary) 
scan register settings and responses (i.e. scan test vector). 

2. Reconfigurable scan path synthesis; After composing the flattened uncom
pacted test program the usage of the registers is calculated and, if needed, the 
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scan path is made reconfigurable to reduce the required test time (see Section 
3.4.2). Note that if a reconfigurable scan path is synthesized the following steps 
are directly called by the scan path synthesis procedure to optimize the scan 
path implementation based on the test program. 

3. Scan path extract and test set partitioning; First the possibly reconfigurable 
scan path is extracted from the module netlist description. Then, to each test 
vector t;, the minimum length scan path configuration will be assigned through 
which it can be applied. The minimum length scan path is found for a test vector 
t; as follows. First, all SC-latches are assumed to be "1", which selects the 
minimum length scan path. Next, it is detected for each multiplexer if the regis
ters, which are passed by the multiplexer, are in use by the test vector t;. If this 
is the case, the SC-latch, which controls the multiplexer, will be set to "0". 
Thus, when all multiplexers have been processed this way, the configuration 
data for the SC-latches will define the minimum length scan path configuration 
lJ through which the test vector t; can be applied. The found scan path configu
ration lJ is next added to the ordered set R={ rt, ... , rs} of scan paths, at least 
when it is not already present. Furthermore, the scan paths are ordered such 
that: length(r;) <= length(r;+l··s). The last element in the set will always be the 
full scan paths configuration wherein all scan registers are present. This is the 
case due to presence of a full scan path mode in our architecture. 

Furthermore, during the scan path extraction process the test set Twill be parti
tioned into a individual test sets TP1.s based on the constructed ordered set of 
scan path configurations R={ rt, ... , r8 }. When for a test vector t; the minimum 
length scan path configuration q has been found, the test will be added to the 
test set TPk. Thus when all tests have been processed a set of scan path configu
rations R = {rt. ... , r8 } and an associated partitioned test program TP = {TPt.·· 
, TP8 } results. Thereby test set TP; contains the test patterns for which the mini
mum length scan configuration r; has been found. Furthermore the last test set 
TP s will contain the tests for the full length scan chain. 

4. Test set compaction; After composing the individual test set next it is tried 
to reduce the number of tests in each set by doing compaction. Thereby two 
tests can be combined into one test if the stimuli do not require the· setting of 
the same (boundary) scan register to opposite values. In general, the test set ob
tained by compaction depends on the order in which the vectors are processed. 
For example, let us consider the following test set: t l ::01 x, t2::0x 1, t3::0x0 and 
t4=x01. If we first combine t 1 and t2, we obtain the set t2::0 11, t3::0x0 and 
t4=x0 1, which cannot be further compacted. But if we start by combining t 1 
and t3, then t2 and t4 can also be combined, producing the smaller test set 
t13=010 and t24=001. However, the use of an optimal compaction algorithm 
is too expensive and the problem of constructing a minimum test set has been 
shown to be NP complete[23]. 
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The test set given by TP will in our case be compacted as described in Figure 
3.22. Thereby the procedure "Merge" describes how our compaction method 
differs from the standard compaction procedure for a single test set as given by 
the procedure "compact". 

So first each test set is compacted individually and next it is tried if the tests, 
which have been found for the shorter scan chains can be combined with the 
tests of the longer scan chains. If this is possible the test will be removed from 
the test set for the shorter scan chain, since it can be applied in the longer scan 
chain configuration without increasing the number of times the tests have to 
be scanned into the scan path. Finally test sets, which have a size smaller as the 
value of the parameter "min_tests_config" will be added to the test set for the 
full mode scan path. In this way, for example, it can be prevent to configure the 
scan path for the application of a single test, which would otherwise happen for 
a test set TP; of size "1". 

5. Generation of a simulation control file; After the previous step it is described 
by the compacted test sets TP = {TPt •.. , TPs}, which tests have to be applied 
through each scan path configuration. Next the scan test vectors can be con
verted into the stimuli for the scan input. These stimuli will be given in the form 

Procedure Merge(TP={TPt. ... TP s}) 
{ For i=s downto 1 

{ Compact(TPi) 

} 

While (test tk E TPi-l..l can be compacted with 
tests lj E TPi) 

{tj=tjntk 
remove tk from TPi-1..1 

} 

Procedure Compact(T={tt .... tm}) 
{ Tnew=0; 

} 

sort(T) such that number_of_x(ti) >= number_of_x(tL.m) 
Fori:= 1 till m-1 
{ if j E of { i+ 1 , ... ,m} exists with ti n tj not 0 

then lj=lj n lj; 
else Tnew := Tnew U { ti}; 

} 
T=Tnew 

Figure 3.22: Test compaction. 
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of a simulation control file. By running a simulation based on this command 
file, the simulator will produce a trace file, which contains input settings as well 
as the responses. This trace file can be converted into a test program for a specif
ic tester on which the ASIC test will be executed. 

Each test set TP; relates to a particular fixed scan path composition. Therefore 
the problem of converting a scan test vector set TP; into a minimum of vectors 
for the scan input and output is the same as for anon-reconfigurable scan chain. 
For a non-reconfigurable scan chain it has been shown that the scan test vector 
conversion problem can be translated into a traveling salesmen problem[3] and 
therefore is NP complete. Here we will use the "advanced" conversion proce
dure, which was introduced in section 3.4.1.1. The tests will be converted and 
applied in the sequence wherein they are given by the test set 117. Furthermore 
for each test fi the required number of shifts is calculated as: max( number of 
shifts required to shift the response of the previous test out tt-1, number of shifts 
required to shift the stimuli of the current test It in). After a particular test set 
117 has been converted, next the scan path data configuration data for 117+ 1 will 
be shifted in. In this way the scan path is configured for the application of the 
tests of test set 117+ 1 and the conversion of the individual test vectors can start. 
After the construction of the simulation control file has been completed the 
simulation can be started to construct the trace file. 

The construction of the final test program by simulation is added to improve 
the quality of the test. During test generation the output response becomes only 
known for the cone based on which the test was generated. However since also 
for the "x" stimuli values a 0 or 1 value will be applied in reality all cone output 
will have defined values. Therefore the quality of the test can be improved by 
calculation of the output responses of all cones through simulation. Further
more the simulator will report timing violations, which may invalidate the test 
program. 

3.8 Hierarchical Test Program Development by Test Assembly 

3.8.1 Fixed External Tests 

In the approach discussed so far dedicated test generation techniques may only 
be used as long as they describe the test in terms of internal tests. For blocks 
having a scannable input and output registers such an approach is sufficient. 
However, for many macro blocks (PLAs, multipliers, .. ) not necessarily a scan 
register will be present on their inputs and outputs. In the "Logic Synthesizer" 
of the COMPASS system, for example, the presence of input and output scan 
registers can be freely selected. Therefore, the macro test program generated 
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by the compiler may contain "fixed" external tests. Fixed external tests are in 
this respect external tests for which no corresponding stuck-at faults will be 
present in the fault list of the leaf module. So, in contrast to the external tests 
discussed in previous sections, the fixed external test have to be taken into ac
count during test development. 

To enable the application of the fixed external tests for example TIEs can be 
added. Such an approach is chosen in Macro Testing. In this way, the fixed ex
ternal test are converted into internal tests for the module. However since the 
TIEs are used during test only, the overhead is often found to be rather high. 
Furthermore it introduces additional delay. 

In the conventional test development approach, where test development is 
started after the design is completed, the creation of scan access to the macro 
inputs and outputs is necessary. In this way the macro tests can be executed in
dependent of the value of the tests, which will be found later on during the test 
development stage. Note that otherwise the translation of the fixed external 
macro test vectors into a chip test program may not be possible. 

If however, as in our approach, the test program is developed in-line with the 
design of the system, the tests of a module become known before the module 
is used to construct (or verify) other circuit parts. In that case the test develop
ment procedure shown in Figure 3.23 can be used. In this procedure the knowl
edge about the submodule test vector values is exploited to calculate if TIE ac
cess needs to be created to the module inputs and outputs. Therefore in Figure 
3.23 a step called test assembly is introduced. By doing test assembly it is tried 
to translate the "fixed external test" of module instances into internal or fixed 
external tests for the module. Next the result is analyzed and hardware in the 
form of TIEs will be added based on the result of the assembly step. Only after 
all tests could be assembled, the test development based on the module fault 
list will be started according to the scheme discussed in the previous sections. 
So one of the advantages of introducing test assembly is that it may reduce the 
number of TIEs, which are needed to apply the fixed external test to the module 
instances. 

There is however a second advantage of introducing test assembly. If the com
plete test program for a module has been been generated it is no longer needed 
to insert faults into this part of the gate level description. Therefore the gate lev
el description of such a module does no longer have to model the circuit struc
ture. In other words, also a behavioral description for the module circuit may 
be used. This implies that, for example, the mapping between the module in
puts, module outputs and the primary registers may be given by a two level net
work even if it is realized by using a multi-level network. In other words, a rep
resentation may be chosen, which can be handled most efficiently by the test 
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Figure 3.23: Test development by using test assembly. 
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generator. How we use this modelling technique when large leaf module cir
cuits are part of the ASIC will be discussed in chapter 5. 

Figure 3.24 shows a test specification of a module, which includes fixed exter
nal tests (after keyword: F-external). The fixed external tests are given by spec
ifying the stimuli and responses. The stimuli specify settings for the scan regis
ters and module inputs. The response is specified in terms of the expected 
contents of scan registers and module outputs. Thereby the D and D value spec
ify the outputs at which the presence of the fault can be detected. When such 
a module is used as a instance to construct higher-level modules, this fixed ex
ternal tests will be taken into account by the construction of the module test 
specification. How the fixed external tests of instances are assembled into fixed 
external tests or internal test for the module will be discussed in the following 
section. 
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TESTSPEC name( il i2 i3 I ol o2) 
{ NETLIST 

{ il ol 

Figure 3.24: Example of a test specification with fixed 
external tests. 

3.8.2 Test Assembly Procedure 

To illustrate the task of the assembly procedure, in Figure 3.25 the gate level 
circuit of a module is shown. This gate level description has been constructed 
by replacing the instance with the help of the test specification given in Figure 
3.24. Based on this flattened gate level description the assembly will be per
formed. The assembly starts by assigning the instantiated instance nodes ac
cording to the values specified by a fixed external tests, which needs to be as
sembled. For example, in Figure 3.25, the first given fixed external tests in 

Figure 3.25: Test assembly. 
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Figure 3.24 has been inserted into the network. Next such a fixed external test 
has to be translated into a test, which can be applied by the use of the module 
inputs, module outputs and the scan chain. 

From a point of test assembly two different types of fixed external test can be 
distinguished: 

• uncompacted fixed external tests; For such test the D and D values will re
late all to the same target fault( s) for which the test has been generated. In 
other words, for such tests it is sufficient if a single D or D values can be 
propagated to a scan register or a module output; 

• compacted fued external tests; After the compaction of several tests into a 
single test vector it can no longer be distinguished if the D or D values relate 
to the same or to different faults. So in such situations the fault coverage is 
only assured if all D and D values are propagated to a scan register or a mod
ule output. 

In the test specification the difference between compacted and uncompacted 
test will be made clear by using the D and D value only in the case of uncom
pacted test vectors. For compacted tests the response values, which show the 
presence of a fault will be described by using "0" and "1" values. The "x" there
by correspond to output values, which do not have to be propagated to a scan 
register or module output setting. Such a description is directly reached if the 
test set is composed by simulation. This test generation procedure is for exam
ple used in the RAM, ROM and FSM compiler of the COMPASS tools. 

The problem of translating the uncompacted instance tests into uncompacted 
tests for a module is basically similar to the test generation problem. In test gen
eration the same translation has to be done, after the inserted fault has been 
translated into values for the internal nodes. So, the procedures of the D-algo
rithm or PODEM can be used to translate the local node settings into (pseudo) 
primary input and output values. In this way the assembling of the instance test 
vectors becomes straightforward. 

The problem of assembling compacted instance test vectors needs some further 
investigation. In the case of compacted tests all instance outputs set to "D" or 
"D" (described as "O"and "1" responses in the test specification) have to be 
propagated to the scan register or module outputs. In other words all D and D 
responses have to be handled as independent variables. This is done here by 
assigning to each D value the instance output number as an index. So, Di will 
correspond to the D value assigned to instance output i. After inserting such a 
test into the network, next the rules for error propagation have to be applied to 
propagate the D values to the inputs of scan registers or to module outputs. 
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The difference between the error propagation rules for uncompacted (i.e. test 
generation) and compacted test vectors is shown in Figure 3.26 for a two input 
AND gate. 

Note that for the AND gate input setting ~, ~ with i not equal to j the output 
value does not lead to a propagation of the fault effect, since~ and~ are inde
pendent variables. Therefore if~ = "1" this does not imply that ~ will also 
be "1 ". By using the test propagation rules for compacted tests instead of the 
rules for test generation rules now the same assembly technique can be used 
as for uncompacted tests. The only difference is that the assembly of the test 
is only successful if all submodule outputs with a "D" or "D" setting are observ
able through scan registers or module outputs. 

Where in the case of test generation a test for a single stuck-at fault will be 
found when the circuit is not redundant this guarantee cannot be given for test 
assembly. For example, the assembly of the test in Figure 3.25 will depend on 
the type of gate connected to inputs "i 1" and "i2". If, for example, this gate is 
of the type "NOR", a conflict is found between the setting of input "i2" and the 
required output value of the gate. So in that case a TIE needs to be added to 
enable the assembly of the tests, at least if the fault coverage may not be re
duced. 

In section 3.7.3 we have discussed that before performing test generation for 
a particular fault, it can be advantageous to strip the circuit based on the type 

Singular Primitive Primitive Active 
AND GATE Cover D-Cube of D-Cubes D-Cubes 

failure 
i1 i2 0 i1 i2 0 i1 i2 0 i1 i2 0 

-
Test 0 X 0 0 X D 1 D D X D X -
Generation X 0 0 X 0 D D 1 D D X X - - -

1 1 1 1 1 D 1 D D X D X - -D 1 D D X X 

D D D -
D D D 

Assembly 0 X 0 

X 
1 Di Di X Di X 

of X 0 0 Di 1 Di Di X X -
compacted 1 1 1 Di .!21 X Di X 

test Di 1 Di Di X X 

vector Di 
Di Di Di 

Figure 3.26: Covers and cubes for 2 input AND gate. 
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of the logic cones. Also, when perfonning test assembly, often not the complete 
gate level description needs to be fed to the test generator. When assembling 
the test for an instance, only the cones which contain part of the instance circuit 
need to be the included. So only this part of the circuit is fed to the test generator 
together with the fixed external test for the instance. 

3.9 Implementation and Experimental Results 

3.9.1 A CAD Tool Set for Gate Forest Incremental Test 

In order to support and evaluate the incremental test development concept, a 
test generator prototype has been developed for ASIC designers to use. This 
tool set supporting Hierarchical Incremental Computer Aided Test is called 
"HI CAT". HI CAT is currently targeted to be used in combination with the 
COMPASS design tools ofVLSI technology. The COMPASS tools is the com
mon design platform for complex GATE FOREST ASIC designs within the 
IMS. HI CAT is written in C and runs under UNIX on SUN and HP/ APOLLO 
workstations. 

The HI CAT tool set consists of six different programs: 

- ReadTdes; A test specification parser "ReadTdes" checks and converts the 
description specifying the test characteristics of leaf-modules given in the 
TESLAN language. 

- ReadNLS; The netlist parser "ReadNLS" checks and converts the netlist de
scription of a design (part) stored in the COMPASS netlist database. 

- Test/nit; Based on the parsed module netlist and the test specification given 
for the submodules the program "Testlnit" creates an initial test specification 
for the module by instantiating the test specifications given for the submodules. 
Furthermore the cone types will be assigned. 

- TestGen; Then the test assembler and test generator "TestGen" performs test 
assembly and test generation. Furthermore after test generation it will delete 
the gates and associated registers of the module test specification, which are 
covered by internally testable cones only. 

- SynScan; The "SynScan" program calculates the register usage and tries to 
reduce the test time by making the scan path reconfigurable. 

- TestCompose; The "TestCompose" program basically consist of a set of sub
programs. It does all steps, which are required to convert the set of hierarchical 
test programs into a single overall test program. So "TestCompose" creates the 
flattened test program, extracts the scan path configuration from the netlist, 
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performs compaction, and finally converts the test set into a simulation control 
file. 

Appendix 2.1 shows by an example how HICAT composes the test program. 
All programs except "ReadTdes" are started through the user interface of the 
HI CAT system. In other words by simply typing "HI CAT <options> <module
name>" the above given programs will be started in sequence to derive the test 
program for the specified module. Thereby during "PHASE 1" the hierarchical 
netlist of the modules is parsed by "ReadNLS". During this phase the netlist 
hierarchy is extracted and it is detected for which modules a (new) test specifi
cation has to be composed. Next during "PHASE 2", in a bottom-up manner, 
the test specifications are generated for the modules by starting "Testlnit" and 
"TestGen" for each module. During the creation of each test specification it is 
reported if no test could be generated for a fault. During "PHASE3" the pro
grams "SynScan" and "TestCompose" are started to: (1) calculate the usage of 
the registers, (2) synthesize the reconfigurable scan path and (3) compose the 
flattened test program and simulation cont~ol file. Finally during "PHASE 4" 
the test development results are summarized by displaying the testability in
formation of the module and the instances. 

The test assembler and test generator is implemented by adapting the control 
flow and basic features ofPODEM[24]. In contrast to the D algorithm, the PO
OEM algorithm allows assigning values only to the primary input of logic con
es. The values assigned to primary inputs are then propagated towards the inter
nallines by simulation. Thus, in the POD EM algorithm backtracking can occur 
only at the primary inputs. The PODEM algorithm examines all possible pri
mary input settings implicitly but exhaustively to generate the module test vec
tor for a given fault (test generation) or local test (test assembly). Of course the 
examination of the primary input pattern is terminated as soon as a test vector 
for the fault or local test is found. If it is determined that no primary input set
ting can detect the fault, the fault is undetectable (i.e. redundant). 

The POD EM based test generator and test assembler in our case use the values: 
"0, 1, x, F, D, D, u and z" to compute the tests. Thereby the D and D value may 
have an associated "output index" as discussed in the previous section. The val
ue "u" specifies that an input remains "undefined" and the logic value "z" is 
introduced to notate high-impedance state. Such a "z" value is needed to han
dle the tri-state bus drivers in our library. In the test specification a cell with 
tri-state output is modelled by using the "switch" primitive. An example, of 
how a bus driver is modelled by the switch primitive is shown in Figure 3.27. 

Several ATPG systems use random vectors as a first stage, as they are easily 
generated and typically achieve between 60 and 80 percent fault coverage. It 
has however been shown that, for most circuits, using random vectors increases 
both the total test generation time and the total number of test vectors[25]. 
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(a) 

TESLAN statement: SWN(I, C I 0); 

Jo ... 
if c= I then 0 = I 
if c=O then 0= "z" 

(b) 

Figure 3.27: (a) Bus, (b) modelling of bus driver in test 
specification. 
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Since simply selecting the target faults close to the primary inputs first is a more 
effective approach this strategy has been implemented in our test generator. 
This simple strategy creates long sensitized paths from fault effect to a cone 
output, which leads to more faults detected per test. 

3.9.2 Circuit Characteristics 

The HI CAT system has been used for a number of industrial Gate Forest AS
ICs. In this chapter the test development results will be presented for the 4 AS
ICs for which HICAT was initially developed. The results obtained for some 
other recently developed ASICs are included in Appendix B. 

The circuit characteristics of the chips for which the results will be presented 
in this chapter are shown in Table 3-1. Thereby "Gates" gives the number of 

Transistors Regs Gates Faults 

WSP2 22922 262 2692 4918 

DCF 24597 559 2123 3368 

Neural1 23741 393 2452 3521 

Neural2 49322 759 4330 6216 

Table 3-1: Circuit characteristics 

primitives, which composed the combinational network for test generation. 
The "wsp2" chip is an extended version of the wheel slip processor of which 
the details can be found in [26]. It contains as macros several adders, a register
bank, and some counters. The "neurall" thip is a neural network based on a 
digital logarithmic multiplier. This bit serial multiplier is called "digilog". The 
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"neural2" chip is pulse-code neural network chip, which uses a separate pro
cessor for each synapse and neuron to implement. This chips have been gener
ated by the use ofthe NNSIM system[28] for neural network design and simu
lation. Dedicated hard macros have been developed to implement each synapse 
and neuron processor element efficiently. Furthermore a soft macro imple
mentation is available, whereby each processor element is composed out of 
standard cells. The standard cell based implementation has been use here to 
generated the tests for this chip. The chips given above have been developed 
in the course of the PROCHIP part of the PROMETHEUS project in which 
electronic systems for cars are developed in cooperation with the European car 
manufactures. 

Finally the "dcf' chip is a decimation filter for a sigma-delta AID converter. 
The decimation filter design will be discussed most detailed since the decima
tion filter ASIC has been developed by the writer of this thesis. A sigma delta 
converter consists of an analog modulator followed by a digital decimation fil
ter. A photograph of the full custom analog modulator chip and the Gate Forest 
decimation filter chip is shown in Figure 3.28. 

Figure 3.28: L~ AID converter 
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The modulator will sample the analog input at a high rate, thereby producing 
a stream of "0" and "1" at a single output. This stream represents a line-code, 
which is translated by a decimation filter into a 13 bit PCM code. This code 
represents the digital value for the analog input in at a much lower sampling 
rate. The implementation of the decimation filter chip contains five different 
digital filters: comlr-iir filter, comlr-fir filter, sine corrector, wdfl filter and a 
wdf2 filter. The sine corrector, wdfl and wdf2 filters are so called wave digital 
filters (WDF) [29]. Thereby wdfl and wdf2 are of the bireciprocal type. The 
decimation filter chip has been developed in the course of the HASIC project 
in cooperation with Bosch AG. All experimental data presented here was 
derived on an APOLLO/HP DN4500 workstation with 28Mb direct memory 
unless otherwise noted. . 

3.9.3 CPU Time for ATPG 

As an experiment we developed the test program for the chips based on a hierar
chical and a flattened gate level description. Next we compared the achieved 
results. So in the hierarchical case, the internal tests were generated for each 
module separately and later on the total test program was composed by flatten
ing the internal tests. In the flattened case directly a flattened chip test program 
is found by doing test generation for each undetected fault. Thereby the PO
DEM test generator has been invoked for each cone individually and the test 
program was developed completely based on stuck-at faults. In other words no 
dedicated test generation procedure were used in combination with test assem
bly. The results achieved with respect to the CPU time are summarized in Table 
3-2. For most circuits it was found that the CPU time needed for the actual test 

Hierarchical Flat 

WSP2 93% 100% 

DCF 104% 100% 

Neural1 91% 100% 

Neural2 19% 100% 

Table 3-2: CPU time (in %) 

generation process was reduced. This reduction of the CPU time is mainly 
caused by the fact that one or more building blocks with internal tests were used 
several times. The largest decrease of CPU time is found for the most regular 
circuit "neural2". Were in traditional approach test generation is started for 
each fault in the flattened netlist, in the hierarchical approach internal tests are 
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generated for only a single synapse and neuron processor followed by the 
construction of the total test program by instantiation of the processor tests. The 
number of tests, which was found for the hierarchical and flattened netlist was 
in both cases almost the same (difference less than 3% ). This experiment shows 
that generating the test program based on a hierarchical netlist also may have 
CPU-time advantages for the conventional approach were the program is de
veloped after the design is completed. The reduction of the test generation time 
will however strongly depend on the regularity of the circuit. 

3.9.4 Memory Requirements 

In a workstation the reduction of the memory requirements offered by the hier
archical approach is of much greater interest in practice than mere CPU time. 
As is well known, the elapsed time may exceed the CPU-time by orders of 
magnitude due to paging effects, which are caused by prohibitive memory re
quirements. Therefore, minimizing the memory requirements is much more 
crucial for the practical applicability of the hierarchical test development ap
proach than the saving or increase of a few percent of CPU time. 

Since in our approach for each module only the part of the gate level description 
is loaded, which is actually needed to perform test generation and furthermore 
test generation is for each cone separately, the memory requirements are re
duced extensively compared to the traditional test generation approaches. The 
effect, which memory requirements may have on the elapsed time become clear 
by executing the test development for the circuit on a workstation with 4Mbyte 
direct memory (see Table 3-3). Due to extensive swapping effects between di-

Hierarchical Flat 

WSP2 5min 30m in 

DCF 7min 25m in 

Neural1 3m in 22m in 

Neural2 4mln >> 

Table 3-3: Elapsed time on workstation with 4MByte memory 

rect memory and disk, the elapsed time increases rapidly when the "test genera
tion job" due to the circuit size no longer fits into the memory of the worksta
tion. Since in our hierarchical approach no swapping occurred the found 
elapsed time was almost the same as when the program was executed on a 
28Mbyte machine. 
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With the chips of today being the high level building blocks of tomorrow per
forming test generation with limited memory requirements becomes increas
ingly important. In other words, the memory requirements determine the maxi
mum circuit size, which can be handled effectively on a workstation and not 
the mere ATPG CPU time. 

3.9.5 Test Time Reduction by Reconfigurable Scan Path Synthesis 

How the introduction of a reconfigurable scan path can reduce the test time will 
be discussed for the DCF chip. The complete decimation filter chip consists of 
559 memory elements. The large number of memory elements was mainly 
caused by the bit-serial data paths of the WDF filters. They contained several 
shift-registers, which are used as synchronous delay elements to line-up the 
bit-serial words before the bit-streams are processed. To include all register 
into a scan chain it is only required that the first register is realized by using 
a scan register (see Figure 3.29(a)). In other words, a large part ofthe scan path 

scan-in 

(a) 

(b) ~------------~ 

Figure 3.29: (a) Scan path of delay line, 
(b) delay line with reconfigurable scan path. 

scan
out 

data
out 

scan
out 
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configuration was already present by the direct connection between memory 
elements in the functional mode. The scan path had to be loaded 119 times, 
when a non-reconfigurable scan path had been used to apply the test program. 
This had resulted in a test program length of 62407 clock cycles. The test pro
gram length has next been reduced, thereby for example, reducing the time 
needed for fault simulation. The found registers usage for the non-reconfigur
able chain is shown in Figure 3 .30. The usage was calculated based on the com
pacted test vector set. The register with sequence number "0' is connected to 
the scan input and the register with the highest sequence number to the scan 
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Figure 3.30: DCF register usage for compacted test set. 

output. The registers with the highest usage are the registers of the two control
lers. One of the controllers steers the comb filter part and the other controller 
steers the wave digital filters. 

The reconfigurable scan path was synthesized with the following parameters: 
"bypass_usage_lirnits = [0.05, 0.165]", "rnin_bypass_length = 3", and 
"min_tests_config = 8". With this parameter setting two configurations were 
introduced and 24 multiplexer. All multiplexers are controlled by a single SC
latch. The reduced scan path configuration (i.e. config 2) has a length of multi
plexers 231 register and the new test program length was 34442 clock cycles. 
So the test time was reduced by 45%. Nineteen scan tests resulted for the full 
length scan path after compaction and 109 tests were applied through the re
duced length scan path. Figure 3.31 shows the usage of the 231 registers in the 
"config 2" reduced scan chain for the test program, which has been composed 
based on the reconfigurable scan chain. Most of the multiplexers were 
introduced in front of the last memory element of a delay line (see Figure 
3.29(b)). Since such a multiplexer is part of a scan register macro, the multi
plexers were added to the netlist by replacing the D flip flop register instances 
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Figure 3.31: DCF register usage for compacted test set of 
reconfigurable scan path configuration 2. 
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by a scan register instances. To implement the non-reconfigurable scan path 
86 of the 559 registers needed to be replaced by scan registers, which resulted 
in 4.5% overhead. To construct the reconfigurable scan path another 24 regis
ters were replaced by scan registers and the overall overhead is 5.5%. 

For the "wsp2" and "neural" ASICs no reconfigurable scan path was imple
mented. Recent experiments show however that with an additional overhead 
of 1% a test program length reduction of respectively 20% for the neural2 chip 
and 35% for the "wsp2" chip could have been realized. 

3.9.6 Guidance of Design by Test Considerations 

The most important advantage of our incremental design and test development 
method is that during the design the the test program is generated incrementally 
and that the testability of each module becomes known. In the traditional ap
proach each change leads to the generation of a complete new test set. In our 
case the test development is limited to the generation of a new test specification 
for the modules for have been affected by the change. Furthermore, by develop
ing the test program concurrent with the design, testability problems are de-
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tected and can be removed as soon as they are introduced. Furthermore the ac
curate direct feedback between design and test allows to guide the design 
process by test considerations to make a balanced choice between the design 
and test parameters. 

It is hard to characterize experimentally and theoretically what the savings are 
of using an integrated hierarchical design and test development approach. It 
will depend on many factors such as the experience of the ASIC designer, sys
tem to be designed, limits of the CAD tools and so on. It is however our experi
ence that the designer is often not aware of having introduced redundancy. Re
dundancy can for example be introduced, when an instance representing a non 
redundant circuit is used to compose a larger circuit. When the design is "com
pleted" the removal of such redundancies becomes complex and time consum
ing. A local change will often have impact on other circuit parts. Especially 
when timing violations are detected many other parts of the design may be af
fected. Furthermore the ATPG time may increase rapidly when redundancies 
are not detected and removed (or marked as redundant) before such modules 
are used as an instance to construct larger combinational networks. 

By calculating the testability for each module it becomes visible, which part 
of the design may have to be optimized when the testability constraints are no 
longer met. For example, the testability information, which was reported for 
the DCF module is shown in Figure 3 .32. If the introduction of a reconfigurable 
scan path would have been too costly, the DCF testability information gives a 
good indication, which parts of the design may be optimized for test. The num
ber of scan tests ( #stests) reported for each instance shows that the comb part 
requires most of the test (i.e. 117). Locating the registers of the comb filter at 
the begin or the end of the scan chain will not reduce the test time very much 
since the variable "#pio=112" shows that most of the scan tests use the scan 
registers as an input as well as an output. Hence, to reduce the test time effec
tively the testability of the comb filter itself has to be optimized by, for exam
ple, introducing self-test. 

3.10 Conclusion 

In the approach presented here, the test program for (reconfigurable) scan test
able circuits is developed in a hierarchically incremental manner, in line with 
the hierarchical construction of the structural description. Using such a hierar
chicalapproach may reduce the test generation time significantly, when mod
ules with associated tests reappear several times as building block in the ASIC. 

The most important reason however for introducing our hierarchical test devel
opment approach is that it creates the ability to take the testability of the system 
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INSTANCE TESTABILITY INFO 

inst name(type) l~faultsl~gatesl~itestsl~sregsl~stests(pi/po/pio) 

I --1 
IU122(rnux3) 16 I 8 I o I o I 0 
IU130 (comb) 48 I 46 I 55 I 130 I 117 ( 5/ 0/112) 
IU52(sinc) 202 I 135 I 19 I 83 I 79( 12/ 8/ 59) 
I U13 3 (wdf2) 22 I 45 I 955 I 201 I 109( 8/ 0/101) 
lu62(wdfl) 150 I 131 I 9 I 116 I 70( 2/ 2/ 66) 
IU90(rnux4) 25 I 12 I o I o I 0 
IU44(sp_reg) 106 I 67 I 13 I 26 I 25( 0/ 8/ 17) 

I I I I 

MODULE dcf TESTABILITY INFO 

#faults (nr of faults to detect before ATPG) 568 
~gates (nr of gates in external/other cones) 50 
#itests (gen. nr of internal tests of model) 278 
#sregs (full mode scan chain length) 559 
#stests (nr of times the scan chain is loaded) 119 

(pi/ (scan chain only applies stimuli) 0 
po/ (scan chain only collects responses) 0 
pio) (scan chain applies & collects responses) 119 

fault coverage (%) 100 
nr of gates deleted after internal ATPG 395 
nr of generated external tests 8 
test program length (cycles) 62407 

Figure 3.32: Testability information for module DCF. 

parts into account during the design and, that it limits the time needed to vali
date the design and test program after design modifications. To reduce the total 
time needed for design and test development the characterization of the mod
ules is needed before they are used to construct larger parts. Therefore a design
er will start simulation as soon as he has entered a module. By starting test gen
eration after a module has been verified by simulation, the test development 
complexity is addressed in a similar manner. The direct feedback between de
sign and test prevents the introduction of unnecessary test hardware and en
ables the detection and the removal of the testability problems as soon as they 
are introduced. Furthermore the synthesis of a reconfigurable scan path could 
reduce the test time effectively in an area efficient manner. 
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Chapter4 

Testable Asynchronous Circuits 

In the previous chapter the incremental development of the test program was 
proposed starting from the test specifications of the leaf modules. To create the 
test specification for the leaf modules (i.e. macros), use can be made of dedi
cated procedures. Thereby the test of the macro is described in terms of a stimu

li set together with a description of the good response vectors. In such a black 
box approach for the leaf-modules, the restriction to purely synchronous mac
ros can be lifted. Asynchronous macros containing internal feedback are al
lowed as long as there is a stimuli set with good response specification, which 
can be applied to and observed from the synchronous scan path. 

In this chapter the design of synchronously testable asynchronous control cir

cuits is investigated. The use of an implementation model, which contains an 
explicit state register is proposed. The state register is composed of storage 
cells, which can operate in asynchronous, synchronous and (token) scan mode. 
It is shown, that these controllers are synchronously testable and can be 
derived directly from a control graph description. Section 4.1 outlines the de

sign and test problems of asynchronous networks. The use of an implementa
tion model is proposed that contains an explicit state register. In Section 4.2, 
the design of asynchronous control circuits based on this implementation mod
el is discussed. Furthermore, it is shown how this implementation model has to 
be modified for synchronous test. Then in Section 4.3, the impact of state cod

ing techniques on the realization and test method is shown. In Section 4.4, the 
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methods, which have been proposed for realizing an asynchronous machines 
are compared. Finally in Section 4.5 the results are summarized. 

4.1 Design and Test of Asynchronous Control Circuits 

4.1.1 The Use of Asynchronous Controllers in Synchronous Systems 

Designing asynchronous systems has several advantages in comparison to syn
chronous systems. In asynchronous systems there is no need for a clock. So all 
problems related to clock skew and clock distribution are circumvented. Fur
thermore in asynchronous logic the next computation can start as soon as the 
previous computation has signalled completion. Therefore the use of asynchro
nous logic promises a higher operating speed[l, 2, 3]. 

Despite the advantages of asynchronous circuits, they have not been widely 
used. The design of asynchronous circuits is found to be much more difficult 
than the design of synchronous circuits. Among its problems, hazards and race 
conditions are often mentioned[4]. Moreover its has been found that modules 
communicating through asynchronous protocols are slow relative to easily ob
tainable clock speeds[ 5]. Therefore the use of asynchronous circuits is often re
stricted to the parts where the use of a global clock is difficult. Such a domain 
is for example, the interface circuitry of an ASIC. To provide a modular inter
face, which greatly facilitates system integration, synchronous ASICs often 
communicate through asynchronous protocols. Thereby the interface logic for 
the asynchronous communication ports is realized by using asynchronous con
trol circuits[6]. Another application of asynchronous control logic is in self
timing, as often used in synchronous microprocessors[?]. Furthermore asynch
ronous control circuits are of interest for ASICs in fail-safe applications. In 
fail-safe systems asynchronous control circuits can help to bring the system in 
a safe state when the clock is interrupted due to a fault or to observe the system 
during the self-test of the synchronous parts. 

Given the usefulness of asynchronous control circuits being part of a synchro
nous system, the problem of specifying and synthesizing asynchronous control 
circuits has recently found increasingly attention[8, 9, 10, 11]. For example, 
new methods have been developed, which start from a graphical specification 
called a signai transition graph (STG)[9, 10, 11]. Unfortunately, the recent ap
proaches only address the problem of designing asynchronous control circuits. 
In other words, the use of asynchronous control circuits is still hampered by the 
difficulties in its test. 
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When asynchronous control circuits are used within synchronous systems it is 
most attractive if they can be tested in the same manner as the synchronous cir
cuits. In other words, if their test program can be applied through a synchronous 
(boundary) scan path. Therefore in this chapter we will consider the problem 
of designing synchronously testable asynchronous control logic. To show the 
difficulty of testing asynchronous control logic through a scan path, we will 
start in the next section by reviewing the design of asynchronous logic based 
on the Finite State Machine model. 

4.1.2 Asynchronous FSM Design 

Traditionally the design of asynchronous macros is based on the Finite State 
Machine (FSM) model according to Huffman. Formally a FSM can be de
scribed by a 5-tuple (S, I, 0, fs, fo), where 
a) S ={st. ... , Sk} is a finite set of states. 
b) I = { i 1. ... , iJ} is a finite set of input symbols. 
c) 0 = {oh ... , Om} is a finite set of output symbols. 
d) fs: I X S 1-+ S is the next state function. 
e) fo: I X S 1-+ 0 is the output function (Mealy machine) or 

fo: S 1-+ 0 is the output function (Moore machine). 

The circuit model for implementation devised by Huffman is shown in Figure 
4.1. It has a set of input signals X and a set of output signals Y. The set of so 

input 
X 

s 

combinational 
logic 

I 
Figure 4.1: Huffman implementation model. 
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called excitation state signals Z are delayed by delay elements and fed back to 
the combination logic as so called response state signals Z'. The combinational 
logic will realize the next state and output function as given by fs and fo. In 
general the delay of the delay elements has to be greater than zero, because of 
the following. 

Let the maximum and minimum delay of the combinational logic be max(6.tct) 
and min(6.tct) and let those of the delay elements in the feed back line be 
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max(Atfb) and min(Atfb). When a signal change on the inputs occurs the com
binational logic (CL) will respond by producing a new value on the output and 
excitation state lines. Due to the variations in the delay of the logic gates, some 
outputs of CL may become valid at min(Atc~), while others become valid at 
max(Atc~). Hence it is required that the inputs of CL remain stable for at least 
a time interval of max(Atct). Therefore the minimum value for a delay element 
in the feedback lines is min(Atfb) > max(Atct) min(AtcJ). 

Furthermore the proper operation of asynchronous circuits designed according 
to the Huffman model require the following conditions: 

• The inputs may change only in situations whereby the excitation state sig
nals Z and response state signals Z' have the same value and are stable. This 
is called the fundamental mode of operation. When a signal changes on the 
input ofCL it will take at most max(Atfb.A.tci) before Z' has settled to a new 
state. When an input change occurs as the state lines Z and Z' are in the pro
cess of changing (min(Atfb+AtcJ) < t < max(Atfb+Atct)), it is likely that the 
circuit will enter a state not given by the next state function[12]; 

• A situation whereby more than one state signal ofZ must change to reach the 
new state is called a race condition. If correct behavior of the circuit depends 
upon the outcome of the race it is called a critical race. To ensure that the 
operation of the circuit is not affected by transients, the critical races should 
be avoided by making the proper state assignment; 

• Because of delays, the combinational circuit may produce a transient error 
or spike, called hazard. Such an error may result in an incorrect state. Hence 
the logic portion of the circuit should be designed to be hazard-free. To real
ize a hazard free circuit realization, the input changes are restricted to one at 
a time. This is called the normal mode of operation. 

The introduction and removal of hazards will be discussed by an example. Con
sider the circuit in Figure 4.2 of which the static behavior can be described by 
"z= XT.x3+x2.x3". However in reality each gate will have an associated delay. 
If a gate delay" A" is taken into account the signal "x3" and "x3" will no longer 
change at the same time, but as shown in the timing diagram "x3" and "x3" will 
both be low for the time required by the inverter to process the signal change. 
This will cause a hazard on the output "z", since the output of AND 1 will al
ready be zero, before the output value "1" is taken over by AND2. 

In the Kamaugh map of the circuit (see Figure 4.3) the existence of possible 
hazards becomes immediately clear. In the Kamaugh map the cubes "xl.x3" 
and "x2.x3" (shown within the solid lines) produce a minimum network. How
ever, when "x2= 1" and "Xl = 1 ",then there is no single cube for which the out
put "z" is "1" independent of the value of"x3". So during the transition of"x3" 
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Figure 4.2: (a) Circuit with static hazard, (b) timing diagram. 
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an AND gate, which equals "1" for "x3 = 0" may change before any AND gate, 
which equals" 1" for "x3 = 0" actually changes to" 1 ". In that case the OR gate 
gate can produce a temporary erroneous output of "0". With this observation, 
it is clear that for hazard-free operation an additional AND-element is re
quired, which is indicated by the doted cube[l3]. This implies that the hazard
free circuit is given by (see Figure 4.3(b)): "z = XT.x3 + x2.x3 + XT.x2". The 
last term would be redundant if the combinational circuit was part of a synchro
nous FSM. So when the same test method is used as for synchronous circuits 
the detection of all stuck-at faults in the circuit will no longer be possible. 

4.1.3 Testing Asynchronous Control Circuits 

For several reasons testing asynchronous circuits is more difficult than testing 
synchronous circuits: 

• Asynchronous systems are susceptible to improper operation due to haz
ards; As discussed in the previous section, design techniques to eliminate 
hazards exist. They add "redundant" terms to the combinational logic to 
make the circuit hazard-free. However the presence of faults may introduce 
the hazards again. Unfortunately no methods are known to detect hazards 
through a scan path[14]; 
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Figure 4.3: (a) Karnaugh map, (b) hazard-free circuit. 

• The correct circuit operation depends largely on the delays in the circuit; 
This implies that the delays in the asynchronous FSM machines have to be 
tested. Measuring the delay of the delay elements and the combinational 
logic with the help of the scan path is rather hard to implement; 

• For relative complex asynchronous circuits automated test generation is 
not feasible in practice[ IS]; Test pattern generators have to be extended to 
handle delays. Furthermore they must generate patterns, which obey the 
fundamental and normal mode operation mode restrictions. Especially if a 
fault causes a race, which is non-deterministic, (i.e., in the critical race situ
ation) generating patterns for asynchronous circuits is found to be very diffi
cult. In the case of synchronous sequential circuits, the classical checking 
experiments provide a method of testing the functionality of the implement
ed circuit. Constructing such a test sequence for the asynchronous state ma
chine is not as easy, due to restrictions imposed by the implementation mod
els. Therefore in [16] the asynchronous machine is first converted to a 
synchronous machine, next augmented with testability features and finally 
converted back to an asynchronous implementation. Another technique of 
obtaining a distinguishing sequence is presented in [ 17, 18] where extra 
state variables, inputs and outputs are added. Both techniques have limited 
use, when the test response has to be observed by the synchronous scan path. 
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Where asynchronous machines may fail due to hazards, the scan path is able 
to detect static faults only[ 141. Therefore chips tested this way may not op
erate correctly during operation due to undetected hazards. 

Due to the problems discussed above the only way to realize scan testable 
asynchronous circuits seems to be to use another implementation model. Pre
ferably this implementation model must realize the asynchronous control cir
cuits in such a way that they can be tested by using the same test method as for 
synchronous circuits. Thereby it is especially important that the correct opera
tion of the circuit no longer strongly depends on the delays inside the circuit. 
Furthermore it must be tried to circumvent redundant terms by the realization 
of a hazard-free circuit. 

A variety of other techniques have been proposed for designing asynchronous 
circuits. These generally still require placing a number of constraints on the de
lays within the circuit[ 19]. Alternatively, if the delays are unbounded, a special 
input protocol is used, which places a spacer code between consecutive in
puts[20]. However circuits, which use spacers are found to be rather hardware 
consuming. Furthermore they are often too slow, since half of the processing 
cycle is used for resetting. Therefore such a solution is not always feasible[5]. 

4.1.4 Asynchronous Storage Cells 

Here we will investigate if there is a method for realizing asynchronous control 
circuits that are easier to test in a synchronous environment. Thereby we will 
start by discussing the properties of a very simple asynchronous machine 
namely the Set-Reset (SR) flip flop. The SR flip-flop also forms the basis of 
many synchronous memory elements. 

An example of a SR flip flop is shown in Figure 4.4. The boolean function of 
the SR flip flop is given by Q = S + R.Q'. The state of change of a SR flip flop 
is directly determined by the setting on the SR inputs. So no explicit delay ele-
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Figure 4.4: Set-Reset flip flop. 
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ment is needed to guarantee reliable operation. In other words, the delay ele
ment shown in Figure 4.4 models the delay of the wire. 

The operation of such a flip flop will be predictable except for the following 
conditions[21, 22]: 

• S=l and R=l overlap, and if neither of these outlast the other sufficiently; 

• a 0 to 1 transition on the S (resp. R) input causes a state change, but the S 
(resp. R) input returns to 0 before the flip flop is internally stable. 

In these cases the resulting state of the flip flop may be not defined or even me
tastable. Generally such hazard conditions are avoided, by withdrawing the set 
or reset condition after the output has settled to the new value. In theory, a 
settled output does not indicate that the new state is stored by the flip flop. Thus 
the flip flop may not be internally stable and the resulting state of the flip flop 
is not determined when the S or R condition is withdrawn. 

The fact that the SR flip flop is internally stable after the output has changed 
is in ASIC design more a theoretical problem than a problem in practice. In cur
rent design approaches storage cells are designed as full-custom parts and 
stored as building blocks in the library. For example, the gate level SR flip flop 
given in Figure 4.4 may actually be realized by the transistor diagram shown 
in Figure 4.5. When such a storage cell is realized as full-custom cell the chang
ing output value will almost immediately arrive atthe input of the other transis
tors, which are part of the feedback loop. Therefore if the output value of the 
flip flop has changed, the flip flop will also have stored the new state. Thereby 
it is assumed that the flip flop does not contain serious defects like broken 
wires. Such defects are however, like in the synchronous system, easy to detect 
when the SR flip flop is part of the scan path. 

From the discussion above it may be concluded that the flip flop has stored the 
new state when the output has reached the new value. So the delay assumption 
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Q 

Figure 4.5: Set-Reset flip flop. 
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becomes obsolete through the practical realization of the flip flop. Therefore 
if an asynchronous machine is constructed with SR flip flops it may be able to 
operate correctly independent of the delays of its components. This observation 
leads to the implementation model shown in Figure 4.6. Compared to the Huf-

input 
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combinational 
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.. 

outputs 
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Q 
SR 
flip 

flops l 
Figure 4.6: SR flip flop based asynchronous machine. 

fman model (see Figure 4.1) the delay elements have been replaced by SR flip 
flops. Formally this SR flip flop based asynchronous machine can be described 
by a 7-tuple (S, I, 0, F, fsR. fpp, fo), where 
a) S = { s1o ... , Sk} is a finite set of states. 
b) I= {i1, ... , iJ} is a finite set of input symbols. 
c) 0 = { 01. ... , Om} is a finite set of output symbols. 
d) F = {f1, ... , fp} is a finite set of input symbols for the SR flip flops. 
e) fsR: I X S ~--+ F is the next state function. 
f) fFF: F X S ~--+ S is the function of the SR flip flops. 
g) fo: I X S 1-+ 0 is the output function (Mealy machine) or 

fo: S ~--+ 0 is the output function (Moore machine). 

The combinational logic will implement the next state function fsR and the out- · 
put function fo. The SR flip flops implement the function fFF. The next state 
function fsR will control the state of the machine by defining the values on the 
inputs of the SR flip flops. Note that the equations of fsR will differ from the 
next state function fs of the Huffman model. 

In the following section, we will discuss how asynchronous machines can be 
designed based on this implementation. Furthermore we introduce the condi
tions required for the proper operation of asynchronous circuit designed ac
cording to this implementation model. Thereafter it will be investigated how 
scan testable asynchronous circuits can be realized. We will only concentrate 
on machines having a Moore type of output function. Moore machines have the 
advantage that they are easier to specify and to analyze. Note that the design 
of a Mealy machine type of output function becomes especially complex, when 
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multiple inputs may change at the same time. The synthesis of hazard-free 
combination logic under multiple input change conditions is rather trouble
some[ tO]. 

4.2 Synchronously Testable Asynchronous Control Circuits 

4.2.1 Specification and Conditions 

A sequential machine can be conveniently represented in graph form by a state 
diagram. A state diagram is a directed graph whose nodes correspond to the 
states of the machine and whose arcs correspond to state transitions.In the state 
diagram, there is always one and only one active state. Here we will use the state 
diagram representation as used in [26]. The labels attached to the arcs contain 
the information regarding the values on the primary inputs that cause the transi
tion. A state transition is enabled when the boolean expression connected to 
an outgoing arc of the active state is "1". The labels attached to the nodes speci
fy how the outputs Y (see Figure 4.6) have to be set when the state is active. 
When an output name is contained as a label attached by the state to means that 
such an output has to be set to "1" when the state is active. An output will be 
"1" when the output name is contained by the label attached by the state and 
otherwise "0". 

As an example, in Figure 4.7(a) the state diagram is given of the machine 
shown in Figure 4.7(c). At power-on, the state represented by a double circle 
will be active. Since the output names 01 and 02 as well as Ol=x or 02=x are 
not linked to this state, the outputs 01 and 02 will be "0" when the power on 
state is active (see Figure 4. 7 (b)). When input A becomes "1" the state transi
tion from s 1 to state s2 is enabled. As a result state s2 will become the new ac
tive state. Furthermore output 01 becomes "1 ", since 01 is contained by the 
label attached to state s2. The state transition to s3 becomes enabled, when in
put B becomes "1 ".When s3 is the active state, the output 01 is set to "0" and 
02 to "1" and so on. 

The dashed arcs of which the head and tail are connected to the same state speci
fy the input conditions for which no state change occurs. In Figure 4.6, the SR 
flip flops store the state of the machine. The state stored by the SR flip flops 
will not change till another state transition is enabled. So the SR flip flops in
puts may return to "0" without causing a state changes. Therefore, these arcs 
will be omitted in future state diagrams. 

The proper operation of asynchronous circuits designed according to the imple
mentation model of Figure 4.6 require the following conditions: 
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• Condition l : The SR flip flops have stored the new state as soon as the SR 
flip flop outputs have reached a new value. As discussed in Section 4.1.4, 
this condition will be met through the full-custom cell implementation of 
the SR flip flops. 

• Condition 2: Once a state transition is enabled by the value on the inputs X 
(see Figure 4.6 ), the state transition will remain enabled, till the SRflip flop 
outputs have changed to the new state. After the value on the inputs X have 
changed, such that the state transition becomes enabled, it will take "the 
delay of the combinational logic Atct + the delay of the SR flip flops Atrs" 
before the SR flip flop outputs have changed. Due to these delays, the state 
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transition must remain enabled till the flip flop outputs have reached the 
new state. Otherwise the implemented asynchronous machine may not op
erate according to the specification. So, for example, the applied input sig
nals may not contain glitches, which leads to a temporary enabling of the 
state transition. 

• Condition 3: Critical races are avoided by proper state assignment. A race 
condition occurs, for the implementation model in Figure 4.6, when more 
than one SR flip flop changes state before the new state is reached. Hence, a 
critical race occurs when the behavior of the circuit depends on the order in 
which the flip flops change to reach the new state. Like in the Huffman mod
el, such critical races have to be avoided by proper state assignment. 

• Condition 4: At most one state transition may be enabled at a time. The state 
of the machine is given by the value of the SR flip flop outputs. According to 
the specification, two different states have to be entered, when two state 
transitions are enabled at the same time. In our implementation model, the 
SR flip flops store a single value. Hence, at most one state transition may be 
enabled at a time. 

These conditions form the starting point for the realization of asynchronous cir
cuits based on the implementation model shown in Figure 4.6. 

4.2.2 From State Diagrams to Boolean Expressions 

The synthesis of the asynchronous machine from a state diagram will start with 
a state assignment. Since the problem of state coding and the handling of criti
cal races is the same as for the Huffman based design procedure the state coding 
procedure will not be discussed here. An overview of state coding techniques 
and critical race conditions can for example be found in [23]. 

As an example, the state diagram shown in Figure 4.8 may result by doing state 
assignment for the state diagram shown in Figure 4.7(a). During state assign
ment the states sl' and s4' have been introduced to prevent critical races. For 
example, the state s4' prevents that during the state transition s4 to s2 the state 
code 110 (state s3) is used as transient state. In the state diagram of Figure 4.8 
each state transition requires the change of only one flip flop except s 1 to s 1 '. 
So this is the only race condition, which is left. This race is however not critical 
since the state codes 001 and 010 can only occur during this state transition. 
After the state assignment has been completed the construction of the boolean 
equations for the combinational logic of the asynchronous machine can start. 

When constructing the asynchronous machine based on a Moore machine, the 
next state function fsR and the output function fo will be implemented by sepa
rate combinational logic blocks as shown in Figure 4.9. The combinational log-
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Figure 4.9: SR flip flop based asynchronous Moore machine. 

ic block, which implements the next state function will be called the next state 
decoder. The SR flip flops will form the state register of the machine and the 
combinational logic, which implements the output function will be called the 
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output decoder. The construction of the boolean equations for the next state de
coder and the output decoder can now be discussed separately. 

Next state decoder: The next state decoder outputs control the state register in
puts. When a flip flop has to change state its" set" or "reset" input has to become 
"1 ". The logic equation for the "set" input for a flip flop will simply be the sum 
of the products terms characterizing the transitions for which the flip flop has 
to change state from 0 to 1. Furthermore, the logic equation for the "reset" input 
of a flip flop will simply be the sum of the products characterizing the transi
tions for which the flip flop has to change state from 1 to 0. Thereby each state 
change is characterized by the bits, which do not change in the state register 
during a transition and the input settings, which enable the transition to occur. 
So the next state decoder can be found in a similar manner as is in use for JK 
based synchronous FSMs. 

For example in Figure 4.8 the outputs of the SR flip flops are called QO, Ql, 
and Q2. If we like to derive the equations for the set input of flip flop Q 1 we 
have to inspect the state transition for which Q2 makes a 0 to 1 transition. Such 
a transition occurs for the state transitions s 1 to s 1' and s4 to s4'. So, as equation 
for the "set" input for flip flop Q2 will be found Q2set =A. QO + B. QO.Ql. 
Thereby the first product term A. QO realizes the transition sl to s1' and the 
second product term corresponds to the transition s4 to s4'. In the same way 
the set and reset equations for all flip flops can be found. As a result the next 
state decoder specification is found. 

Output decoder: Each state in the diagram specifies, which outputs have to be 
"1 ".So the logic equation for each output is simply found by adding a product 
term for each state in which the output has to be "1 ". For example in Figure 4.8, 
output 01 has to be "1" in state s2 and s4. So for output 01 the equation 01 = 
QO.Ql.Q2 + QO.Ql.Q2 will be found. 

4.2.3 Delay Insensitive Operation 

In section 4.1.3 it was found that the behavior of an asynchronous machines 
may not depend on the delays of their components, at least, if the asynchronous 
machine has to be tes.ted through a scan path. So in this section we will investi
gate how a delay insensitive asynchronous machine operation can be realized. 
Thereby we will first concentrate on the delay properties of the loop formed by 
the next state decoder. The state register and the output decoder will be ne
glected. 

Since the next state decoder and the state register are connected in a closed loop, 
delay insensitive operation can be realized only if each "0" to "1" transition 
on the state register inputs causes one and only one SRjlip flop to change state. 
In that case each output transition of the state register will indicate that the "I" 
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setting of the input has been processed. Furthermore a next state decoder output 
will sense the presence of input data, which has to cause a state transition by 
making a "0" to "1" transition. 

The condition that each "0" to "1" transition on the state register inputs causes 
one and only one SR flip flop to change state implies that: 

• Onceastatechange is enabled by a "0" to" 1 "transitionontheSorR input 
of a flip flop, only a state transition of the flip flop can disable it (i.e. S orR 
input value returns to "0"). It will be clear that this condition only can be 
met when the machine after state assignment does not contain critical races. 
Furthermore the primary inputs may not disable the change of state before it 
occurred. When the next state decoder equations have been constructed as 
discussed in the previous section, a state transition will never be disabled 
before the state change occurs. The reason is that the product terms, which 
each describe the enabling of a state transition, include as variables the none 
changing bits of the state register only. So when a product term causes a "1" 
on the input of a flip flop, the product term value cannot return to "0" before 
the flip flop has changed state. Note that this is still true when the product 
term also includes the flip flop itself as variable; 

• No hazards may be introduced by the next state decoder. The equations 
found for the set and reset input of the flip flop are a sum of product terms. 
Only 1-hazards (1-0-1 transition) can occur at the outputs when sum of 
product term equations are implemented by a minimized two level imple
mentation[23]. We will assume such an implementation and consider only 
1-hazards. As discussed in section 4.1.2, 1-hazard occur when after an in
put change the" 1" value at the output is "taken over" by another single prod
uct term (i.e AND gate). Each product term corresponds to a transition in the 
state diagram. When a product term in the equation for the set (resp. reset) 
input of the flip flop returns to "0" another product term will not become 
concurrent! y "1 ". If this would be the case, the flip flop cannot be resetted 
(setted). Such a transition of the flip flop state is needed before the flip flop 
can change state again by a 0 to 1 transition on the same input. Therefore 
1-hazards will never be introduced through state register output changes. 
However, hazards due to unrestricted input changes cannot be excluded. 
Such unrestricted input changes, which enable a state transition have to be 
prevented during the specification (condition 2 in Section 4.2.1 ); 

• Theset(resp. reset) inputmayonlybecome "1 "when theflipflopstate (out
put) is "0" (resp "1 ").If this condition is not met, incorrect operation may 
occur due to delay difference in the next state decoder. In the previous sec
tion we have constructed the set and reset equation by including for a prod
uct term the variables of the state register, which do not change. This implies 
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that product term remains "1" when the state change has occurred. This 
leads to problems when the new active state (wherein the input is still "1") 
can be reached from more than one state. For example, in the state diagram 
shown in Figure 4.10 the set input of QO would remain to be "1" in state s2 

state code (QO, Ql)= 00 

Q1reset =D. QO.Q1 

D 
11 

QOset =A. Q1.QO 

Figure 4.10: State diagram with set and reset equations. 

after the state change s1 to s2 occurs. Only after a state change s2 to s3 oc
curs, the set input of QO will return to "0". If next the state transition s3 to s2 
occurs the set input will become "1" again while the state of QO is already 
"1". To realize thatthe set input ofQO can become "1" in state sl only, also 
the variable QO has to be included. Furthermore in so called "scale-of-two" 
loop transitions the flip flop output itself has to be included as variable. The 
transitions between two states form a scale-of-two loop if a state has anoth
er state as both its immediate predecessor and successor. This is the case for 
state s2 and s3 in Figure 4.1 0. Ifthe flip flop itself had not been included, the 
equations Qlset = D.QO and Q1reset= C.QOresult. IfC and Dare both "1" 
the SR inputs of Q 1 will be both setto "1 ". So instead of oscillating between 
s3 and s2, the state of the flip flop will hold the state given by the 11 input 
setting of the flip flop; 

• The set(resp. reset) inputofajlipjlopmust return to "0" before the" 1" on 
the reset (resp. set) input cause the next state change of the flip flop. When 
the delays of the components are unbounded, it cannot be excluded that the 
set input of flip flop a is still" 1" when the reset input makes a 0 to 1 transi
tion. In that case both inputs of the SR flip flop are temporary set to "1 ". If 
the flip flop would respond immediately, a new state is reached. As a result 
of the state change the reset input may return to "0". If this happens before 
the set input has returned, an incorrect behavior will result, since the flip 
flop will be set again. In other words a single transition 0 to 1 on the set input 
of the flip flop has caused two state changes of the SR flip. This problem can 
be solved by using C-elements instead of SR flip flops. A C-element imple
ments the boolean function Q = R.S + R.Q' + S.Q' where Rand S are the 
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input signals, Q' is the previous output signal of the C-element, and Q is the 
current output signal[24]. The C-element has the property that the output 
signal will only change to the opposite level when both inputs have the same 
value. Otherwise the output stays unchanged. A SR flip flop can directly be 
replaced by a C-element with an inverted R input. So such a Muller-C ele
ment is simply a special type of SR flip flop. Using the Muller-C type of SR 
flip flops has as effect that no state change occurs when the S and R input of 
the C-element are both "1 ". In other words, the state transition will simply 
be delayed till the "1" on the input which caused the previous state change 
has returned to "0". 

The conditions given above are needed to implement the state transitions cor
rectly when the delays of the C-elements and the gates of the next state decoder 
are finite but unbounded. It must however be noted, that the assumption of un
bounded delays may lead to situations, whereby the S and R input may become 
high and return to zero with unrealistic delay assignments. For example, the 
fact that a flip flop is set twice by the same 0 to 1 transition is not very likely 
with realistic delay variation assumptions. In theory, such a situation may be 
caused by delay faults. In current practice, such exceptional delays are not 
found when the static functionality of the gate is correct. So the last two condi
tions given above, except scale-of-two loops, can often be ignored in practice. 
For example, also in the design of"delay-insensitive" circuits from STGs use 
is made of SR flip flops instead of C-elements since they consume less area. 
Thereby it is claimed that circuit will operate in a delay-insensitive manner un
der realistic delay variations[5]. 

As discussed earlier, changes on the primary inputs may also cause hazards on 
the SR inputs of the memory elements. The introduction of !-hazards due to 
input changes can be discussed in some more detail for a single state transition. 
For all other state transitions the same restrictions will apply. The product term. 
found for the state transition will be implemented by an AND gate in the next 
state decoder (see Figure 4.11 ). The output value of the AND gate is controlled 
by the state register outputs QO and Q 1. Therefore the output will remain "0" 
until the state transition Si to Sj becomes enabled. So for a state transition from 
Si to Sj, the changes on inputs A and B will only be of interest when state Si is 
active. From the moment on that Si becomes active, no input changes may oc
cur, which causes" glitches" at the AND gate output. For example, A and B may 
not change concurrently in opposite directions. In that case, the inputs can be 
temporary both "1", which enables the transition. Furthermore no "glitches" 
may occur at the AND gate output after it has become "1" (state transition is 
enabled) when the variable QO not had been included. In other words, the 
asynchronous machine is constructed in such a manner that only the behavior 
of the input variables, which control the state transitions from the current to the 
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Figure 4.11: (a) State transition, (b) realization 

next state, are restricted. For example if in Figure 4.10 the current active state 
is sl then only changes occurring at the A input is of interest and not the 
changes on the C and D input. 

So far we have neglected the output decoder. As will be shown later on, when 
choosing a special state assignment technique, the presence of an output decod
er can be circumvented. However, if an output decoder is present, the rest of 
the machine will have no knowledge when an output has reached the required 
value. This is the case, since the output are not fed back to the next state decod
er. Basically it is possible, to add the output variables to the next state decoder 
product terms, such that the next state transition will occur only, when the out
puts have reached the require value. For reason of area overhead, this solution 
is often not attractive. Fortunately many control circuits operate in such a way 
that each input event has an associated output event, which indicates that the 
requested output value change has been completed. This mode of operation is 
inherently required by the application. For example, in a handshake protocol 
a request signal is sent and one has to wait till this output event is confirmed 
by an acknowledge signal, before the next request event may be generated. It 
will be clear that in such cases the delay of the output decoder is no longer of 
importance, since the next state transition is only enabled by input changes 
when the outputs have reached the required value. 

Above it is assumed that the logic implemented by the output decoder is haz
ard-free. As will be explained in detail later on this will be the case when as 
state assignment technique "one-hot-encoding" is used. Otherwise hazards 
conditions are found if during a state change the" 1" value on an output is "taken 
over" by another product term of the output decoder. As explained in section 
4.1.2, redundant terms will be needed to remove the hazard conditions. How 
the delay-insensitive asynchronous machine has to be modified to be tested 
through a (synchronous) scan path will be discussed next. 
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4.2.4 Implementation Model for Scannable Asynchronous Controllers 

When an asynchronous machine operates in a delay-insensitive manner, it is 
no longer needed to test the delay characteristics of the machine. This solves 
the main problem of testing asynchronous machines. Just as in a synchronous 
machine stuck-at faults need to be considered only. 

To enable the detection of the stuck-at faults the state register will be included 
into a scan path (see Figure 4.12). If next the machine can operate as a synchro-

scan 
outp ut 

X Inputs s , ___ - -

combinational 
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Figure 4.12: Scan testable asynchronous machine. 
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nous machine the test of the asynchronous machine can be performed as if it 
was a synchronous machine. This operation mode is realized by using memory 
elements, which can act as synchronous as well as asynchronous register cells. 
The logic diagram of such a memory cell is shown in Figure 4.13. By connect
ing a two phase non overlapping clock to its clock inputs "tstclkl" and "tstclk2" 
it will operate as a synchronous SR flip flop. When both clock inputs are set 
to "1" the register will operate as an asynchronous flip flop. The "smc" input 
allows to switch between scan path mode and normal mode. Furthermore the 
memory element can be set to its reset value by activating the reset input "pon". 
This input will be used to return the asynchronous machine to the initial state 
(double circle in the state diagram). 
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Figure 4.13: Memory element of scannable state register. 
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Three operation modes are feasible when the state register is composed with 
the type of memory element shown in Figure 4.13: 

• Normal asynchronous operation. [smc = '0', tstclkl = tstclk2= '1 ']:In this 
operation mode the state of the flip flop will be changed asynchronously by 
activation of the set and reset inputs of the state register flip flops; 

• Synchronous operation. [ smc = '0' and a 2-phase non-overlapping clock is 
connected to the inputs tstclkl and tstclk2]: In this operation mode the SR 
flip flop will operate as a normal synchronous flip flop. This mode will be 
used during the test of the next state decoder and the output decoder; 

• Scan re~:ister operation. [ smc = '1 'and a 2-phase non-overlapping clock is 
connected to the inputs tstclkl and tstclk2]: In this mode the SR flip flops 
form a synchronous shift register. This mode is used to shift in and out the 
test data for the next state decoder and the output decoder. 

The scan path introduced above is slightly different from the scan path 
introduced in the previous chapter. In the previous chapter the scan path was 
always composed by using D flip flops. Such a memory element has only a 
single data input. So a test response applied to the data input can always be 
stored. The memory element in Figure 4.13 has however two data input namely 
Sand R. 

When the D or D data on the S input has to be store it is required that the flip 
flop state is "0". Furthermore the reset input must remain "0". These prelimi
nary conditions can be taken into during test generation by introducing aD flip 
flop based model for the SR flip flop. An example of how the SR memory ele
ments can be modelled in terms of aD flip flop is shown in Figure 4.14. This 
gate level description will be linked to the SR memory elements through a test 
specification. This has as effect that the SR memory elements are replaced by 
the D flip flop based description before the test generation starts. The found 
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Figure 4.14: Gate level modelling of SR flip-flops. 
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tests will be directly valid and no further post processing is needed on the test 
data. 

All stuck-at faults can be detected when the flip flop output itself does not ap
pear as variable in the equation for its SR inputs. In that case the flip flop can 
be set to the required state freely when the logic cone driving the SR inputs of 
the flip flop have to be tested. This is no longer the case when the flip flop out
put is connected to the logic cone of its ownS orR input. In that case all stuck
at-1 faults can no longer be detected. Such a detection can be enabled by break
ing the feedback connection by a multiplexer, which enables to set the inputs 
of the AND gates to "0" or a TIE could have been added. 

Finally the output decoder deserves some attention. If redundant terms are 
introduce to realize a hazard-free network the detection of all stuck-at faults 
is not possible. To enable the detection of all stuck-at faults TIEs will be added 
to the output of the redundant gates. As given before, it will depend on the used 
state assignment technique if redundant terms can appear. In the following sec
tion the influence of state assignment technique on the required test hardware· 
will be discussed in more detail. 

4.3 State Coding and Test Method 

In this section the use of three different state assignment (or state coding) tech
niques will be discussed. For each state coding techniques we will give the as
sumed restrictions on the input and output behavior to guarantee reliable opera
tion. Furthermore the conditions given in Section 4.2.1. will apply. We will 
illustrate the approach by implementing the simple state diagram of Figure 
4.15 and discuss the test generation and application method. 
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Figure 4.15: State diagram. 

4.3.1 Minimum Number of State Register Elements 

Restriction: Each input event has an associated output event, which indicates 
that the requested output value change has been completed. As discussed be
fore this mode of operation is often inherently required by the application. 

Synthesis: The Huffman model based state coding techniques are used whereby 
it is tried to minimize the number of state variables and thereby the number of 
memory elements in the state register. In Figure 4.16(a) a state assignment for 
the state diagram of Figure 4.15 is found. To realize the required state assign
ment, it is sufficient to use two memory elements (QO and Ql). When un
bounded delay assumption are assumed these memory element will be C-ele
ments with an inverted R input. Under realistic delay (fault) assumptions often 
a SR flip flop can be used instead. 

For each S and R input the boolean equations are determined directly from the 
state diagram. This results in the equations for the next state decoder as shown 
in Figure 4.16(b ). The equations of the output decoder can also be found direct
ly from the state diagram. For example, for output 01 the equation "0 1 =QO.Q 1 
+ Ql.QO" will be found since output "01" has to be set for state s2 (state code 
"QO=l, Ql=O)" and forthe state s4 (state code "QO=l, Ql=O)." So for output 
"01" the output decoder will simply contain an EXOR gate (see Figure 
4.16(c)). 

Above we have introduced the restriction that each input event has an 
associated output event, which indicates that the requested output value change 
has been completed. This assures the speed-independent operation of the ma
chine. In the previous section, an alternative method to realize speed-indepen
dent operation was suggested. Thereby the output variables are added to the 
product terms of the next state decoder equations. In this way the machine will 
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Figure 4.16: Example: (a) state diagram with state codes, 
(b) set and reset equations and (c) realization 
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remain in the current state till the outputs have reached the requested value. The 
addition of output variables to the next state decoder product terms creates 
problems for test. For example, in Figure 4.17 a feed-back loop is introduced 
through which it is verified that "01" has reached its "I" value before the 
change of state from s2 to s3 can occur. However, if we next like to detect a 
stuck-at fault at the input line of B, the fault only can be activated by setting 
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Figure 4.17: Test problem when making the output decoder 
speed-independent by introducing feedback 
loops. 

all other inputs of the AND gate to "1". This is only possible when "QO" and 
"Ql" are both "1 ".Unfortunately, the S input of memory element Q1 is not ob
servable when the state of the flip flop is already "1 ".So the stuck-at faults at 
input B can no longer be detected. Therefore the addition of a TIE will be re
quired, which creates scan access to the feedback loop during test. The resulting 
overhead may however be rather large when the test of the machine is enabled 
by breaking all feedback loops from the output decoder. 

Test: The test of the machine proceeds in the following manner: 

1. Test of the reset state. The state register will be resetted by activating the 
"pon" input of the state register elements (see Figure 4.13). After reset the state 
of the machine is shifted out and verified at the scan output. 

2. Test of the state registers. First the state register is set into scan mode. Next an 
alternating sequence of two ones and two zeros is applied to the scan input and 
the result is observed at the output ofthe scan path. Note that the asynchronous 
memory elements are part of the scan path. So this step includes the test of the 
asynchronous memory function. 

3. Test of the next state and output decoder. Testing the input and output decod
er will be done by using the synchronous operation mode of the state registers. 
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Therefore the pattern application method will be equal normal procedure for 
scan testable logic. · 

A last remark can be made about how the hold mode of the SR flip flop for the 
input combination SR= 11 will be tested. Since it is not an input combination, 
which can occur in the static situation this input combination cannot be applied 
to the SR flip-flops through the state register scan path or macro inputs. So if 
it is not possible to conclude based on the transistor level implementation that 
when the flip flop operate correctly for the input combinations "RS=OO, 01, 1 0" 
it will also operate correctly for the input combination "RS= 11" the application 
of such a input combination has to be enabled by adding a test mode signal. For 
example, by adding a test signal "hold_test" to the OR gates, steering the set 
and reset input of the flip flop, such an input combination can be applied and 
the hold mode can be tested through the scan path. 

4.3.2 A State Register Element for each Output 

Restrictions: No special restrictions. 

Synthesis: The synthesis will start with assigning a code to each state, which 
is determined by the settings of the outputs (see Figure 4.18(a)). Starting from 
this initial state assignment next critical races are removed. The removal of crit
ical races can be done in the same way as done in the previous state coding 
method. So intermediate states may be introduced and additional state vari
ables. 

For example, a state coding containing no critical races can in Figure 4.18(a) 
only by the introduction of an extra state variable called 'x' and the addition 
of intermediate states (see Figure 4.18(b)). Next, in the same manner as dis
cussed for method 1, the next state decoder equations can be found. This results 
in the eguations shown in Figure 4.18(c). 

Compared to the method 1 realization, all outputs are now set directly through 
the state register at the cost of one extra memory element. In this scheme the 
controller has knowledge when the outputs have changed, since no longer an 
output decoder is present. No special restrictions are needed to create a testable 
realization, when the set and reset input value of a flip flop does not depend on 
the state of the flip flop itself. Otherwise a TIE or multiplexer must added to 
the enable the detection of the stuck-at fault on the AND gate input, which is 
steered by the flip flop itself. 

Test: Basically the same test procedure is used as described in section 4.3.1. 
The test procedure will only be a slightly simpler, since there is no longer an 
output decoder. · 
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Figure 4.18: (a) Initial state assignment, (b) final state 
assignment, (c) next state decoder specification. 

4.3.3 One-Hot Encoding 

001 

c 

Restrictions: When using one hot-encoding the machine will have an output 
decoder again. So the restrictions are the same as for the method in section 
4.3.1. 

Synthesis: The synthesis wil1 start with one-hot state assignment[25]. In a one
hot state assignment only a single state register variable will be "1" for each 
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Figure 4.19: (a) One-hot encoding, (b) direct implementation 

state as shown in Figure 4.19(a). Basically this state diagram contains critical 
races since a state wherein all variables are "0" may be entered during all state 
transitions. However the one-hot encoding is used as a method of specifica
tion. In the hardware realization critical races will be circumvented by setting 
the next state variable first before the flip flop, which indicates the current state 
is reset. This causes a transition sequeQce in the form of 10-11-01. The advan
tage of using the one-hot state assignment is that the asynchronous machine 
can be implemented directly by using a SR flip flop for each state[25]. For ex
ample, in Figure 4.19(b) each state corresponds directly to a SR flip-flop in the 
state register and each transition is realized by a simple AND gate. 

The machine in Figure 4.19(b) operates in the following manner. The reset val
ue of the SR flip flops is chosen in such a way that the flip flop QO is "1" and 
all other flip flops are "0" when the reset input of the flip flop "pon" is activated. 
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As a result the machine will start in the "1000" state. When next the input A 
is "1" the Ql flip flop becomes set. This causes that the reset input of flip flop 
QO is turned on. This implies that the state of the Q0 flip flop returns to zero. 
So the "1" token is moved from state 1000 to 0100 by using 1100 as intermedi
ate state. This "1" token can next move on when input B is "1" and the Q0 flip 
flop has returned to the zero state (condition QO) so on. 

Since the hardware scheme in Figure 4.19 has only two basic components the 
direct hardware implementation of state diagram can be optimized by viewing 
the circuits for the states and transitions at the transistor level[26]. In such a 
transistor level representation, the hardware equivalent for a state is called a 
state cell and the hardware equivalent for the transition are called arc cells. Fur
thermore the state, which has to be active after a general reset is called a power
on state cell. As an example, the state and arc cell implementation presented 
in [26] is shown in Figure 4.20. 
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cond set I 
_L. state ) + 1 

I 

Figure 4.20: State and Arc cell transistor level description 

The output decoder will only contain OR gates when one-hot encoding is in 
use. Since the state transition occur in the ordered sequence 1 {}-11--01 no haz
ards will be produced in the output decoder. In other words, the output decoder 
will never contain redundant terms and therefore no special hardware is needed. 

From a point of testability the use of state and arc cells to construct an asynchro
nous controller has the advantage that the register elements can be configured 
very easily into a special type of shift register configumtion. Since the change 
of state can be seen as a token shift between memory elements a state cell con-
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troller can easy be reconfigured into a token scan path. An example, of how a 
token scan path can be created by adding a single "test" transistor to the arc cell 
is shown in Figure 4.21. If the signal "test" is "0", it behaves as an ordinary arc 

state 
cell 
i-1 

reset 
i-1 

J----1 set i 
state 
cell i 

Figure 4.21: Token scan path extended arc cell 

cell. However if the signal "test" is "0", the arc cell degenerates-to a mere 
through-connection. Another type of arc cell will be needed, when more than 
one state cell can be activated. Then one of the arc cell connections between 
state cells has to be blocked by adding a "test" transistor in series with the 
"cond" pass transistor. Furthermore an alternative path to the blocked state has 
to be created when this state is not included in the token scan path through 
another arc cell connection. 

Through the state and arc cell implementation the controller can operate in 
three modes: 

• Normal asynchronous mode [test='O' and tstclkl='l' and tstclk2='1'] 
In this mode the circuit operates as the asynchronous sequential machine; 

• Synchronous operation [test= '0' and a 2-phase non-overlapping clock 
connected to tstclkl and tstclk2] 
In this mode the circuit acts as a synchronous machine; 

• Synchronous token scan path operation [test= '1, ' tstclkl and tstclk2 con
nected to the 2-phase clock] 
In this mode the state register is reconfigured into a token ring scan path. 

Test: The test of a state cell is to a large extend identical to the test procedure 
described for the other state assignment techniques: 

1. Test of the state cells and reset states. First the state cell controller is set in the 
token scan mode and a reset (signal: pon) event will be applied. Ensuing the 
state cells can be tested by letting the controller function in the synchronous 
token scan path mode. A stuck-at fault in the state cells will introduce extra 
tokens or delete the tokens from the token scan path. So the state cells and the 
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initial state can be verified by observing an output of the token scan path (i.e. 
state cell output) and verify whether the value of the output corresponds to the 
expected response. The response is correct, when the number of tokens de
tected at the scan output corresponds with the number of tokens introduced by 
resetting the controller. 

2. Test of the arc cells. The input controlled setting and resetting of the states is 
implemented by connecting the state cells through the arc cells. The test of the 
arc cells (and input decoder) is then again identical to the normal scan test. 
Thereby the response of the arc cell will be stored in the token scan path. The 
storage of the test result of the arc cell is possible by setting the machine in such 
a state that the result of the test is detected by the occurrence of a state transition. 

3. Test of output decoder. The test of the output decoder is largely similar to that 
of the input decoder. The inputs of the decoder are connected to the token scan 
path and the outputs are primary outputs. Direct control of the token scan path 
can be obtained by adding a test line "set/reset token" to a particular state cell of 
the token scan path. A" set/reset token" line will set and reset a state cell without 
affecting the state of other state cells. This state cell can be seen as the input of 
the token scan path. The only restriction is, that it is not possible to place tokens 
in two direct connected state cells since one of the two would reset the other. 
However since in normal operation this situation does not occur, it is also never 
needed to do so during test. 

A method to generate the tests for the state cell controller is by using the method 
introduced in section 4.3.4. Thereby the controlleris modelled in terms of gates 
and D flip flops. However, in the state cell controller implementation tech
nique, there is a direct relation between the state diagram and the way this dia
gram is implemented. Therefore once the circuit structure of the state cells is 
known, it can be determined how the circuit functionality is changed by the 
presence of stuck-at fault (or any other fault). In this way stuck-at faults can 
be translated into functional faults. 

Application of the single stuck-at fault model to the structural description of 
the state and arc cells has led to the following fault phenomena in relation to 
the state diagram description: 

1. state outputs stuck-at; 

2. no next state setting, when the token transfer condition becomes true; 

3. no reset of previous active state cell; 

The faults 1.-3. are all detected during the test of the scan path and therefore 
require no special test generation procedure. 
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4. unconditional token shift; Here we have to detect, whether a token is shifted 
to the next state when the input condition is set in such a way that no token shift 
may occur. 

5. no set or reset of an output; When one-hot encoding is used, the output de
coder will always simply contain OR gates. Stuck-at faults in the output decod
er are basically directly detected when the outputs are observed and a token 
shifts through the token scan path. 

The opportunity to translate physical faults easily into functional faults is a 
great advantage in the design of fail-safe systems. It creates the possibility to 
predict the functionality of the machine in the case of a failure directly from the 
state diagram. This eases the required failure effect analysis procedure for such 
systems. 

4.4 Cost Considerations 

Here we will compare the costs of using one-hot encoding and the state coding 
techniques, which try to use the minimum number of memory elements. There
by the realization of a sequencer of 2n states for n= 2, 3, ... will be taken as an 
example. Thereby we will assume that each transition is controlled by one pri
mary input. In other words, in the state cell approach a single arc cell is between 
each state cell and in the approach of section 4.3.1 or 4.3.2, each AND gate of 
the next state decoder will be controlled by one primary input. When such a 
sequencer is realized with the help of state and arc cells it will be clear that the 
required number of transistors equals: the number of states of the sequencer 
times the number of transistors of a single state and arc cell. Each state and arc 
cell combination contains in our case 14 transistors (state cell of Figure 4.20 
with buffered output and token scan path). Therefore the number of transistors 
found is by: #states* 14 (see Table 4-1). 

When realizing the sequencer by use of a minimum number of memory ele
ments it will be assumed that the two level AND-OR configuration is imple
mented by a PLA like structure. In such a PLA like structure, the logic function 
is realized with pull-ups instead of full CMOS. So basically the use of the same 
type of CMOS realization technique is assumed as used for the state cells (see 
Figure 4.20). The implementation of a machine with a minimum of memory 
elements results in the number of transistors shown in Table 4-1. For small 
state machine, the required number of transistors will not differ very much but 
for large finite-state machines reducing the number of state register memory 
elements has advantages for the transistor count. 

Here we have calculated the size of the controller by the transistor count, since 
for the IMS Gate Forest this gives a good estimation for the required area. In 
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#states of #memory #state/arc cells 
#transistors of 

sequencer elements sequencer 

4 2 56 
4 4 56 

8 98 
8 3 8 112 

16 176 
16 4 16 224 

32 326 
32 5 32 448 

64 636 
64 6 64 896 

Table 4-1: State and arc cell realization versus using SR flip 
flops with AND-OR input decoder. 

other words, the larger number of wiring, which is required by the none state 
cell approach has due to the sea-of-gates master template and the fact that two 
level metal wiring is used has no large impact on the area consumption. Howev
er, it must be reported that in the state cell controller layout many possibilities 
remain to feed other wires through the controller structure. This is not the case, 
when using the PLA based realization method. So the use of state cells may 
have larger advantage than indicated by the table above. When the wiring of 
other modules can be routed through or over the controller (instead of going 
around) a significant area reduction may be found for the total ASIC. For exam
ple, in a full-custom approach it was for example reported in [26] that the state 
cell approach is attractive for even rather large controllers. Such a comparison 
is however outside the scope of this thesis. 

4.5 Discussion 

A novel implementation model has been introduced to design asynchronous 
sequential machines in a synchronous setting. It allows to apply scan and 
boundary test to asynchronous controller macros. Furthermore the same test 
generation method can be used as for scan testable synchronous circuits. 

Three realization methods are discussed in further detail. The first method tries 
to use as little memory elements as possible. This method resembles the state 
coding techniques used for conventional FSM design. When the number of 
states is quite large area efficient controller structure may be realized by using 
a PLA like implementation. Unfortunately, rather severe input restrictions ap-
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ply to let such a machine operate in a delay-insensitive manner. This input re
strictions can he removed by introducing feedback connection from the prima
ry outputs to the next state decoder. As drawback, these these feedback lines 
have to he broken by TIEs during test. The need for these test structures makes 
the addition of such feedback lines rather unattractive. 

The second method uses a state assignment technique whereby primary outputs 
correspond to (scannable) state register outputs. So no longer an output decoder 
is needed. Furthermore this machine can handle almost unrestricted input 
changes. Thus when the input and output behavior of the machine does not oc
cur in an ordered manner, this will the only possible realization method. 

The third method (one-hot encoding) has the advantage that (1) the technique 
is very simple to use (2) the arc cells realizes the next state decoder in an area 
efficient manner, and (3) requires less logic to obtain a (token) scan path 
through which the machine can he tested. However the same input restrictions 
will apply as for the first method. This will be an efficient technique for our 
Gate Forest for small and medium size controllers. Furthermore it can realize 
a very high speed. The speed advantage is partially due to the fact that by the 
one-hot encoding approach it is not needed to introduce intermediate states for 
the removal of critical races. Furthermore the state and arc cell can he placed 
on the chip such that the wire length between state and arc cell is very short. 

Recently the design of asynchronous delay-insensitive circuits from signal 
transition graphs (STGs) has received much attention[5, 9, 11] Thereby the cir
cuits are realized by translating the STG specification into a state graph from 
which the boolean equations are derived. The states are coded in such a way 
that the setting of each output is given by a state variable. So in this way the 
need for an output decoder is circumvented. Furthermore, an STG specification 
includes the complete specification of the changes on the inputs. This knowl
edge, about the order in which input changes can occur, is exploited to reduce 
the number of additional state variables. The resulting realization will be a 
Mealy machine instead of a Moore machine. The circuit constructed by the 
STG approach is delay insensitive. Therefore the test of these circuits can be 
done in a similar manner as for the delay-insensitive machines presented here 
after the storage elements have been modified for synchronous scan test. Fur
thermore to enable the detection of hazards TIEs have to be added to the 
introduced "redundant" gates. Next, the test generation procedure for synchro
nous scan testable designs can be used again. It will largely depend on the num
ber of TIEs which need to be added if the STG approach results in smaller cir
cuit implementations. Furthermore the STG specification has as drawback that 
it gives the controller circuit behavior in terms of ordered events on the inputs 
and outputs. Therefore, basically only circuits can be specified and synthe
sized, which fulfil the input restrictions given for method 1 and 3. 
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Chapter 5 

Dedicated Module Test 

Chapter 3 presented a novel test program development approach, wherein the 

test characteristics of the leaf modules can be given in the form of a dedicated 
test specification. In this chapter, we will discuss the introduction of dedicated 

test procedures for high-level primitives. First, in Section 5.1, our high level 

primitives are introduced. Then, Section 5.2 design and specification tech

niques for leaf modules with dedicated test requirement are presented. Next, in 

Section 5.3, the design of so called ''function modules" is outlined and a novel 

symbolic test generation approach for the constructing the test program for 
such modules is given. Finally, the results are discussed in Section 5.4. 

5.1 High-Level Primitives 

5.1.1 Macro Primitives and Macro Compilers 

To reduce the design time of current ASICs complex primitives are used, which 
are selected as parameterizable building block from the library or generated by 
the use of a synthesis tools from behavioral descriptions. Such leaf modules are 
commonly called macros. Examples of typical parameterizable macro blocks 
are: counters, adders, multipliers, RAMs, ROMs, barrel-shifter, ALUs and so 
on. These blocks are composed based on the parameters given in the structural 
description. For macro blocks like finite state machines and random combina
tional logic the specification is mostly given in the behavioral view by using 
state tables and boolean equations. Macro compilers like: "expresso", "MIS II", 
"LOG/IC", "COMPASS Logic Synthesizer" translate such a description into 
a structural netlist description (soft macros) or directly into a layout description 
(hard macros). 

131 
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Macros with several degrees of testability are required to create testable ASIC 
designs at acceptable costs. Dependent on the system configuration and the size 
of the macros itself, macros are needed with reduced test generation costs, test 
application costs or both. For example, for an 8-bit multiplier the tests are rela
tively easily to generate and the number of tests will be limited. However, for 
a 32-bit multiplier hardly any general purpose test generator will be able to 
generate the tests in reasonable time. Therefore a number of DFf techniques 
have been developed to ease the testing of multipliers, like C-testability[l]. 
The basic problem of designing macros with various degrees of testability is 
that almost every regular and irregular macro block has its own dedicated test 
schemes. So the test problem of macro blocks cannot be tackled by the use of 
structured DFf techniques only. Therefore often expert systems are proposed, 
which use ad-hoc DFf techniques to create macro blocks with a required de
gree of testability. For example, the system presented in [2] can generate more 
than 20 different PLA realizations with each their own area, speed, test time 
and test generation requirements. Therefore, in Section 5.2, we will rather con
centrate on how ad-hoc DFf techniques can be introduced for the macros, such 
that they are still structured testable from a test development point of view. But, 
before we concentrate on DFf techniques for macros we will now first 
introduce our so called function modules. 

5.1.2 Function Module Primitives 

To reduce the design time and test complexity of ASICs, a consistent building 
block approach can be very helpful[3]. However, when building blocks are just 
the macro blocks mentioned before, the construction of a complex ASIC may 
be still very time-consuming. Therefore more complex building blocks are 
needed than macros alone and the design has to start from a higher level of de
scription. For example, silicon compilers, such a SILC[4], CathedraH5], CA
MAD[6], HERCULES[?] try to circumvent complex design at the module lev
el by constructing a VLSI system from semi-independent modules. 

In such approaches, the designer specifies by a PASCAL or C Jike language 
what the ASIC has to do (i.e. behavior). High-level synthesis tools next trans
late the behavioral algorithmic description into a structural register transfer lev
el description by (a) partitioning the system functionality in a data and a control 
flow, and by (b) doing scheduling and allocation. The division in data and con
trol flow defines the mapping of the functionality onto data path and control 
hardware. Scheduling consists of assigning operators to control states and al
location assigns operators to data path hardware i.e. allocation of functional 
units, storage elements and communication paths. Once the scheduling and 
data path construction (allocation) has been completed, a controller is synthe
sized from the control sequencing description by a finite state machine (FSM) 
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compiler. As a result, an algorithmic description (Figure 5.l(a)) is compiled 
into a data path and a control unit as shown in Figure 5.1(b). The data part im
plements the operations and variables specified in Figure 5.1 (a). The sequenc
ing of the data part operations specified in the algorithmic description by 
"while" and "if else" is performed by the control part. The controller, thereby, 
determines the operations performed in the data path by steering the multiplex
ers, through which the data flow between data path macros can be set up and 
by steering the control inputs of macros such as ALU's. Such a part, which is 
composed of a data path macros and a controller macro will be called a function 
module. Module primitives will be introduced here as a means to structure the 
macro based design process. An example of how modules ease the design of 
ASICs in praxis is given by the core JA.P based design approaches[8]. As will 
be made more clear next, the introduction of function modules has the advan
tage that it helps to design the ASIC as a set of functional blocks. 

A well-known limitation of the human brain is the handling of interrelation
ships and details. Most people have difficulty with more than around 7 short 
term ideas[9]. So to understand the functionality of each module easily, the in
terrelationships between modules and details of the modules have to be 
bounded, rather than the number of components. Therefore the hierarchical 
partitioning ofthe design into parts has to be done by using so-called function
al partitioning. By using functional partitioning, hierarchy and abstraction is 
introduced in such a way, that the interrelationships and details needed to un
derstand the functionality of each module are minimized. It must however be 
noted that functional partitioning is rather artificial. The partitioning of the de
sign, such that the designer can easily understand the functionality of each part 
will depend on his experience and background. Therefore a hierarchical de-

void gcd(x, y, out) 
{ 
while (x != y) 
{ 
if (x<y) y=y-x; 

else x=x-y; 
} 
out=x· 

} ' 
(a) 

in 

in 
xi, yi 

(b) 

out 

out 

Figure 5.1: Translation of a software procedure into a hardware 
module as done by high-level synthesis. 
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scription, which is easy to understand for one designer may be very confusing 
for others. It is by the designers background and experience that the design 
parts receive their meaning. 

To show, that the hierarchical division of the system into parts without the use 
of functional partitioning may even increase the complexity of specification, 
the same functionality can be described in a hierarchical and non-hierarchical 
manner by for example using a software programming language like C. In Fig
ure 5.2 the greatest common divider(gcd) algorithm is specified in a none bier-

void gcd(x, y, out) 
{ 
while (x != y) 
{ 

} 

if (x < y) y = y-x; 
elsex=x-y; 
} 
out=x; 

Figure 5.2: None hierarchical description of gcd algorithm 

archical manner. All variables, operators and control statements have clear in
terrelationships and, therefore it is easy to understand, how the algorithm will 
process the incoming data. In Figure 5.3, the,gcd algorithm is described by 
means of the sub-procedures "controller" and "data path", which are called in 
sequence till the result has been computed, as indicated by the "rdy" variable. 
The data path procedure contains the operators and variables, that process the 
incoming data, and the controller procedure determines by the "ope" variable, 
which operation has to be done by the data path procedure. Where the descrip
tion in Figure 5.2 is easy to understand and comprehend by the designer, the 

. hierarchical description in Figure 5.3 is much more complex. Many interrela
tions exist between the data path procedure and the controller procedure and 
detailed knowledge is required of data path and controller procedure simulta
neously to determine the total "gcd" algorithm functionality. Therefore, alan
guage (representation), which enable to specify the module data path structure 
concurrently with the behavior of the controller will ease the specification and 
design of ASICs containing parts with the architecture of our function modules. 

The function module design is supported in our case by a module description 
language (MDL) with an associated function module compiler. The use of an 
existing (often more simulation based) hardware description languages, like 
VHDL, was not considered since such languages contain constructs, which can 
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void gcd(x, y, out) 
{ int state= 1 , rdy=O; 

while (!rdy) 
{ controller(neq, less, ope, rdy); 
} datapath(opc,x,y,out,neq,less); 

} 
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~----------~~~--~ ~-----~~--------~ 
void controller(neq,less,opc,rdy) 
{ 

switch(state) 
case 1: {opc=1; state=2;} 

break; 
case 2: {if (neq) state=3; 

else state=4;} 
break; 

case 3: {if {less) opc=2; 
else opc=3; 
state=1;} 
break; 

I } case 4: { opc=4; rdy= 1 ;} 

void datapath{ ope, x, y, 

{ out, neq, less) 

switch(opc) 
case 1:{ 

neq=(x I= y); 
less = (x < y); 
} 

case 2: y = y - x; 
case 3: x = x - y; 
case 4: out=x; 

} 

Figure 5.3: Hierarchical description of gcd algorithm. 

correspond to several different hardware implementations. Furthermore, they 
do not always permit to describe the required control behavior concurrent with 
the data path structure. Therefore a dedicated language for specifying our func
tion modules is introduced. Thereby a compiler will translates the module de
scription language (MDL) constructs for each function module into a data path 
netlist and a description for the FSM macro compiler (see Figure 5.4 ). Basical
ly the MDL description of a function module may equally well be composed 
from a as the result of using high level synthesis tools (which have removed 
the abstraction from the algorithmic description by doing data/control flow 
partitioning, scheduling and allocation). Here however we will assume that the 
MDL description is entered directly the designer. The language constructs of 
MDL will be introduced in section 5.3, after we have discussed the design of 
macros requiring dedicated test procedures in the next Section. 

5.2 Macro Design for Internal Test 

In the following sections the basic techniques for creating testable macros will 
be discussed. For each macro a mixture of these techniques may be incorpo-
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VOID GCD(X,Y, OUT) 
{ 
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FINITE STATE MACHINE DESCRIPTION 
+ 

DATA PATH NETWORK 

FINITE STATE 
MACHINE 

DESCRIPTION 

BEHAVIORAL 
VIEW 

FUNCTION 
MODULE 

COMPILER 

NETLIST 
DESCRIPTION 

STRUCTURAL 
VIEW 

Figure 5.4: Function module compilation. 

rated to realize an area efficient and test time friendly macro. It must however 
be noted that the technique, which actually will be used will often depend 
strongly on the test structures, which can be handled the macro related test gen
eration procedure. This procedure will compose the dedicated test specification 
for the macro. 

5.2.1 Partial Scan 

Full-scan methods (all memory elements of a circuit are part of the scan path) 
are not without costs. Penalties include the extra area consumption, additional 
delay and the need to adhere to more strict design rules. For example, including 
all register of a register bank into a scan path will often only be acceptable when 
the number of registers is quite small. Fortunately, in the test approach dis
cussed in chapter 3 a macro may contain a partial scan path when the macro test 
is specified through a dedicated test specification. The resulting sequential (in
ternal) test of macro will next be given as a set of compacted test vectors. Due 
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to the fact that the patterns are still applied through a (boundary) scan path there 
are still some design rules, which have to be taken into account. 

By the design of a macro with partial scan care must be taken that the memory 
elements, not being part of the scan path, do hold state when the scan path is 
(re)loaded. Therefore, the inclusion of a "hold" mode will be required. Exam
ples of how such a "hold" mode can be realized is shown in Figure 5.5. In Fig-

(a) 

sme elk elk 

smc 

(b) 

Figure 5.5: Hold mode introduced by (a) multiplexer, 
(b) gated clock. 

ure 5.5(a) a hold mode is realized by adding a multiplexer of which the control 
input is connected to the scan control mode signal "smc" of the scan path. In 
Figure 5 .5(b) another method is shown, which introduces a gated clock. There
by the clock signal is blocked by the "smc" signal in scan mode. The latter 
method is often more area efficient, since a single gate can be used to disable 
the clock for many registers. However it may not be applicable due to the 
introduced "clock skew". 

5.2.2 Test Modes and Self-Test 

Another ad-hoc DFf technique, which is often used to make macros testable 
is the inclusion of test modes with associated test control signals. For example, 
such test modes are added to reconfigure multipliers into a C-testable structure 
during test[ 1 0]. Furthermore self-test schemes using BILBOs require such test 
control signals. 

During the design of such macros it has to be decided how the test control sig
nals will be steered. Two different approaches can be distinguished[ll]: paral
lel distribution, whereby all test control signals are generated by a single test 
controller and serial distribution, whereby the existing scan path is used to dis
tribute the test control signals. It was found in [ 11] that the serial distribution 
of test control signals is more area efficient as long as not many macros require 
the same test control steering at a time. In our test development approach, the 
serial distribution scheme is even more preferred. In the serial distribution 
scheme the test control signals are generally generated by local scan registers. 
In that case, the need to handle the test control signals by assembly is circum-
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vented. Furthermore it reduces the circuit size, which has to be handled on each 
hierarchical level. So we only discuss the serial distribution scheme in some 
more detail. 

The scan path can be exploited for steering the test control lines by the use of 
scan registers, which hold state during the normal system operation. Such a 
special scan register will be called a "test control scan register". The state of 
the test control scan register will be set during the reset of the system. As an 
example, in Figure 5.6(a) a self-testable macro is shown, which uses two BIL
BOs. The setting of the test control signals is determined by the "test control 
scan register". Furthermore the output decoder "cl"is added to overrule the 
contents of the test control scan register when the scan path needs to be serially 
loaded. 

The test vector part of the test specification of the macro in Figure 5.6(a) is 
shown in Figure 5.6(b). The self-test of the circuits 1 and 2 are specified as fol
lows. First an internal test is given specifying the data, which has to be loaded 
into the test control scan registers and the BILBOs to perform the self-test of 
circuit 1. Thereafter the number of cycles is given, which have to be executed 
before BILBO 2 contains the result of the self-test. Then an internal test fol
lows, which specifies the scan path set-up for the self-test of circuit 2 and final
ly the number of cycles is given, which the self-test of circuit 2 requires. 

The modelling of the functionality between primary registers and the macro in
put and outputs requires some further attention. When circuit 2 is tested by in
ternal self-test, it will be clear that the faults related to "circuit 2" do not have 
to be included into the test specification. This also implies that the gate level 
description does not have to represent the structural representation of the cir
cuit. Basically any gate level description, which describes the correct mapping 
between the primary registers and the macro inputs and outputs can be ac
cepted. In such cases often a two level description of the circuit has to be pre
ferred. Doing test generation based on a multi-level description of the same 
logic function often takes more time. 

Furthermore the modelling of primary test control scan registers needs some 
further discussion. The value loaded in these register will determine the opera
tion of the BILBO registers. BILBO 1 will only store the response on the data 
inputs when it is not in the test pattern generation mode. This implies that the 
mapping between the primary inputs "IN" and BILBO 1 structure has to be de
scribed in such a manner that the test control signals will be set to a value where
in BILBO 1 stores the "IN" data. An example, how such a required setting of 
the test control scan register can be realized by proper specification is shown 
in Figure 5.7. In Figure 5.7 "11" has to be loaded into the test control scan regis
ter to let BILBO 1 operate as a normal parallel register. That during test genera
tion the correct value will be calculated for the scan control register is realized 
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(a) 

scan 
registers 

Circuit 2 

OUT 
TESTSPEC selftest( in1, .. ./ out1, ... ) 
{ NETLIST 

{ .. } 
FAULTS 
{ } 
INTERNAL(a b c de ... )/*registers */ 
{ 0 0 0 1 0 ... /* self-test set-up for circuit 1 */ 

} 

cycle 250; /* #self-test cycles for 
circuit 1 */ 

1 1 0 1 0 ... /* self-test set-up for 
circuit 2 */ 

cycle 300; /* #self-test cycles for 
circuit 2 */ 

SCAN CHAIN 
{ ... } 

(b) } 

Figure 5.6: (a) Example of a self-test scheme completely controlled 
through scan path, (b) test specification. 

by specifying that data flow from IN to BILBO I is controlled by a switch and 
an AND gate. Note that this switch is only present in the test specification and 
will not be realized in hardware. To store the data on the inputs "IN" into BIL
BO I the switch has to be closed, which implies that" II" has to be loaded into 
the scan control register as modelled by the AND gate. Note further that the test 
control scan register associated with BILBO 2 need not to be modelled. The 
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TESTSPEC selftest( inl, . ./ outl, ... ) 

{{NETLIST ~ 

} 
FAULTS 
{ } 
INTERNAL(a b c de ... ) 

} 

Circuit 2 

OUT 

Dedicated Module Test 

Regs for BILBO 1 

Regs for BILBO 2 

Figure 5.7: Modelling of mapping between macro inputs and out

puts and primary registers in the test specification for 
the circuit shown in Figure 5.6. 

reason is that the contents of BILBO 2 will not be of interest after the scanned
in test data has been applied. 

5.2.3 Test Controllers 

In the previous section we discussed a very simple test control scheme whereby 
the test mode was set-up through the scan path. This test mode was held by the 
scan control registers during the execution of the (self-)test. In a more general 
case a test controller will be needed, whereby the self-test cycles autonomously 
travels through several test modes. In that case the scan control test register will 
be the state register of a FSM test controller. The behavior of the FSM test con
troller can be represented by a state diagram and next be synthesized by a FSM 
compiler. The specification of a hold mode during normal operation can simply 
be realized by entering a state, which cannot be left during normal operation. 
For example, in the state diagram description in Figure 5.8 the test controller 
will, after a reset, always remain in the state represented by the double circle. 
By serially loading the state register through the scan path, the state sequence 
needed for self-test will be entered. Next the test controller will activate the 
requested test modes by travelling through the self- test states. The result of the 
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normal 
operation 

states for 
self-test 

final state 
when fault 
detected 

Figure 5.8: State graph of a test controller. 
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test carried out in each test mode can be reported by reaching the "no go" state. 
Otherwise the self -test continues in the next self-test state. When the "go" state 
is reached the macro has passed the complete self-test. After signalling there
sult of the test through the "go" state, the test controller may return to the state 
for normal mode operation or it can remain in a "go" state until the test result 
is read out through the scan path. If in the "go" state the result of the test is 
"hold" by the BILBO register it is no longer needed to scan out the test results 
immediately after the self-test is finished. This is of advantage when several 
self-test of non-equal length can be carried out concurrently. In that case, the 
self-test mode can continue till the last self-test has been completed. 

In the current HI CAT system implementation all tests, which require more than 
one cycle are done serially. However, by introducing the possibility to "group" 
the sequence of tests, which describe the self-test procedure of a circuit part 
the grouped tests sets of equal length could be compacted by calculating if all 
individual tests can be compacted. If this is the case the complete self-test can 
be executed in parallel in the final test program. 

5.3 Design and Test of Function Modules 

5.3.1 Function Module Specification 

The MDL language we use for specifying function modules will be illustrated 
by discussing the description of a function module implementing the "gcd" al
gorithm given in Figure 5.2. For the development of the MDL language the C 
language was taken as starting point. To specify the data path structure concur
rently with the required steering of the controller (i.e. controller behavior) by 
a module specification the: 
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• Scheduling; 

• Allocation; and 

• Data path/control path partitioning 

information has to be added to the C description of the gcd algorithm. 

Scheduling; To specify the assignment of operations to control states, the soft
ware control statements like while, if, and for (specifying sequencing and itera
tion) can be replaced by control state(s). In that way, the data path operations 
are linked to control states rather than organizing them in larger blocks by the 
software control statements. For the algorithmic description given in Figure 
5.2(a), the replacement of the software control constructs by states to include 
scheduling information may for example result in the following description: 

module gcd (enable, xi, yi I out, done) 

connector xi [ 1. . 7], yi [ 1. . 7], enable, out [ 1. . 7], 

done; 

{ 

} 

~ sl, s2, s3, s4, sS reset sl; 

.:b.i.t. x[l.. 7],y[l.. 7]; 

~ sl 9Q { x = xi; y = yi; } 

~if ( enable } ~ s2; 

~ s2 dQ {less= (x < y}; 

~{if 

if 

} 

} 

neq = (x ! = y}; 

!neq ) ~ sS; 

neq.less ) ~ s3; 

neq. !less) ~ s4; 

~ s3 do y = y - x; 

~ s2; 

S4 QQ { X = X y; } 

~ s2; 

~ s5 set done dQ { out=x; 

~if (!enable) ~ sl; 

The assignment of data path operations to states is realized by specifying for 
each controller state between the " {" and "} ", which data path operations start 
when the state is active. 
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The description above has to be interpreted as follows. The header specifies the 
module input and output ports. Next the controller states, active state after reset 
and local variables are declared. Then for state "sl" it is specified that the con
troller output "done" has to be reset(!= negation) and that the modules inputs 
"xi" and "yi" are stored by the variables "x" and "y". Next, after the until key
word, the state transition conditions are given. By "for sl ... l.J.nlli i.f 
( enable ) .t.Wm s2;" it is meant that the controller remains in state "sl" 
till the "enable" input is set. Then on the next clock cycle the new control state 
is "s2". As long as the controller is in state "s 1 ", the variables "x" and "y" will 
be updated with the value of the module input ports "xi" and "yi" during each 
clock cycle. The control output setting, state transition equations and data path 
operations linked to the other states are described in a similar way. The "done" 
signal, indicating the completion of the module operation, will be set in state 
"s5" (described by ".fru;: s5 ~ done .. )". 

In the above given description, there is only one sequence of operations per 
state. However, the execution of an operation may be data dependent, i.e. the 
actual value of the processed data will determine the sequence of operations to 
be performed. The introduction of data dependent operations for the realization 
of the algorithm given in Figure 5.2 results in the following description: 

} 

.fru;: sl ~ { x = xi; y = yi; } 

until if. ( enable ) .t.Wm s2; 

.fru;: s2 ~ 

{less= (x < y); neq = (x != y); 

switch 

{ 

} 

} 

~ neq.less : { y = y- x;} 

~neq.!less:{x=x y;} 

l.J.nlli i.f ( ! nequal ) .t.Wm s3 ; 

~ s3 ~ done dQ { out=x; } 

l.l.nlli i.f ( ! enable) ~ sl; 

The data dependent operations are assigned to state s2, described by a switch 
statement. The result of comparing "x" and 'Y' (given by "less" and "neq") will 
now determine, which operations actually take place. Which operations are 
executed, is controlled by the boolean expressions following the case keyword. 
So, in case the "neq" value is zero, no operation at all will be performed and 
the variables "x" and "y" keep their state. Note that the sequence, wherein the 
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compare operations('<' and"!=") and the switch statement are specified, is not 
of interest. Specifying the compare operations behind instead of in front of the 
switch statement will still represent the same data flow. As shown in Figure 5.9 

Figure 5.9: Hardware realization of data dependent operation. 

the compare is done first, which sets the multiplexers to realize the required op
eration, and based on the outcome none or one of the case statements will be 
executed. 

Allocation; The description, which only contains the scheduling information, 
can still be realized in several ways. For example, realization of "x-y" and 
"y-x", as specified above, can be realized through a single hardware subtractor 
by steering the data flow by multiplexers (as shown in Figure 5. 9) or by the use 
of two hardware subtractors without the need to add multiplexers. The choice 
is affected by parameters such as area, speed, power and testability require
ments. To specify the allocation of functional units, storage elements and com
munication paths, the implementation of the operators, registers and wires and 
buses needs to be enabled. 

In the descriptions above, the following operations are specified: "!=", "<" and 
"-". These have to be bounded to macro instances. Lets assume that a subtractor 
is available in the standard cell library called "sub", which can implement the 
"-"operation. Furthermore, a comparator called "cmp" is available, imple
menting the"!=" and"<" operation. The standard cells and the names assigned 
to the output wires are shown in Figure 5.10. 

diff[1..7] 

:~ t less 
sub cmp 

7 neq 
7 1 

Figure 5.10: Data path macros instances. 
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Using these building blocks to implement the operators and specifying the al
location of wires and registers by type declaration of the variable results in the 
following specification: 

module gcd(enable, xi, yi I out, done); 
connector enable, xi [1 .. 7], yi [1 .. 7], out [1 .. 7], 
done; 
{ I* start declarations *I 
macro instance ml, m2[1 .. 7]; 

register instance x[1 .. 7]=0, y[1 .. 7]=0; 

~less, neq, diff[1 .. 7]; 

I* .Q.Ql.!t. *I 

} 

state sl, s2, s3 ~ sl; 
I* start specification of functionality *I 
for s1 dQ { x = xi; y = yi; } 
~ if ( enable ) ~ s2; 
for s2 dQ 
{ ml cmp( x, y I neq, less); 

switch 

~ neq.less:{m2 sub(y,x I diff); y=diff;} 
~ neq. !less:{m2 sub(x,y I diff);x=diff;} 
} 

} 

until 
.t:.ru;: s3 

~ 

( !nequal ) then s3; 
~ done dQ { out=x; } 

(! enable) .tllim sl; 

Such a specification is actually used for our modules and will therefore be ex
plained in some more detail. Identical to a procedure in a programming lan
guage like PASCAL, the module description consist of a header part and a body 
part. The module header provides the interface specification, through which it 
can be called, when it is used as a building block in another module description. 
The first line "module gcd (xi, yi I out, done) ; " specifies the type 
of description (module), the name of the module (gcd), the inputs "enable, xi, 
yi" and outputs "out, done". As convention, the input signals are always given 
first. Next, the "f' separates the inputs from the outputs. Then, after the "f', the 
output signals are specified. 
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The difference between the algorithmic description header given in Figure 5.2 
and the module header shown above are the "enable" and "done" signals. Be
fore a module starts to process the input data, it will be activated by an "enable 
event". Using the "while loop" in the algorithmic description results in a data 
dependent number of iterations before the execution of the module is com
pleted. Therefore the completion of the module operation may take a variable 
number of clock cycles and an explicit "done" signal is added, to indicate 
completion and the presence of valid output data on the module outputs. 

All in- and outputs are defined of the type "connector" as shown by the line 
"connector xi[1 .. 7], yi[1 .. 7], out[1 .. 7], done;".Aconnec
tor will simply represent an ingoing or outgoing wire. By "xi[1..7]" it is ex
pressed that the variable "xi" has a bit width 7. When only the variable "xi" is 
given, all connections are addressed. Furthermore each line can be selected in
dividually by "xi[n]" with "n" the connection number. 

The body part of the module description starts with a number of declarations. 
First the instances are specified by "macro instance ml: crop, 
m2 [ 1 .. 7 ] : sub; " . In other words, the data path will contain one 
comparator with instance name "ml" and seven subtractors with instance 
names "m2[l]", .. , "m2[7]". Ensuing, the variables, which have to be 
implemented by registers are given by "register x [ 1 .. 7] =0, 
y [ 1 .. 7] = 0 ; " . Furthermore, the initial setting is specified by "=0". So, in 
this case, all registers will have a reset input through which the value can be 
initialized at zero. Next, the variables, which represent the output of data path 
instances other than registers are defined through "dout larger, equal, 
di f f [ 1 .. 7] ; " . Local control outputs may be defined also, which are 
declared of the type "cout" as by/* cout *I indicated. Finally the variables, 
which represent controller states, are defined by "state s1, s2, s3 
reset s1; " . As a result, in the example, the controller will have three states 
of which state "sl" is active after reset. 

After the body declaration part, the specification of the control behavior and 
of the operations performed by data path instances is given. The line "for sl 
.QQ { x = xi ; y = yi ; } " specifies, that for each clock cycle wherein 
state "sl" is active the module input data is clocked into the registers "x" and 
"y". Assuming a single phase clock, this update ofthe registers will take place 
concurrently with the update of the state register of the controller. When the 
module is "enabled", state "s2" will be the active state and otherwise the cur
rent active state "sl" will remain active. This is expressed by "until if ( 
enable)~ s2;". 

Next, in the state "s2", the functionality given by the while block in the 
algorithmic description is described by: 
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~ s2 dQ rnl crnp(x, y I neq, less); 
switch ( 

} 

~ neq.less:{rn2 sub(y, xI diff); 
y=diff;} 

~ neq.!less:{rn2 sub(x, y I diff); 
x=diff;} 

The operations to be performed by the data path, which were specified before 
by the "!=", "<", "-"operators, are now specified by the macros "cmp" and 
"sub" to include the information on how the operators are realized by building 
blocks. The "x-y" and "y-x" operation are realized by a single subtractor since 
both calls to the macro "sub" have as instance name "m2". The assignment of 
operators to states, which indicate the start of an operation in the previous 
module descriptions, has been replaced by a call to the macro, which 
implements the operation whereby the variables containing the data to be 
processed are assigned to the macro inputs. By assigning a unique variable 
name to each instance output and no variable name to an instance input (see 
Figure 5.10), the specification of input variable names will correspond to a 
required data flow between instances (or connectors). 

When the "nequal" signal is in the low state and the control and data path regis
ters are clocked, the new state of th~ controller will be "s3". In state "s3", the 
controller output "done" is set as expressed by ". . set done" and the result 
of the data path operations is present at the module connector called" out". 

The description techniques described so far has as basic assumption that the 
information flow is unidirectional. In many technologies it is possible to direct
ly connect several outputs such that the connecting net introduces a new logic 
function or a bi-directional bus. A common method to describe bi-directional 
wires or wired logic is to insert a "dummy" component[12]. So if for example 
a bi-directional bus is present, such a bi-directional bus will be described by 
a instance having inputs and outputs. Inside such a dummy instance, it is de
fined that inputs are directly connected to the corresponding outputs. In this 
way a "work-around" is introduced such that only an uni--direction informa
tion flow needs to be supported by the description language. 

So far only macros have been presented, which all can perform a single fixed 
operation. More complex macros differ from the macros described so far in the 
presence of control inputs. These control inputs will determine the operation 
actually performed. An example of a macro with control inputs is given in Fig
ure 5 .11. The ALU given in Figure 5.11 has a 3 bit wide control input called 
"ope". Dependent on the setting of this inputs, the operation performed "out 
= inl +in2" or "out= inl in2" will be performed by the ALU. When in state 
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Figure 5.11: ALU 

s 1, the setting of the input "c", will determine if the ALU has to perform an 
"add" operation or a "sub" operation. This can be described as: 

for sl .QQ 

{switch 

~ 

c:alu(inl,in2,"!opc[l)","!opc[2)","opc[3)" / out); 

~ 

c:alu(inl,in2,"opc[l)","opc[2)","!opc[3)" / out); 

In the description above the required setting of the ALU control input by the 
controller outputs is specified concurrently with the required connections. The 
variables quoted by " " thereby defines, that the control variable also specifies 
the setting of the controller output. For example "ope[!]" means that the con
trol output ope[ 1] has to be set high and" !opc[l ]"means that the control output 
ope[ 1] has to be set low. 

Data path I control path partitioning; In the above example the difference 
between data path and control hardware was rather straightforward. This is not 
always the case on the structural level, and therefore such a difference must be 
made explicit in the notation. For example, a fixed loop can be implemented 
using a counter as data path macro, which sends a completion signal to the con
troller when the requested value is reached, or by a sequence of control states 
corresponding to the required number of iterations. Therefore in the module de
scription introduced above it is for each construct well-defined whether it spec
ifies the control behavior the data path structure or both. 

The module compiler will translate each module specification by first translat
ing it into an internal representation and next will derive the data path and mod-
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ule netlist and the FSM description from the internal representation of the mod
ule. This internal representation will also be used for development of the 
module test program and therefore will be discussed in some more detail. 

5.3.2 Design Representation of a Function Module 

5.3.2.1 Model for a Function Module 

The internal representation for a module, which consists of two separate, but 
related, models for the control and the data path part is defined as follows. 

Definition 5.1 Afunction module M is a 5-tuple (SG, DG, Im, Om. NAME) 
where: 
a) SG is a state graph (i.e. state diagram) capturing the design data concerning 
the control behavior. 
b) DG is a data path graph capturing the design data concerning the data path 
structure. 
c) Im = { im 1, im2• . . ,inm } is the finite set of inputs of the module. 
d) Om= { Omt. Om2• .. ,ollYl }is the finite set of outputs of the module (process). 
e) NAME is the name of the module. 

The name of the module is the name specified for the module (process) follow
ing the keyword "module". Thereafter the inputs and outputs of the module are 
specified by the use of variables of the type "connector". How the state graph 
and the data path graph are composed will be presented in the following sec
tions. 

5.3.2.2 Control Model 

The state graph, which captures the FSM behavior is defined as: 

Definition 5.2 A state graph SG is a directed graph (S, T; ft. fs) where: 
a) S = { s1, sz, .. • Sk } is a finite set of controller states (nodes). Thereby SJ E 
S is the reset state. 
b) T { tt. tz, .. ,t{ }is a finite set of state transitions (arcs); An transition (Sj,Sj) 
exists if there is a change of state specified from Sj to Sj in the MDL specification 
of the module. 
c) ft is a labeling function with domain T and range a set of boolean functions 
B; The function f1 will attach a label to each arc. Each label is a boolean function 
specifying the information regarding the values of the controller inputs that 
cause the transition. 
d) fs is a labelling function with domain S and range a set of cube tables C; The 
function fs will attach a label to each node. Each label is a cube table (i.e. set 
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of cubes) specifying the information regarding the values of the primary inputs 
and the resulting values of the primary outputs. So we will permit the specifica
tion of a Mealy type of FSM machine. 

The mapping of the MDL statements, specifying controller behavior, onto the 
state graph model will be discussed with the help of Figure 5.12. 

Module language Control model 

state: sl, s2, s3 reset s1 0 8 8 
For sl set c do { .. } 

loop 9 .. 

For sl do { •• } 

until 

if (exprl) then s2; 

if (expr2) then s3; 

For sl do { •• } 

next s2; 

For sl set d do { •. 

switch 
{ 

· case a.b:{ •• ("c" •• ) } 

case !a.b:{ •• ("!c'' .. ) } 
} 

} 

if ( expr3) s2; 

i a b I c d 

1 1 I I I 
0 tl 0 I 

expr3 

Figure 5.12: Conversion of MDL statements into a state graph. 

Each variable of the type state in the module description is represented by a 
controller state. So for example the declaration "state sl, s2, s3 reset sl" will 
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introduce three states of which the reset state "sl" is represented by a double 
circle (see Figure 5.12). Additional controller states may be introduced, when 
a "loop" is specified for a state ("loop unrolling"). By the statement "For sl set 
c do { .. } "loop 9", it is expressed, that the data path requires the same control 
steering during 9 clock cycles. This is modelled by duplicating 8 times the orig
inal controller state and associated cube. The cube linked to each state specifies 
that the output "c" has to be set when the state is active. When label attached 
to the arc is not shown, this indicates that the state transition will not depend 
on controller input values (trivial boolean expression' 1 ').Arcs modelling state 
transitions will further be introduced when an "if' statement or "next" state
ment is found. For example, a statement like "if ( expr 1 ) s2" specifies a transi
tion expression "exprl" with associated next state. Such a state change with 
associated transition expression will be modelled by an arc, as shown in Figure 
5 .12. The arc will have as label a boolean expression, which specifies for which 
input values the state transition is enabled. 

The controller output setting is defined by the list of control output settings, 
following a "for state set" construct, and by the controller output variables con
nected to data path instance inputs specified between quotes. Furthermore each 
case statement will have a corresponding cube specifying the conditional input 
values and the requested controller output values. For example, the statements 
" .. set d .... case a.b: { .. ( .. "c", .. )" leads to the presence of the cube "1 1 I 1 1" 
for state sl in Figure 5 .12. This has as resultthatthe output value of the control
ler will directly depend on its input values (Mealy machine). 

How for the "gcd" example the control behavior is represented by a state graph 
(or state diagram) directly after parsing the MDL description is illustrated in 
Figure 5.13. In the gcd example, the controller state are s1, s2 and s3 and the 

enable 

Figure 5.13: State graph for the gcd description 

reset state is s 1. Therefore state s 1 is represented by a double circle in Figure 
5.13. Furthermore the variables "enable", "neq" and "less" are controllerinputs 
and the variable "done" is a controller output. For state s1 no controller output 
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settings are specified, so for this state no cube(s) are shown. Since, for state s2, 
a switch statement with two case constructs is present, two cubes are associated 
with state s2. Furthermore the cube linked to state s3 corresponds to the re
quested setting of the done controller output in state s3. Finally the arcs with 
associated boolean expressions correspond to the transitions specified by the 
"if .. " statements. So every construct specifying control behavior can be direct
ly translated into a node, arc and associated labelling function. 

5.3.3 Data Path Model 

The data path information will be represented as a directed graph. The instances 
defined in the module description are modelled by nodes (called data path 
instance nodes). Furthermore, in the data path graph, there are nodes represent
ing the data path inputs (called source nodes) and the data path outputs (called 
sink nodes). The inputs and outputs of a data path instance will be modeled by 
ports. Each data path instance node has input and output ports forming the start 
and end point of arcs. A source node will have only one output port and no input 
ports. A sink node has one input port and no output ports. The signal flow speci
fied in the MDL description will be represented by directed arcs. For example, 
a signal flow from a data path instance output to a data path instance input will 
be represented by a directed arc from a data path node output port to a data path 
instance node input port. An arc from node i, output portj to node k, output port 
l will be given by the ordered pair (v;j. Vkt). The details ofthe graph model are 
defined below. 

The basic building block of a data path structure is the data path instance, which 
is defined as: 

Definition 5.3 A data path instance DI is a 5-tuple (lj, 0 0 , NAME, CALL, 
TYPE) where 
a) Ii={ iii, ii2· .. iir } is the set of data path instance inputs. 
b) 0 0 ={ 0 0 1, 0 0 2, ... Om } is the set of data path instance outputs. 
c) NAME is the symbol instance name assigned to the (declared) data path 
instamce. 
d) CALL is the symbol name of circuit or cell implementing the data path 
instance. 
e) TYPE = {register, macro, multiplexer} giving the type of the data path 
instance. 

For example, if"instance m2;" and "m2 sub( a, b/ o);" are statements of a mod
ule description, then Ii equals { a, b } , 0 0 equals { o } , NAME equals "m2", 
CALL equals "sub" and TYPE equals "instance". For a register and multiplex
ers, the CALL field will be the name of a symbol that realizes a register or mul
tiplexer. Thereby it can be noted that the type "multiplexer" shows up here 
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since such hardware elements will be added by the module compiler as dis
cussed later on. 

The information in a module description, which defines the data path structure, 
will be captured by a data path graph, which is defined as: 

Definition 5.4 A data path graph DG is a directed graph (V, E; fe) where: 
a) V is a finite set of nodes, which can be partitioned into data path instance 
nodes V d· source no~es lct (representing data path inputs) and sink nodes Oct 
(data path outputs), such that V= lct U Oct U V ct. lct n Oct n V d = 0. 
b) E is a finite set of arcs representing data flows; An arc ( Vij, Vkt) exists if there 
is a flow of data specified from a data path instance output (or primary data path 
input) to a data path instance input (or primary data path output). 
c) fe is an arc labeling function with domain E and ranges*; The function fe 
assigns a list of states to each arc indicating during which states and controller 
input values the signal flow has to be set up. Therefore s* is the set having as 
elements all subsets of controller states. The controller states are the set of state 
S as defined in definition 3.2 but now also an index may be associated with each 
state. Thereby the index of the state gives the input conditions, which have to 
be met to set up the data flow by pointing to an entry in the cube table associated 
with the state. 

As an example, the data path graph model for the gcd description is given in 
Figure 5.14. For the sake of clearness, also the state graph of Figure 5.13 is 
shown again. The data path graph will model the requested data flow in the data 
path to carry out the operation, specified by the module description. In the ini
tial state "sl", the data on the data path inputs "xi" and "yi" have to be trans
ferred to the register inputs. This is described by the label "s 1", associated to 
the arcs starting at the data path input nodes. No index is needed in this case 
since the data flow for state s1 will not be dependent on the controller input val
ues. When the controller starts in state s1, the arcs labelled with "s1" will be 
setup. So, the input data is supplied to the inputs of register "x" and "y", and, 
when the register is clocked, the input data will be stored. Next, when state 
equals "s2", the "cmp" instance is of interest, as shown by the labels. This 
means, that the input data will be processed by the "cmp" during state "s2" in
dependent ofthe controller inputs. Furthermore, the outcome of the "cmp" op
eration will determine the next state in the state graph. The data supplied to the 
subtractor will depend on the values of the controller inputs as specified by us
ing the "case" constructs. Therefore the arcs pointing to the subtractor inputs 
are labelled "s2[1]" or "s2[2]". Thereby the index "[1]" and "[2]" refer to the 
entries in the cube table linked to state s2. So in this way it is expressed that 
"x-y'' is computed when the "neq.less" holds and "y-x" when "neq.less" is 
true. The same labels are used to specify that when the register is clocked, the 
result will be stored in register "x" respectively "y" dependent on the input val-
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Figure 5.14: Data path graph and state graph for the gcd 
example. 

ues. When the "!neq" equation delivers true the controller can travel to state 
"s3". Then, the result is available at the output, as shown by "s3". So, by the 
labels, it is given how the data flow has to be set-up to carry out the requested 
operations. 

This is the representation we will use for modelling the data concerning control 
behavior and data path structure specified by using the MDL language. Besides 
the above introduced internal representation many other graph models are in 
use in todays design systems. Some graph models, which have been proposed 
for high-level synthesis: data flow graph[13], sequencing graph(SIF[7]), both 
data flow and sequencing graph(value trace[14], YIF[15], dacon[16]) or Petri 
Nets (ETPN[17], DACAP0[18]). These graph models are in particular opti
mized with respect to tasks like scheduling and allocation, as these require a 
wide search through the design space to find an implementation optimized to 
some design criteria. The here introduced graph model is specially targeted to 
the design and test tasks of our module compiler. However it will be clear that 
also other of the above given representations could have been used and that 
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such representations can be translated into our internal representation after the 
required scheduling and allocation information has become available. How the 
internal representation is translated into a netlist description will be discussed 
in the following section. 

5.3.4 Implementation 

5.3.4.1 Underlying Hardware Model 

The translation of the internal representation into a data path and a module net
list and a FSM description is based on an underlying hardware model for tim
ing, data path and controller implementation. These implementation schemes 
will be discussed below briefly. 

Timini: always a one-phase clocking discipline is applied as timing discipline, 
although it could easily be any other reasonable scheme. Many sea-of-gate 
primitive libraries however, and in particular the libraries at IMS, are based on 
the use of a one-phase clock. 

Data Path: The basic elements used to construct the data path structure are: 

• data path macros; The macro calls in the module description will directly 
correspond to hardware structures, which are described by a netlist or a geo
metrical description stored in library or the local design database. 

• registers; Memory elements are distinguished from the other data path mac
ros, since they are addressed in the module specification by a variable of the 
type "register". So when compiling the module description into a data path 
netlist, the register variable has to be replaced by a reference to a hardware 
register element. All memory elements will be registers. The use of latches 
is not be supported, as they are not well-behaved under the single clock as
sumption. Each register will have an enable input, through which the con
troller disables and enables the update of the register content (see Figure 
5 .15). Such a disabling of the register is needed, when the register content 
has to be saved for further processing later on and to hold state when the scan 
mode is active. 

• Multiplexers; Multiplexers are distinghuised from the other data path mac
ros. In the module description, the data path network is described by speci
fying for each control state the required data flow between data path 
instances and connectors rather than through a data path netlist. To set-up a 
specific data flow, it may be needed to add routing elements like multiplex
ers while converting the data flow representation into a data path netlist. The 
automatic insertion of multiplexers makes, that the MDL description has a 
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large resemblance to the functionality would have been described by a soft
ware procedure. 

• Wires; Finally the wires will connect all elements described above to make 
up the data path structure. Each variable declared as type "wire" will have a 
corresponding net in the netlist description. Note however that in general 
additional nets are needed to set-up the complete data path structure, for ex
ample, to connect the multiplexer outputs to the instance input port and so 
on. 

Controller: The state graph (or state diagram) representation is the same as we 
used for specifying the asynchronous controllers behavior in the previous sec
tion, but now also Mealy Machines can be specified. Here we will always as
sume that the state graph specifies synchronous behavior. Furthermore the reg
isters of the FSM will always be part of a scan path. The FSM structure can be 
synthesized from the state graph specification by the use of tools like LOG/IC, 
COMPASS Logic Synthesizer and so on. 

5.3.4.2 Generation the Netlist and Controller Description 

To convert the design data stored in the internal representation into a design 
descriptions, which can be directly translated into a netlist description and a 
state diagram description for the FSM compiler the function module compiler 
performs the following tasks: 

Step 1. Replacement of register variables by hardware register elements; At 
this step input ports for clock, reset, power and enable are added to the nodes 
in the data path graph, which represent registers. Furthermore the information 
how the enable input has to be steered by the controller is added to the control 
graph description. 

The addition of ports to register nodes and the introduction of source nodes 
with associated control steering is illustrated in Figure 5.16 for the gcd exam-
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Figure 5.16: Adding enable inputs to the register nodes. 

pie. To register "x" the enable input "enx" is added, which is also added as data 
path input To specify how this input has to be steered by the controller, this 
variable is also added to the cubes attached to the states in the control graph. 
The state lists of the input arcs of register node "x" in the data path graph tell, 
that the register is updated in state "sl" and "s2[2]". Therefore, enx is "1" for 
all cubes attached to "sl" and for the 2 cube attached to state s2. For all other 
cubes the enx controller output is set to "0" indicating that a "hold mode" of 
operation is required. The same procedure will be repeated for the "eny" vari
able, which results in the data path and state graph representation as shown in 
Figure 5.16. 

Step 2. Addition of multiplexers. In the data path graph, an arc ( Vij, Vkt) models 
a flow of data from output portj of node v; to input port I of node vk. Let's call 
a node port v;j be adjacent to node input port vkl, if in a data path graph DG=(V, 
E; fe) the arc (v;j. vk:l) is in E and lets call the number of output ports adjacent 
to a node input port the in-degree of node port Vij. To translate (a) the arcs in 
the data path graph into a wires, (b) the data path instance nodes into calls to 
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the hardware structures, (c) the source and sink nodes into primary data path 
inputs and outputs, and (d) the input and output ports of data path instance 
nodes into an input and output for the hardware structures, the in-degree of all 
node input ports has to be one. Otherwise as a result no valid netlist will be gen
erated. When the in-degree of a node input port is two or more, a direct transla
tion of arcs into wires introduces a short circuit, since the wires transmitting 
the signals of outputs will be tight together at the input port. For example, in 
Figure 5.16 the outputs of register x and y will be connected together when the 
arcs on the input port of subtractor "sub" are directly translated into wires. To 
reduce the in-degree of each input port to a maximum of one, multiplexers will 
be introduced and the steering of the multiplexer is added to the state graph. 

The addition of multiplexers into the data path, which the associated control 
steering is illustrated in Figure 5.17 for the gcd example. The in-degree is equal 
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Figure 5.17: Inserting multiplexer nodes. 
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to two for the input port of register "x" and "y" as well as for the input ports 
of the subtractor. Therefore multiplexers have to be added to route the signal 
flow at these input ports. Furthermore the labels connected to the arcs will de
termine to which state the steering of the multiplexer control inputs have to be 
added. For a state wherein none of the connections realized by the multiplexer 
is in use, the control outputs value will be defined to be don't care ("x"). 

Now the tasks above have been performed there is, as discussed above, a direct 
correspondence between the nodes and arcs of the data path graph and the calls 
and nets in the netlist description. So deriving a netlist description is now 
straightforward. Furthermore the state graph now contains all information for 
steering the data path and therefore can be directly translated into a state table 
(or diagram) for the FSM compiler. Finally the module netlist will simply con
tain a call to the data path netlist structure and the FSM structure generated by 
the FSM compiler. 

5.3.5 Test Generation Approaches for Function Modules 

In the sections above it has been described how a MDL description is translated 
into hardware. This leaves the problem how the test specification for a function 
module will be composed. A possible approach would be to construct the mod
ule test specification from the test specifications of the composing instances 
like we did in chapter 3 for circuits in general. However the use of such a meth
od for deriving the module test specification is rather unattractive since the data 
path structure of the module has howev'er some special characteristics from a 
point of test: 

o Classical ATPG tools are not efficient for data path circuit with a large bit
width[19]; The fact that the bit-slices of a data path are interconnected 
through for example a carry chain creates cones with a large number of in
puts. Doing test generation by enumerating the inputs of the logic cones 
(PODEM, FAN, .. ),becomes too time-consuming to be practical when the 
logic cones are rather complex; 

o The data path instances can often be relatively easy be accessed through the 
module inputs and outputs; A full scannable data path circuit is for reasons 
of speed and area often not acceptable. For example, the use of scannable 
pipe line registers is generally not accepted. Therefore data paths are tested 
by the use manually composed vectors[20]. 

It will be clear that there is a need to automate the construction of the test pro
gram for sequential testable modules. Therefore there has been a great amount 
of research effort devoted to the automated development of a test program for 
such modules. Functional and hierarchical test generation (resp. assembly) ap-
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proaches have been proposed to reduce the data path test generation (resp. as
sembly) complexity. 

The functional test generation approaches£21-27] attempt to identify the the 
faults in the circuit structure from a behavioral description of the circuit. The 
limitation of such approaches is that the faults inserted in the behavioral de
scription of the circuit are not linked to gate level structural faults. Therefore 
the gate level fault coverage reached by doing functional test generation is rath
er depended on the circuit implementation. 

To circumvent the fault coverage problem of functional test generation hierar
chical test generation approaches have been proposed. They realize structural 
level fault coverage by using a gate or transistor level description for the 
"instance-under-test" and a behavioral description for all other data path 
instances. Classical ATPG is used for the "instance-under-test" and a behav
ioral description is used to assemble the generated test vector for the instance 
into tests for the module. Thereby, the different hierarchical method can be 
classified according to the behavioral specification model, which is in use 
(Binary Decision Diagrams[28], D-cubes and optimized truth tables[29, 30, 
31], RT level descriptions[32, 33] and dedicated descriptions, often in relation 
with dedicated design modelling, specifying the characteristics for test data 
propagation[20, 34-44]. 

The BDD and optimized truth table approaches are mainly introduced to 
speed-up the test generation process for combinational circuits. Only for the 
RT level descriptions and for some dedicated approaches (mostly knowledge 
based) it has been reported that they can handle sequential circuit structures. 
In the RT level case, tests are assembled one after another, which still leads to 
an extensive run time consumption when the number of tests is quite large. In 
knowledge based approaches so called hierarchical symbolic test generation 
techniques are used. Symbolic test generation techniques search multi-bit 
paths that will propagate test data independent of their actual value. Such test 
propagation paths constitute logic functions that provide a 1-to-1 mapping be
tween inputs and outputs. When embedded instances can be accessed by such 
paths, all test vectors of the instance test program can be applied to the instance 
and faulty responses can be detected at the module outputs. In other words all 
instance tests are assembled simultaneously. In this way, the search space is ex
plored for each instance only once and a substantial increase in test generation 
speed is achieved. 

Unfortunately, the current symbolic test generation approaches mentioned 
above all lack the possibility to choose the data transfer characteristics for each 
module. Most symbolic test generation procedures only accept the specifica
tion of rather simple one-to-one mappings. In other words, as transfer modes 
multi-bit I-paths[35] (i.e. test data is passed unchanged) and F-paths[36J (test 
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data is passed inverted) can be specified only. Furthermore each addition of a 
different transfer modes requires the extension of the propagation rules (oral
gebra), which is often rather complex (see for example [20]). This makes the 
use of symbolic test generation technique rather restricted and not easily to ex
tend. For example, hardly any approach can handle a data path in which the bit
width is not everywhere the same[45]. 

Therefore, in the following sections we will present a novel symbolic test as
sembly approach for modules, with the following features: 

o The test program for the instances are described by fixed external and pos
sible internal tests of its test specification; The fixed external and internal 
tests of submodule test specifications will specify how the instance has to be 
tested. So no stuck-at fault will be present; 

o Specification of the test data transfer characteristics of the instances is 
done through the gate level description of the test specification by using 
switch and gate level modelling; This circumvents the need to introduce 
dedicated languages. Furthermore it creates the possibility to use a mix of 
detailed modelling and high-level modelling. The gate level description 
part of the test specification will have the same composition as in chapter 3, 
but now the restriction that all modelled registers are scan registers is lifted. 
So now also "reg" elements may be present, which represent the registers 
not included into the scan path. Furthermore only the primary registers of 
the module need to be scan register, at least when the test d\!velopment ap
proach of chapter 3 will be used to compose the overall test program from 
the test specification of the modules; 

o Test Program Development fora module is done by symbolic test assembly 
of the fued tests of the data path instances; The fixed external tests of the 
instance, as given by its test specification, are translated into tests, which 
can be applied through the module inputs by doing (hierarchical) symbolic 
test generation; 

o Symbolic test assembly is realized by using the classical sequential test gen
eration algorithm with some simple extensions; This simplifies imple
mentation and introduces the characteristic that a solution is found when 
test generation time permits; 

o The method must exploit the test points introduced by scan registers and 
TIEs; When the instance tests are assembled into a module test program, the 
completeness of the procedure (i.e. that all instance tests are assembled) 
must be assured. Otherwise the overall fault coverage is lost. To address the 
completeness of the test assembly procedure test points in the form of scan 
registers or TIEs can be added to make the test assembly complete. 
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At the module level test point insertion is currently realized by defining in the 
declaration part of the module that a register variable is of the type "scan regis
ter" or by declaring that an macro of the type "TIE" is connected to an instance 
input and output. Furthermore the scan registers inside instances are simply 
modelled through the test specification as in chapter 3. 

In the following section we will first show how the test data transfer character
istics of a module can be modelled by using a mixed gate and switch level repre
sentation. Thereafter the creation of a symbolic test program for the module 
will be discussed. 

5.3.6 Test Specification of the Data path and Controller Macros 

A way to enable the use of the classical ATPG algorithms for sequential test 
generation, is by reducing the search space, which will be exploited to assemble 
the test vectors. Such a reduction of the search space can for example be real
ized by modelling only the part of the total functionality most important for 
fault propagation and line justification. Such an approach is basically taken in 
symbolic test generation by only giving the transfer modes. For example, in a 
symbolic test generation approach the adder may be specified as shown in Fig
ure 5.18. The functionality of the adder important for test assembly is simply 

adder 
S[0 .. 16] If (B === 0) then S=A; 

If (A == 0) then S=B; 

Figure 5.18: Test data transfer paths specification of adder macro. 

given by "if (B==O) then S =A;" and "if (A==O) then S=B;". What happens 
in the case of "A= 1" is for example not specified and therefore such will not 
be considered by the symbolic test generation algorithm. 

The transparency paths of the adder can of course be described by introducing 
the language constructs shown in Figure 5.18, but' here we will prefer to use a 
gate level representation (extended with switches), for modeling the data trans
fer characteristics of the modules composing the data path. This creates the pos
sibility to select the functionality, as to be handled by the symbolic test genera
tion algorithm, for each data paths instance separately. For example, in the case 
of glue logic the complete functionality may be given. While for operator 
instances only the existence of 1-paths are modelled. 

How the 1-paths of the adder can be modelled by using a switch/gate level de
scription is shown in Figure 5.19. The connection between inputs and outputs 
is realized by switches. Thereby a switch will only be closed when the condi-
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if (A==O) then S=B 
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tions for setting-up the paths are fulfilled. In this way, the total functionality 
of the data path instance is described partially without introducing functional
ity, which is not provided by the instance. So the remarkable situation occurs 
here, that we introduce a lower (switch) level element to enable high level test 
generation. 

Now we have shown how we can specify the test data propagation characteris
tics of a module the test specification introduced in chapter 3 can be used again. 
Just like in chapter 3 the mapping between the module inputs and outputs can 
be given in terms of a mixed switch and gate level description. Note that 
switches were already introduced as primitives. They were for example needed 
to model tri-state drivers. The only extension, which is needed is that a sequen
tial mapping can be given between module inputs and outputs. Therefore we 
add the possibility to model non-scan registers also (elements with name 
"reg"). The "reg" register will model simply the end of the current time frame 
and the start of the next time frame. No further extensions are needed. When 
the test generator presented in chapter 3 would be extended with the notion of 
time frames it can directly be used to assemble the fixed test vectors of the 
instances. However, as mentioned before, a "one vector at-a-time assembly" 
will in most cases be too time-consuming to be practical. Therefore symbolic 
assembly is preferred. 

The test specification of the controller needs some further attention. After the 
FSM macro has been generated a test specification will be generated along with 
it. So basically the gate level description of the controller can be used to deter
mine the required settings of the control outputs during the assembly of the 
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symbolic tests of the data path instances. The functionality of the controller is 
however represented already by a higher level description namely the state 
graph. So while assembling the tests for the data path instances into a test pro
gram for the module we will exploit the information given by the state graph 
instead of the gate level description of the controller specifying the mapping 
between the scannable state register and controller inputs and outputs. 

5.3. 7 Composition of a Function Module Test Specification 

The general approach for the composition of a test specification of the function 
module from the test specifications of the data path instances and the controller 
instance is illustrated in Figure 5.20. The symbolic assembly of the instance 

MDL submodule test 

instance 
mbly 

symbolic 
test program 

Figure 5.20: Constructing the module test program by assembly. 

tests will be directly carried out on the internal representation. In other words, 
the symbolic assembly of the data path instances test program into a module 
program will start as soon as the module description has been parsed into a data 
path and control model. After doing assembly the'Tesult of the assembly is re
ported. Based on this report the designer can judge if test points in the form of 
scan registers or TIEs are required. When the assembly of the tests is success
ful, the data path netlist and the associated controller description is synthesized 
by the module compiler. Next the FSM compiler is started to translate the con
troller description into a controller structure with an associated test specifica
tion. Then the physical tests of all instances are available as well as the informa
tion how the states are coded in the state graph. Thereafter the composition of 
the module test specification is started. 

The module test specification is composed by: 
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• Creating a gate level description, which defines the mapping between the 
module inputs, module outputs and the primary registers of the module; For 
the submodules the same test specification as in chapter 3 was introduced, 
so the derivation of a flattened gate level netlist for the module does not dif
fer. Thereby all internally testable logic cones are removed as well as all log
ic associated with non-scannable registers; 

• Creating a scan path netlist description; For the submodules the same test 
specification as in chapter 3 was used, so the derivation of a scan path netlist 
for the module does again not differ; 

• Instantiation of the symbolic test program with help of the state coding in
formation and the tests given for the submodules of the data path; The ac
tions taken here will become clear after we having discussed the symbolic 
assembly procedure for the module has been discussed in detail in the fol
lowing sections. 

5.3.7.1 Assembly of the Tests of the Data Path Instances 

The data path test program will be found by searching symbolic test propaga
tion paths from (1) the "instance-under-assembly" inputs to the module inputs 
and (2) from the "instance-under-assembly" outputs towards to module out
puts. To detect these symbolic test propagation paths first the data path 
instances (except the "instance-under-assembly") will be instantiated. There
by the instances are replaced by the mixed gate and switch level netlist descrip
tion as given by the test specification. Next variables will be assigned to the 
inputs and outputs of the "instance-under-assembly". Then the state graph in
formation will be exploited to propagate the variables towards the module in
puts and outputs. The exploitation of the state graph information leads to the 
following model, which will be used to symbolically assemble the tests of the 
data path instances. 

When the controller travels through a distinct number of states, the data path 
function can be expressed as an iterative array structure. This transforms the 
sequential circuit into a combinational iterative array[46] as shown in Figure 
5.21. Each array element in this model is identical to the sequential circuit with 
its non-scannable register elements replaced by pseudo flip flops[47] indicat
ing the start and end of a time frame. In this manner the symbolic test generation 
approach for the data path instances becomes almost identical to the techniques 
used by sequential gate level approaches and used can be made of the classical 
fault propagation and line-justification procedure, for example offered by the 
D-algorithm. Now we have introduced the basic technique we will use for as
sembling the data path instance test programs into a module test program we 
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Figure 5.21: (a) General form of a module, (b) equivalent 
combinational iterative array used for data 
path instance test program assembly. 

will next discuss the separate steps in more detail by taking the "gcd" internal 
representation (see Figure 5.14) as an example. 

The test assembly will start by selecting an instance for which the tests have 
to be assembled. So for example, the "SUB" instance in Figure 5.14 can be cho
sen as "instance-under-assembly". This instance will form the starting point 
for the construction of the iterative array. To this instance the symbolic input 
and output variables will be assigned, which have to be propagated to the mod
ule inputs and outputs. After doing this initial step the iterative array for the gcd 
data path will look like as shown in Figure 5 .22( a). Thereby DI 1..14 and D00 L 7 

are the variables, which have to be forward and backward propagated to the 
module inputs/outputs. Note that the Dix and D~ variables later on when the 
real tests are applied may represent a 0. 1, D. D, tri-state or don't care value. 
So the DI and DO variables are in this case not the D variables introduced by 
Roth[48], but have to be interpreted in the same manner as in [49] where sub
scripted D-variables were introduced to ease the test generation for highly reg
ular combinational circuits. 
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Figure 5.22: (a) After selecting the instance under assembly 
(b) Iterative array after initial state selection, (c) itera

tive array after forward and backward propagation. 

To continue the construction of the iterative array, next an initial state will be 
selected. / 

Initial state selection: The initial state will be chosen out of the set of states for 
which the data path instance starts the processing of the data. The start of data 
processing on the inputs is modelled by the labels connected to the input arcs 
of the data path instance. Therefore as initial state, a state will be selected in 
which to all inputs of the instance data is supplied. 
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The labels attached to the input arcs of the SUB instance in Figure 5.14 speci
fies the states s2[ 1] and s2[2] as states wherein the instance starts the processes 
the data on its inputs. So one of these two combinations will be selected as ini
tial state. So lets assume that s2[2] is selected as initial state. Next the combina
tional circuit with associated pseudo flip flops can be constructed for the first 
time frame. By the construction of this time frame the knowledge that the labels 
of the arcs specify for which states the connections are in use will be exploited. 
In other words, only the arcs, which are active for the current state will be pres
ented as a connection in the iterative array. For example, in the data path graph 
of the gcd example for time frame "0" state "s2[2]" is active. So only the arcs 
with "s2[2]" and "s2" as labels will be part of the iterative array. After having 
constructed the circuit for the initial time-frame a clean-up will be started 
thereby removing all circuit elements of which the inputs are not driven by 
pseudo register elements or primary inputs. Furthermore the elements, which 
do not steer any pseudo flip flop or primary data path outputs are removed. For 
the gcd example, the circuit shown in Figure 5.22(b) will remain. hereby it is 
assumed that no mapping between the two eight bit inputs and the two single 
bit output of the "CMP" instance has been specified. Finally the input values 
of the data path control input will be set according to the setting is given in state 
graph for the active state. 

After having constructed the .combinational circuit with associated pseudo flip 
flops, next the subscripted DI and DO variables have to be propagated to pseu
do flip flops or to the inputs or outputs of the data path. This will be done by 
searching paths, which propagate the DI in backward direction and the DO vari
ables in forward direction. So like in the classical D-algorithm ·sensitization 
methods forward propagation, backward propagation and line justification are 
distinguished. 

Forward propagation: A DOx variable is chosen as objective and a forward 
trace procedure will try to map the DOx variable onto an output of the data path 
or on a pseudo flip flop. If a choice exists along the sensitized path, this choice 
will be stored such that a backtrack can be started when the chosen path does 
not lead to a solution. Furthermore the propagation of the D variable through 
gates and switches will be similar to the subscripted D-algorithm. If 0 or 1 val
ues are introduced to set-up the path, the implication procedure of the D-algo
rithm will be started. Thereby all, values which are uniquely determined or im
plied by the constant value are assigned. When inconsistency are detected a 
backtrack will follow. The process of translating the frontier of the DO vari
ables into settings for the primary or pseudo flip flop data path outputs will con
tinue till for all DO variables a path has been found to the (pseudo flip flop) data 
path outputs or until by backtracking all choices have been considered. If a 
solution has been found next the backward propagation will be started. 
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Backward propagation: The backward propagation of the variables is basically 
similar to the forward propagation process but now the DI. variables will be 
backward propagated to the primary or pseudo flip flop data path inputs. 

Line justification: Line-justification process is started after all variables have 
reached the inputs and outputs of the data path circuit for the current time frame. 
Thereby it is tried to justify all lines by assigning values to the primary and 
pseudo data path inputs. If all lines are justified and not all DI and DO variables 
have reached the data path primary inputs or outputs the process will continue 
with "next/previous state selection". 

For the "gcd" example, the forward and backward propagation of the variables 
will be very simple since no choices exists as well as no constant values have 
to be introduced to set-up the path. So after this step the DI and DO variables 
will be assigned to the pseudo registers as shown in Figure 5.22(b). 

Next/previous state selection: When DI and DO variables have not reached the 
primary data path inputs and outputs, the process will continue by adding a pre
vious or next time frame. Before the combinational circuit of the time frame 
is constructed, first again the state, which will be active is selected based on the 
labels, which are connected to the arcs, which can propagate the D variables. 
Thereby as heuristic always the state is selected first, which propagates most 
variables. Next it is verified if for the selected state the same starting position 
has been used in an earlier constructed time frame. This signals a loop in the 
assembly procedure and a back track occurs. If no such loop is found the 
construction of the combinational circuit for the previous or next state frame 
is constructed as discussed for the initial state above and next the DO and DI 
variables are forward and backward propagated and next line-justification is 
done again and so on. 

All data path macros in the gcd example do not have control inputs like an 
ALU. Through such control inputs the controller will often select the operation, 
which has to be performed by the ALU (seeFigure5.11). Since only one opera
tion can be selected at a time by the controller (with associated input value) this 
implies that such controller steered inputs of the data path have to be made ac
cessible by scan elements. Note that another option would be to extracted the 
required control settings during test from the test specification of the ALU. 
Such an extension is relatively straightforward but will not be considered here, 
since it would require to start the assembly procedure several times for the same 
instance. 

Another point, which needs some more attention is the assembly of the test vec
tors of the instances of which the instance output is connected to a local control
ler input(s) only. Such is for example the case for the "CMP" instance in the 
gcd example. To ~ able to make the response of such lines visible through the 
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scannable state register of the module outputs, basically the information given 
in the state graph can be exploited. This would however complicate the imple
mentation of the assembly procedure. Since the number of lines, which feed 
the data path information back to the controller are often very limited, such will 
not be done here and the controller inputs steered by the data path will be made 
accessible by adding test points in the form of TIEs, if such lines are not already 
the output of a scannable register (see Figure 5.23). 
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I 
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out 

L----------------J 
Figure 5.23: Module with TIEs on local inputs of controller 

After the test of the data path instances, the assembly of the tests of the implicit
ly modelled multiplexers (two or more arcs are connected to the same port and 
hold modes of registers (see Figure 5.15)) will remain. To assemble the multi
plexer tests, DI variables will be assigned to the output ports in the data path 
graph, which wiJllater on drive the multiplexer inputs and a DO variable will 
be assigned to the input port, which is driven by the multiplexer output later 
on. Next these variables are propagated just like for the instances modelled by 
the data path graph nodes. Such a propagation will be done for each state of the 
multiplexer control inputs. Such is needed, since the multiplexer control inputs 
are not necessarily directly observable through a scan path, in contrast to the 
control inputs of the more complex operator. Making all multiplexer inputs ob
servable will generally introduce too much additional hardware to be accept
able. 

To summarize the discussion we have here simply used the procedures offered 
by the D-algorithm to propagate the DI and DO variables to the inputs and out
puts. Compared to the D-algorithm the rule that only a single D or D has to 
reach the output has been replaced by the goal that all DI variables have to reach 
the input and that all DO variables have to reach the outputs. Furthermore the 
D propagation rules given by the Propagation D cubes are chosen as in the sub-
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scripted D algorithm[49], were they are called a "transparency cubes". The 
main difference with the traditional test generation approaches is that: (1) the 
module functionality is incompletely specified, (2) we use symbolic assembly 
through which all test of the data path instances are assembled at-a-time, and 
(3) we take advantage of the flow information given in the control and data path 
graph. The use of the data path and state graph enables us to determine, which 
part of the circuit is active for each time frame and therefore only this part will 
be copied to compose the iterative array. It will be clear that if the iterative array 
can be kept smaller, the memory requirements of the computer are reduced as 
well as the time needed for assembly. 

5.3.7.2 Assembly of the Controller Tests 

So far it is discussed how the tests the data path instances are assembled. Now 
the assembly of the controller tests will be addressed. The assembly of the con
troller tests is in our case largely simplified, since the inputs of the controller 
are directly connected to module inputs or to scan register outputs (see Figure 
5.23). Furthermore all controller outputs, which steer control inputs of data 
path instances, like ALUs, are already observable through the scan path. This 
only leaves the problem how the faults on the outputs steering the multiplexers 
can be propagated to the data path or module outputs. Assigning DOx variables 
to the controller outputs concurrently makes no sense, since rather seldom a 
one-to-one mapping will exist between all multiplexer control inputs and the 
data path outputs concurrently. Therefore, here simply the one vector at a time 
assembly approach will be used to assemble the fixed external tests for the con
troller into internal or fixed external test for the module. Since, the multiplexer 
nodes are inserted into the data path graph when the netlist and FSM descrip
tion is generated, these multiplexers will also be represented by a gate level de
scription, when the gate/switch level description for the data path is composed 
with the help of the test specifications. Next the controller test can be as
sembled. This is done by first setting the data inputs, steered by the controller, 
to the values given by the test and next the assembly is carried out by propagat
ing aD (or D) value to a data path output or scan register. 

After all controller tests have been assembled into tests for the module, the "test 
specification composer" will create the test specification for the module. To 
compose the module test specification the symbolic data path test program will 
be instantiated with help of the submodule test specifications and the FSM state 
coding information. Thereby the state coding determines how, by scan vectors, 
the controller can be set into the required active state. Note that in the symbolic 
test program, tbe active state was simply given by the name of the state. 
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5.3.8 A Case Study 

The creation of a test specification for a function module by the symbolic test 
assembly procedure discussed in the previous sections has been evaluated 
based on the MDL descriptions, which where created during the design of a 
decimation filter for a l:A AID converter. A l:A AID converter consists of an 
analog l:A modulator followed by a digital decimation filter. The modulator 
will sample the analog input at a high rate, thereby producing a stream of "0" 
and "1" at a single output. This stream represents a line code, which is trans
lated by the decimation filter into a 13 bit PCM code, representing the digital 
value for the analog input at a much lower rate: Since a decimation of the data 
rate is required after each stage, only a limited number of output words pro
duced by a filter stage has to be processed by the next stage. Due to the fact that 
the characteristics of the fabricated l:A modulator found by simulation had to 
be evaluated with help of the l:A filter prototype implementation, it was re
quired that the decimation ratio could be varied. Therefore, an implementation 
was chosen, whereby each stage of the decimation filter was implemented as 
a function module (see Figure 5.24 ). Each module is activated hy a start event 
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Figure 5.24: Functional diagram of ~A AID converter 
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when valid data i.s supplied to its inputs and it signals completion when the pro
cessed data is available at the module outputs. Thereby we used a similar paral
lel implementation of the module data path as in [50]. The instances composing 
the WDF filter data paths are: two register banks, ALUs, a barrel shifter as well 
as some multiplexers. Furthermore, the COMB part simply contains parallel 
adders and subtractors as well as an IIR subpart, which resembles a counter like 
structure. Since counters are difficult to test without test features, a scan path 
was included, to limit the number of test vectors. After the description of a 
module had been completed it is translated into an internal representation and 
the symbolic assembly of the data path tests was started. 

As an experiment, the assembly process has been carried out for a two different 
gate/switch level descriptions of the module data paths: 

• As a first experiment, the test specification was used associated with the par
allel data path macros. Thereby the mappings between the operator inputs 
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and the operator outputs are given for the multi-bit connections only. For 
example, for the parallel adder (resp. subtractors and multipliers) a gate/ 
switch level description like in Figure 5.19 is used, whereby the propagation 
of a single variable through the A input bus implies that all inputs of the B 
input bus are set to zero. Based on this description of the modules all test 
could be assembled, within a very short time (0.55 sec); 

• As a second experiment, the assembly was carried out based on a descrip
tion whereby the instances were replaced by their single bit elements. For 
example, the 16 bit adder instance given in Figure 5.19 is now replaced by 
an interconnection of 16 single bit adder instances for which the transparen
cy is given by the test specification shown in Figure 5.25. Now the assembly 
of all instance tests was still possible. But mainly due to the more then 
doubled number of gates/switches (composing the module data paths after 
instantiation) the assembly time for each now 1 bit instance increased very 
rapidly. This was especially the case for the WDF structures (up to 92 
times). For the COMB module the increase was only 21 times, which can be 
explained due to the presence of the scan registers. 

We continued the experiments by trying to assemble the tests for each gate 
based on a gate level description modelling the functionality of the data path 
operators completely. However due to the large number of reconvergent fanout 
paths, which become visible at this level and the large number of gates for 
which the assembly has to be started the test assembly time becomes like in the 
case of sequential test generation for such structure unacceptable large. We 
found that the assembly time was unacceptable large. The assembly time for 
a single gate was found to be up to more then 1 minute (on Apollo DN4500, 
28Mb). Therefore assembling the tests at this level makes no sense. The search 
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s 
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Figure 5.25: (a) Adder, (b) modeling the transparency of a 
multiplier with help of gates and switches. 
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space, simply becomes to large when using such a low level description and 
since when using transparency cubes not always a solution can be found the 
complete search space is (like for redundant faults) completely exploited be
fore the process continues. 

Later on we developed a l:il implementation whereby the WDF data paths 
were realized in a bit-serial fashion (as discussed in chapter 3). Thereby each 
WDF structure was implemented by using the technique proposed in [51]. Such 
a structure proved to be more efficient once the filter coefficient and the deci
mation ratio had become known (based on the experiences obtained with the 
first prototype). We also tried to assemble the tests for the serial data path 
instances of the WDF modules. The problem here is that the feedback loops of 
the WDF IIR structure become visible in a bit-serial implementation. Such 
loops had to be broken before the tests of an instance could be assembled suc
cessfully. After breaking the feedback lines of the WDF2 structure for 5 of the 
27 instances no solution was found. For the WDFl structure for 3 of the 19 
instances no solution was found. Eight registers inside the delay elements had 
to be replaced by scan registers to make the assembly complete. The complete 
scan path (including the local controller) resulted in a 3% overhead for the com
plete chip. This is only 2% less then when the primary registers of all delay ele
ments where made scannable (see chapter 3). Therefore, in contrast to the paral
lel WDF implementation, the gain of using symbolic test assembly for such 
bit-serial WDF structures was in our case relative small. Another 2% area over
head could be tolerated and since the location of errors could be more easily 
traced the creation of scan access to the first and last register of each delay ele
ments (as given in chapter 3) was actually preferred for the implementation of 
the decimation filter with fixed decimation ratio. 

5.4 Discussion 

The in this chapter presented DFf techniques for the macros have been tailored 
to the requirements of the hierarchical test development approach presented in 
chapter 3. Thereby it has been shown how ad-hoc DFf techniques can be 
introduced such that their dedicated test program can be handled effectively by 
the structured hierarchical test development procedure proposed in chapter 3. 
Since combinational test generation algorithms are often not so successful for 
multi-bit data path and designers often find it not acceptable to make all regis
ter in the data path scannable, next we have concentrated on the composition 
of a test specification for a so called function module by symbolic assembly. 
An iterative array approach is chosen whereby the knowledge of the state graph 
and the data path graph is exploited to reduce the circuit size to be processed 
for each time frame. Thereby the search space, which will be exploited by the 
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symbolic test assembly procedure can be chosen through level on which the 
submodules of the data path are modelled. Therefore, in contrast to other sym
bolic test generation approaches no dedicated transfer modes have been 
introduced, which can be handled by the symbolic test assembly procedure. 
This creates the possibility to use a level of modelling for each submodule such 
that a compromise is found between the number of instances for which the tests 
could be assembled and the required test assembly time. It will be clear that 
compared to the classical sequential test generation approaches, the speed-up 
of the symbolic test assembly procedure is largest when the assembly of all 
instances is done based on a description, which only models a very small part 
of the total submodule functionality. If the assembly of tests has to be done 
based on the complete data path gate level description, the memory require
ments and search space easily becomes too large for practical applications. 

So far, only the creation of a test specification for a single module has been 
discussed. By permitting that function modules can be used as instances again 
for the data path of higher level function module the ASIC system can be 
described as a hierarchical set of function modules. To continue the hierarchical 
composition of a test specification it must be possible to derived the test speci
fication of the higher level from the lower level function modules. In first 
instance, it may seem that the assembly procedure introduced here is directly 
usable. The problem is however that: (1) two or more controllers control the 
data path of the module. So the product of the controller states can be chosen 
as next state at least when no fixed communication protocol is introduced. (2) 
the mixed gate/switch level description of the data paths becomes rather large. 
Therefore the method used for a single module becomes rather ineffective and 
other techniques based on simpler path sensitizing techniques from input to 
output are more suited for such hierarchical module level structures[52, 43]. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

6.1 Summary of Key Ideas 

This thesis has addressed in particular the problems involved with testing low 
volume ASICs. In low-volume ASIC testing the non-recurring costs are of 
great importance. Therefore, a dedicated semi-custom test application method 
with associated design-for-test rules was introduced. By the use ofthis semi
custom test method, the "wafer chip test" as well as the "packaged chip test" 
were performed with the help of a low-cost boundary scan test system. 

Testing the internal logic of the ASIC through the (boundary) scan port empha
sizes the need to introduce design-for-test techniques and to use a structured 
test development approaches. To ease the constructing a high-quality test pro
gram a novel hierarchical test program development approach is presented with 
associated design-for-test techniques. It was shown how, by differentiating 
between internal and external tests for each module, the test program can be 
developed hierarchically. The hierarchical construction ofthe test program re
duces test generation time, at least when modules with associated internal tests 
reappear several times as instances. However, the most important reason for 
introducing a hierarchical test development approach is that the testability of 
the systems can be taken effectively into account during the design. This is real
ized by developing the test program incrementally in line with the design of the 
system netlist. The accurate direct feedback between design and test thereby 
prevents the introduction of unnecessary hardware and enables testability prob
lems to be detected and removed as soon as they are introduced. Furthermore 
it was shown how the test time could be reduced by the synthesis of a reconfi
gurable scan path based on the generated test data. 

Our semi-custom test application method requires the application of the test 
vectors through a synchronous-'Scan path. However, the use of asynchronous 
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logic has several advantages. Therefore, the design of synchronously testable 
asynchronous macros was investigated next. A novel implementation model 
was presented that uses an explicit state register. The state register is composed 
of SR memory elements, which can operate in asynchronous, synchronous and 
(token) scan path mode. It was shown that these controllers are synchronously 
testable and methods of designing such controllers from state diagrams were 
discussed. 

With the rapidly increasing complexity of ASICs, the use of dedicated test pro
cedures for the leaf modules becomes more and more important. For the leaf 
modules in general it was shown how non-structured (or ad-hoc) design-for
test techniques can be used to design structured scan testable modules from a 
point of test development. Furthermore, the development of a test program for 
function modules were investigated. Function modules are modules which are 
composed out of a controller and an associated data path. For such modules, 
the use of symbolic assembly was proposed. It was shown how, by using a 
mixed switch and gate level description the primitives can be modelled at a 
high level of abstraction. Thereby the functionality of the primitives is de
scribed partially. This allows the test program for the module to be generated 
symbolically by using standard sequential test generation techniques. 

6.2 Further Work 

In this thesis, we mainly concentrated on the conventional single stuck-at 
faults model. However, it has become clear that the quality of dense CMOS AS
ICs cannot be measured by stuck-at faults only. Quality and cost-of-repair is
sues are driving reasons for including other fault models: multiple stuck-ats, 
stuck-ons, delays, bridges, even the effects of noise and other assorted circuit 
interactions. The test quality issue becomes especially pointed when complex 
ASICs go into safety-crucial systems. Obviously, those components may not 
contain fabrication flaws. As a result the gate level descriptions and stuck-at 
fault list of our model test specification will have to be extended with the in
formation which enables the detection of such faults. 

Another issue which needs more attention is the automated insertion of ad-hoc 
design-for-test techniques. In the current approach, the designer decides how 
the test problems can be removed by creating additional (scan) access. Further 
research can concentrate on the automatic insertion of test points to ease test 
generation and to make the assembly of test vectors complete. Much work re
mains to be done to make a low cost but high quality test of the next generation 
ASIC a reality. 



Appendix A 

Syntax Definition 

This appendix describes the syntaxofthe language called "MDL" and "TES
LAN". The MDL language is introduced to enable module based design ( speci
fication). The TESLAN language can be used to enter a test specification for 
the leaf module (macro) primitives. This appendix will start with the lexical 
conventions and the syntax production rules which are common for all 
descriptions. The subsequent paragraphs will discuss each language with its 
production rules separately. The semantics of the language components are 
discussed in chapter 3 and chapter 5 of this thesis. 

A.l General Conventions 

It is common practice to describe the syntax of a computer language in some 
meta language. The syntax definition of MDL and TESLAN will be described 
in the meta language proposed by Wirth. This language has two types of 
symbols: 

• Terminal symbols; These symbols are denoted by words between double 
quote marks, or words printed in italic or bold font. Terminal symbols are 
words which are described in the table "lexical constructions" or, otherwise, 
must be literally. 

• Non-terminal symbols; These are denoted by words types in lowercase. 

Each production rule of the MDL and TESLAN syntax begins with a 
non-terminal followed by an equal-sign and a sequence of terminal and 
non-terminal characters, and is terminated by a period. The meta characters 
imply: 
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• Alternatives I; A vertical bar between symbols denotes the choice of either 
one symbol or another symbol (i.e. alb means either a or b). 

• Repetitions { } ; Curly brackets denote that the symbols in between may be 
present zero or more times. 

• Parenthesis (); Parenthesis serve for grouping of symbols in meta character 
expressions (i.e. (alb)c stands for aclbc). 

• Optionally []; Square brackets denote that the symbols between them may 
be present. 

Next the following rules are applied: 

-A comment begins with"/*" and is terminated by "*f' as in the C-language. 
Every character in between is discarded by the parser. Nesting comments is not 
allowed. 

Every name is an identifier, which must begin with a letter and may be fol
lowed by an arbitrary numberofletters, digits and underscore characters.- Up
percase and lowercase letters are distinct. 

-The blank, tab and newline are separators. Between two symbols of a produc
tion rule of a non-terminal symbol, an arbitrary number of separators may ap
pear. 

- The keywords given in table I are reserved words and may not be used as 
identifier names by the user. 

-Terminal symbols that are not literal are described in table 2. The difference 
between this syntax description (of terminal symbols) and the other syntax de
scriptions (of non-terminal symbols) is that here no separators may be used be
tween the symbols that make up the production rules. 

TABLE 1. Reserved keywords 

macro cout 
instance cycle 
register connector 
dout state 
set reset 
for testspec 
do until 
if then 
switch case 
next loop 
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identifier 
string 
character 
integer 
letter 

digit 
empty 
special 

tests 
faults 
sal 
external 
or 
nand 
swp 

netlist 
saO 
internal 
and 
nor 
not 
swn 

TABLE 2. Lexical Constructions 

= letter {(letter I digit I "_")}. 
= "'"' character { character } """. 
= digit I letter I special. 
= digit {digit} 
=" a"l"b"l" c"l" d"l"e'T'f'l" g"l"h"l"i"l"j" 
l"k" 1"1"1" m"l" n "I" o"l" p"l" q"l"r''l "s "l"t" 
l''u"l''v"l"w"l"x"l"y''l"z" 
I" A "I"B "I"C"I"D"I"E"I"F'I"G"I"H" 1"1''1" J" 
I"K"I"L"I"M"I"N''I"O"I"P"I"Q"I"R"I"S"I"T'' 
I"U"I''V"I"W"I"X"I"Y"I"Z". 
="0"1" 1 "1"2"1"3"1" 4"1"5"1"6"1"7"1"8"1"9". 
=''" 

= any character that is not a letter, digit or """. 

A.2 Function Module Description Language "MDL" 
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The production rules provided by MDL to describe a system as one or more 
modules and processes is given in table 3. A MDL description begins with the 
keyword module followed by the name of the module, a connector list and a 
connector declaration part describing the interface to the outside world. The 
connector list is bracketed by a left and a right parenthesis. A connector declara
tion begins with the keyword connector followed by a list of connectors. A list 
of connectors consists of one or more connectors separated by commas. A con
nector may represent more than one bit by specifying a range between square 
brackets following the identifier declaring the connector. Thereafter the 

. constructs for specifying the internal module composition is given in table 4. 
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TABLE 3. Syntax of MDL Descriptions 

module-defs = module-def { module-def } . 
module-def = module-decl connector-decls module-body. 
module-dec! =module identifier "("connectors"/" connectors")" 
connectors =empty I identifier{"," identifier }. 
connector-decls =connector term{"," term} ";". 
term =identifier ["["range"]"]. 
range 

module-body 
decls 
decl 

init-decls 
decls 
mdecls 
statements 
statement 

control 
control-sets 
control-set 
datapath 
datapath-stmt 

= 1 " .. "integer. 

TABLE 4. Syntax of the Module (Process) Body. 

= " {" decls statements "}" I " {" decls statements ties 'T'. 
= decl { decl }. 
=macro instance mdecls "; 
I dout decls ";" 
I cout decls ";" 
I register instance init-decls ";" 
I scan register instance init-decls ";" 
I state decls reset identifier";". 
=term ("=0"1"=1"] I {","term ["=0"1"=1"] }. 
=term {","term }. 

= identifier { "," identifier } . 
= statement { statement } . 
= for control do " {" datapath "}" next-state 
I " {" datapath "} ". 
= identifier I identifier set control-sets. 
= control-set { "," control-set } . 
=identifier["[" integer"]"] I "!"identifier["[" integer "rJ. 
= datapath-stmt { datapath-stmt } . 
= instance-stmt I assignment-stmt 
I switch-stmt I empty. 

instance stmt = identifier inst-def. 
inst-def = identifier"(" iconnect-list "/" oconnect-list ")" ";". 
iconnect-list= empty I inst-node { "," inst-node } . 
inst-node 
oconnect-list 

= node-ref I """ control-sets """. 
= empty I node-ref { "," node-ref } . 
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node-ref 
assignment-stmt 
switch-stmt 
case-part 
case-stmt 
case-body 

expression 
literal 
next-state-part 

if-stmts 
if-stmt 

ties 
tie 

=identifier["[" integer"]"]. 
=node-ref"=" node-ref";". 
= switch " {" case-part " } ". 
= case-stmt { case-stmt } . 
=case expression":" case-body. 
= inst-stmt { inst-stmt } 
I assignment-stmt { assignment-stmt } . 
= literal { "." literal I "+" literal}. 
=(empty I "!")identifier. 
=until if-stmts 
I next identifier ";" 
I loop integer next identifier";". 
= if-stmt { if-stmt } . 
=if"(" expression ")"then identifier";" 
I if expression then identifier";" 
= tie { "." tie} ";" 
=term["."'T' integer 'T']. 

A.3 Test Specification Language "TESLAN" 
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The production rules provided by TESLAN to describe the test specification 
of the macro primitives is given in table 5 . 

. TABLE 5. Syntax of TESLAN Descriptions 

testspec-defs = testspec-def { testspec-def } . 
testspec-def = testspec-decl testspec-body. 
testspec-decl = testspec head-decl'';". 
testspec-body = " {" tspec-stmts "}" 
tspec-stmts = netlist-part faults-part tests-part scan-part. 
netlist-part 
faults-part 
tests-part 
scan-part 
head-dec I 

connectors 

= netlist " {" net-stmts "}" 
= faults ''{'' fault-stmts "}" I empty. 
= tests " {" test-stmts "}" I empty. 
= scanchain " {" snet -stmts " } " I empty. 
= identifier"(" connectors"/" connectors")" ";" 
I identifier"(" connectors")"";". 
= empty I node { "," node } . 
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node 
net-stmts 
net-stmt 
gate-stmt 
not-stmt 
buf-stmt 
sreg-stmt 

nreg-stmt 
inst-def 
fault-stmts 
s-list 
s-a-0 
s-a-1 
faults 
fault 
test-stmts 
int-prog 
ext-prog 
int-decl 

ext-decl 

test-body 
table 
vectors 
vector 
itvals 
otvals 
it val 
otval 
snet-stmts 
snet-stmt 
scon-stmt 
sinst-stmt 
con-def 
sinst-def 

= identijier["[" integer"]"]. 
= net-stmt { net-stmt } . 

Syntax Definition 

= gate-stmtlnot-stmt I buf-stmt I sreg-stmtl nreg-stmt. 
= identijier inst-def"(" node node"/" node")"";". 
=identifier not"(" node"/" node")"";". 
= identijier buf "(" node"/" node")" ";". 
=node sreg "("node["/" node]")"";" 
I node sreg "(""/"node")"";". 
=node nreg "("node"/" node")"";". 
= and I or I nor I nand I xor I xnor I swp I swn. 
= empty I s-list; 
= s-a-0 s-a-1 I s-a-O I s-a-1. 
=saO"{'' faults";""}". 
=sal"{" faults";""}". 
=fault { ","fault } 
= node "." "[" integer "]" 
= int-prog ext-prog I int-prog I ext-prog. 
= int-decl " {" test-body "} ". 
= ext-decl " {" test-body "} ". 
=internal"(" connectors "f' connectors")"";" 
I internal "("connectors")" ";" 
=external"(" connectors"/" connectors")"";" 
I external "("connectors ")" ";" 
= table { table } . 
= vectors I empty. 

= vector { vector } . 
= itvals "/" otvals ";" I itvals ";" I cycle integer";" 

= itval { itval}. 
= otval { otval}. 
=0 Ill X. 

= 0 I ll x I d I nd. 
= snet-stmt { snet-stmt } . 
= scon-stmt I sinst-stmt. 
=identifier con-def "("node node"/" node")"";". 
=identifier sinst-def "("node "f' node ")" ";". 
= mux I sclatch. 
= sreg I buf. 



AppendixB 

Exantples 

This appendix illustrates in detail the development of a test program with HI
CAT for an ASIC called "SDMCNT". Furthermore it presents the test develop
ment results for the AS/Cs called "PWM-2", "HSC" and "ALU16". These 
AS!Cs contain several large combinational blocks, such that ATPG is more 
time consuming. Hence, these examples show the HI CAT test generation time 
requirements in some more detail. All experiments were done on a SUN 
SPARC-IPX station with 32MB memory. 

B.lSDMCNT 

The "SDMCNT" ASIC is designed to evaluate the noise characteristic of a l:A 
-modulator. It is completely scan testable. The complexity of this ASIC is lim
ited, hence it will be used to illustrate the development of a test program with 
the help of IDCAT. The SDMCNT circuit characteristics are given below. 

Circuit Characteristics: 

GF Library Cells 
Inputs 
Outputs 
Registers 
Gates for ATPG 
OF-Master 

:257 
:7 
: 19 
:54 
:552 
: GFC-12 

The test development process for this ASIC is illustrated by showing a HI CAT 
run for a: 
J • hierarchical netlist of SDMCNT; 
2. flattened netlist of SDMCNT. 
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1. HICAT run for hierarchical netlist: 

Welcome to the HICAT V3.0 system 

by Jens Leens tra 

Copyright 1992 IMS Stuttgart 

HICAT version: 3. 0. 4 

COMPASS tools: v8R3 . 4 

Install date : 17-8-92 

-s: no scan path synthesis 

PHASE 1: Scan COMPASS-NLS and IMS~TESTSPEC database 

Database starts from scratch 

--> sdmcnt_hier.nls 

--> soc_mod.nls 

soc_in_mod.nls 

<--

soc_out_mod.nls 

--> control.nls 

count16.nls 

count4.nls 

<--

<--

--> scanTFF.nls 

cntrl_comp.nls 

decoder. nls 

decode_3 to8 . nls 

<--

<--

decode_latch.nls 

scan_latch.nls 

counter.nls 

out_latch.nls 

latch4.nls 

PHASE 2: Update/Create Module Test Specifications 

scanTFF 

count4 

scan_latch 

soc_in_mod 

soc_out_mod 

countl6 

cntrl_comp 

Examples 
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--> decode_3to8 

--> decode_latch 

--> latch4 

soc_mod 

control 

--> decoder 

--> counter 

out_latch 

--> sdmcnt_hier 

PHASE 3 : COMPOSING MODULE TEST PROGRAM 

FLATTENED TEST PROGRAM INFO 

nr of internal tests 351 

nr of external tests 164 

nr of tests before compaction 515 

SCAN PATH INFO 

reset name is 

scan controlname is 

scan clock name is 

scan output name is 

SCAN config scan input name 

scan length 

scan configs 

nr of tests after compaction 

Simulation control file is 

reset 

scan 

elk 

scanout 

scanin 

54 

114 

sdmcnt_hierATPG.sim 

PHASE 4: HIERARCHICAL TESTABILITY INFO 

INSTANCE TESTABILITY INFO 

I instance name(type) ltfaultsligatesliitestslisregslistests(pi/po/pio) I 

1--1--1--1--1 
IU27 (soc_rnod) I 68 I 45 I 18 I I 
IU22(control) I 434 I 197 I 0 I 16 I 
IU28(decoder) I 92 I 43 I 0 I I 
IU24 (counter) I 390 I 181 I 0 I 16 I 
IU3(out_latch) I 170 I 86 I 0 I 16 I 
I 1--1--1--1--1 

MODULE sdmcnt_hier TESTABILITY INFO 

tfaults (nr of faults to detect) 

tgates (nr of gates in external/other cones) 

titests (nr of internal tests of model) 

tsregs (full mode scan chain length) 

lstests (nr of times the scan chain is loaded) 

fault coverage (%) 

nr of gates deleted after internal ATPG 

nr of generated external tests 

test program length (cycles) 

Result in files: sdmcnt_hierATPG.sim 

sdmcnt_hierREGS.use 

Elapsed Time (sec): 21.0 real 15.8 user 

114( 68/ 

94 ( 7/ 
57 ( 48/ 

93 ( 

19( 

1154 
466 

333 

54 

114 

100 

86 

164 

6294 

0.8 sys 

3/ 

0/ 

I 
0/ 46) I 

24/ 63) I 
0/ 9) I 

25/ 65) I 
5/ 14) I 

I 
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2. HI CAT run for t1attened netlist: 

Welcome to the HICAT V3.0 system 
by Jens Leenstra 

Copyright 1992 IMS Stuttgart 

HICAT version: 3.0.4 

= COMPASS tools : v8R3 . 4 

Install date : 17-8-92 

-s: no scsn path synthesis 

PHASE 1: Scan COMPASS-NLS and IMS-TESTSPBC database 

Database starts from scratch 

sdmcnt_flat.nls 
<--

PHASE 2: Update/Create Module Test Specifications 

--> sdmcnt_flat 

PHASE 3 : COMPOSING MODULE TEST PROGRAM 

FLATTENB!l TEST PROGRAM INFO 

nr of internal tests 3 50 
nr of external tests 164 

nr of tests before compaction 514 

SCAN PATH INFO 

reset name is 

scan controlname is 

scan clock name is 
scan output name is 
SCAN config scan input name 

scan length 
scan configs 

nr of tests after compaction 
Simulation control file is 

reset 

scan 
elk 
scanout 

scanin 
54 

110 

sdmcnt_flatATPG.sim 

PHASE 4 : HIERARCHICAL TESTABILITY INFO 

MODULE sdmcnt_flat TESTABILITY INFO 

ifaults (nr of faults to detect) 
lgates (nr of gates in external/other cones) 

litests (nr of internal tests of model) 
lsregs (full mode scan chain length) 

lstests (nr of tfmes the scan chain is loaded) 
fault coverage (%) 

nr of gates deleted after internal ATPG 
nr of generated external tests 

test program length (cycles) 

Result in files: sdmcnt_flatATPG.sim 
sdmcnt_flatREGS.use 

Elapsed Time (sec): 24.0 real 15.2 user 

1154 

466 

350 

54 

110 

100 

86 

164 

6088 

1.2 sys 

Examples 
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B.2PWM-2 

The "PWM-2" ASIC is a pulse weight modulation circuit for controlling AC 
motors. It contains approximately 56000 active transistors. The chip is partial
ly scan testable. The scan testable parts were selected based on the fault cover
age of the simulation patterns. HI CAT generated test patterns for the four mod
ules, which were not sufficiently tested by the functional patterns. After having 
generated the tests for these modules, assembly was used to compose the ASIC 
test program from the generated module tests. The circuit characteristics and 
test generation·results for the 4 modules are given below. 

1. Circuit Characteristics: 

Module GF-Lib Inputs Outputs Register Gates f. Faults 
name Macros ATPG 

zzk2 252 21 26 43 351 760 

fmess2 200 9 25 57 494 911 

fgen 339 33 2 33 545 1284 

pulgen2 959 44 21 132 1455 3750 

2. Test Generation Results: 

Mod. Int. Ext. Scan Int. Ext. CPU- CPU-
name tests tests tests gates gates Time Time 

(sec.) (sec.) 
bier. Flat. 

netlist netlist 

zzk2 167 158 108 152 199 41.2 38.7 

fmess2 505 34 120 458 36 5.0 6.3 

fgen 190 356 166 0 545 8.3 11.2 

pul- 354 1241 312 854 410 358.6 368.9 
gen2 

The fault coverage was for all modules 100%. The "scan tests" gives the num
ber of times the scan path has to be loaded to apply the internal tests. Further
more, the "int. gates" column gives the number of gates which are deleted after 
the internal test generation has been completed. 

The module inputs and outputs, for which the test were generated, were con
nected to the databus and to the scannable control register of the PWM-2 
ASIC. Hence to assemble these tests a test specification was created for the 
other modules which modelled the databus and the control register. In this way 
all tests could be assembled and converted in 9.8 seconds. 
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B.3HSC3 

The "HSC3" ASIC is a signal processing circuit for pattern recognition. It con
tains approximately 54000 active transistors. HSC3 is fully scan.testable. The 
chip contains three large modules, which are mainly combinationaL These 
modules are called "sf_tran", "lin_co" and "kan_co". These combinational 
blocks of these modules were synthesized with the help of MIS version 2 from 
a truth table description. The circuitcharacte~istics of the three modules as well 
as the complete HSC3 chip are given below. 

1. Circuit Characteristics: 

Module GF-Lib Inputs Outputs Register Gates f. Faults 
name Macros ATPG 

hsc3 6403 61 44 363 9335 25086 

sf_tran 2838 80 83 230 3760 10329 

lin_co 2202 42 17 22 3816 9828 

kan_co 996 28 14 0 1428 4077 

2. Test Generation Results: 

Mod. Int. Ext. Scan Int. CPU Fault test pro-
name tests tests tests gates Time cover. gram 

(sec.) (%) length 
(cycles) 

sf_tran 3835 328 2270 3498 7203.4 99.9 524446 

lin_co 0 4487 1790 0 1822.0 100 35945 

kan_co 0 1620 706* 0 172.0 100 706* 

* number of test vectors after compaction. 

For the HSC3 module the tests could not be generated in limited time without 
the introduction of a backtrack limit. Figure B-1 shows the relation between 
backtrace limit and fault coverage. Figure B-2 shows the relation between the 
ATPG CPU time and the fault coverage. With a backtrack limit of 2000 a fault 
coverage of99.57% was found. It took almost 39 hours of CPU-time to reach 
this fault coverage at a SUN-IPX station. The 108 undetected faults were all 
faults for which the test generation process was aborted due to the backtrace 
limit. The required scan chain had to be loaded 2933 times and the number of 
clock needed to apply the test program was 964679. The usage of the found reg
isters is given in Figure B-3. 
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Usage 
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Figure B-3: HSC register usage for uncompacted tests. 

When the reconfigurable scan path was synthesized with the following parame
ters: "bypass_usage_limits = [0.03]" and "min_bypass_length = 100" already 
a test time reduction of 33% could be reached at the cost of a single multiplexer 
bridging registers 1-111. 

With the parameter setting "bypass_usage_limits = [0.04, 0.08]", "min_by
pass_length = 5 and min_tests_config=8" a test time reduction of 56% was 
reached with the introduction of 9 multiplexers and 4 SC-latches. Thereby 5 
configurations were actually used. 
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B.4ALU16 

The ALU 16 ASIC is a circuit which is a 16-bit ALU circuit. This example is 
included in this appendix to show that such typical data path elements may in
crease the required ATPG time drastically. For other data path elements like 
parallel multipliers it is even worse and inclusion of DFf techniques is needed. 

Circuit Characteristics: 

GF Library Cells 
Inputs 
Outputs 
Registers 
Gates for ATPG 
GF-Master 

Test Generation Result: 

Faults 
Generated Tests 
Tests after compaction (stests) 
CPU time (sec.) 

:203 
:42 
:20 
:0 
:534 
: GFC-12 

: 1405 
:630 
: 174 
: 1270.1 
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proefschrift. Tenslotte wil ik mijn ouders bedanken voor het 'thuis' dat zij mij 
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I 

Stellingen 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

Hierarchical Test Development and Design-for-Testability 

for (A)synchronous Semi-Custom ASICs 

Het grondig testen van geintegreerde schakelingen is niet mogelijk, zolang niet 

vaststaat, dat de betreffende schakeling testbaar is. 

II 

Een testbare schakeling vereist het gebruik van testbare komponenten; testbare 

komponenten echter, behoeven geen testbare schakeling te vormen. 

III 

Het hierarchisch ontwikkelen van een testprogramma is bet meest zinvol, wan

neer dit tijdens het ontwerp van de schakeling geschiedt [hoofdstuk 3]. 

IV 

Een synchroon testbare asynchrone toestandsmachine kombineert de voorde

len van asynchrone operatie en synchrone testbaarheid [hoofdstuk 4]. 

v 
De angstvalligheid, waarmee Duitsland z' n best doet een voorbeeldnatie te zijn 

en de nadruk waarmee het tracht aan te geven, dat niemand hoeft te vrezen dat 

men in oude fouten vervalt, bergt de neiging in zich te vervallen in extremen. 

VI 
Het streven naar een 1809000 kwaliteitscertificaat berust meer op prestige en 

commercie, dan op het vertrouwen een kwaliteitsprodukt te leveren. 



VII 

Voor een wetenschapper verdient bet in bet algemeen geen aanbeveling, een 

probleem van zoveel mogelijk kailten te bekijken. Het voert net als in de 

politiek tot bet eromheen draaien. 

VIII 

Het gebruik van modeme elektronika voor bet voorkomen van arbeidsongeval

len bij robots en numeriek bestuurde machines wordt emstig belemmerd, door

dat de regelgeving op dit gebied, bet relais nog steeds als bet enig echte be

trouwbare schakelelement beschouwd. 

IX 

Op de universiteiten zou meer aandacht moeten worden gegeven aan bet oplos

sen van problemen in een multidisciplinair samenwerkingsverband. 

X 

Ieder natuurlijk systeem raakt op de duur in evenwicht, hetzij door bet gebruik 

van volstrekt milieu vriendelijke produktiemethoden, hetzij door uitputting en 

opeenhoping. 

XI 

De grote charme van een discussie is, dat je precies achter je eigen mening 

komt, niet achter die van een ander. 

Stuttgart, December 1992 Jens Leenstra 




